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(ABSTRACT) 

Multivariate statistical methods have been strongly 

recommended in behavioral research employing multiple 

dependent variables. While the techniques are readily 

available, there is still controversy as to the proper use 

of the methods that have been developed for analyzing and 

interpreting data after finding a significant pairwise 

difference with a multivariate analog of the two group t

test, known as Hotelling•s T2 • 

A Monte Carlo simulation was conducted to investigate 

the relative power of four post-MANOVA tests under 

violations of multivariate homoscedasticity and normality. 

The four methods for analyzing multivariate group 

differences following a significant Hotelling's T2 were: 

(1) univariate F; (2) Bonferroni; (3) multiple Bonferroni; 

and (4) simultaneous F. 

Depending on the conditions examined, either the 

univariate F test or the multiple Bonferroni procedure was 
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shown to be the most powerful for detecting a true 

difference between two groups. 

The following are the major conclusions drawn from the 

investigation: (1) Power levels of post-MANOVA tests remain 

constant under violations of multivariate normality, 

however, they change considerably in the presence of 

heterogeneity; (2) The univariate F test provides the most 

liberal power levels and the simultaneous F test provides 

the most conservative, regardless of sample size, effect 

size, distribution shape, and degree of violation; (3) As 

the size of the effect increases, the rate of correct 

rejections of a false null hypothesis increases; (4) As 

sample size increases, the rate of correct rejections of a 

false null hypothesis increases; (5) Regardless of 

heterogeneity level, power is always larger at larger group 

size levels; and (6) Within each group size level, power 

decreases as heterogeneity increases. 

Analytical comparisons show simultaneous F tests have 

the least power, Bonferroni methods to be intermediate, and 

univariate F tests most powerful under violations of 

multivariate heterogeneity. 
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CHAPTER I 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

Human behavior has multiple components and each 

component is often affected by a wide range of variables. 

Many behavioral studies currently involve questions with 

both multiple independent and multiple dependent variables. 

In such instances, the use of univariate methods may be 

inappropriate for answering complex empirical questions that 

should consult the full network of all possible 

relationships among the system of relevant variables. 

During the past two decades, increased use of 

multivariate statistical methods is evident in the 

behavioral literature. Elkmore and Woehilke (1988) reviewed 

the American Educational Research Journal (AERJ), 

Educational Researcher (ER), and Review of Educational 

Research (RER) for the 10 year period ending in 1987. They 

concluded that the frequency of general multivariate 

statistical methods had increased by 20% since the previous 

review by Willson (1980) for the period from 1969 to 1978. 

These empirical studies of research practice confirm that 

multivariate methods are employed with some regularity in 

behavioral research. 

Why are multivariate methods critical? 

There are two reasons why multivariate methods are so 
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important in behavioral research. First, multivariate 

methods are often vital in behavioral research because these 

methods more closely model the reality to which the 

researcher is purportedly trying to generalize (Fish, 1988). 

Thompson (1986) notes that the reality about which most 

researchers wish to generalize is usually one "in which the 

researcher cares about multiple outcomes, in which most 

outcomes have multiple causes, and in which most causes have 

multiple effects, " ( p. 9) . 

Second, multivariate methods limit the inflation of 

Type I "experimentwise" error rates. Error rates are of two 

types. "Testwise" error rate refers to the probability of 

making a Type I error for a given hypothesis test, and 

"experimentwise" error rate refers to the probability of 

having made a Type I error anywhere within the study. When 

only one hypothesis is tested for a given group of people in 

a study, "experimentwise" error rate will equal the 

"testwise" error rate. But, when several hypotheses are 

tested in a given study, the two error rates will only be 

equal if the tests are independent. Otherwise, the 

"experimentwise" error rate will range somewhere between the 

"testwise" error rate and the ceiling calculated as: 

1 - ( 1 - testwise a)P, 

where pis the number of dependent variables. For example, 

when the researcher sets the alpha level at 0.05, he or she 
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is willing to risk a significant between-group difference, 

by chance alone, five percent of the time. However, studies 

are often designed to make comparisons on more than one 

dependent variable. Often a series of univariate analyses 

of variance (ANOVA) is employed to test the between group 

differences. If the alpha level for each test is set at 

0.05, then the probability of making at least one Type I 

error in the set of all tests is, in general, greater than 

0.05 and increases as the number of tests increases (Hummel 

& Sligo, 1971). 

The actual 11experimentwise 11 error rate will depend, in 

part, upon the degree of correlation among the dependent 

variables in the study. Because the exact rate in a 

practical sense is readily estimated only when the dependent 

variables are perfectly correlated (and 11experimentwise 11 

error will equal the 11testwise 11 error) or are perfectly 

uncorrelated (and 11experimentwise 11 error will equal the 

result calculated using the previous formula), the 

researcher may not ever be able to determine the exact 

11experimentwise 11 error rate in most studies. 

A number of new multivariate techniques have appeared 

during the last three decades, and a computer revolution has 

overtaken virtually all phases of our culture, including 

statistical data analysis. Computers were, of course, very 

much in evidence in the latter field for a couple of decades 
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prior to 1970. But the recent onset of microcomputers and 

statistical software has made it a relatively simple matter 

for anyone with a minimal knowledge of statistical theory to 

carry out quite complicated data analyses, including those 

that involve multivariate techniques. As a result, there is 

increasing recognition by social scientists that 

multivariate techniques are often critical in behavioral 

research (Fish, 1988). 

Overview of Multivariate Analysis of Variance 

Multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) is a 

powerful statistical technique and has many advantages over 

the more customary univariate analysis of variance (ANOVA). 

Its primary advantage is that it allows several dependent 

measures to be analyzed simultaneously, while holding the 

experimentwise error rate at a specified level. The use of 

multiple measures, each with its own strengths and 

limitations, can vastly increase the scope of a research 

project. Problems in choosing one of a number of possible 

dependent measures are circumvented when each measure is 

included. Alternatively, there are a few disadvantages 

associated with the use of MANOVA. Results may be difficult 

to understand and interpret. This is particularly true with 

factorial MANOVA and significant interactions, where the 

analysis should stop and interactions described. 
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MANOVA is essentially a three-stage process. The first 

is to test the multivariate hypotheses (i.e., that there are 

no significant differences between or among the p-variate 

mean vectors in the comparison being made). As in 

univariate ANOVA, there are omnibus tests for the main 

effects and interactions. When MANOVA results indicate 

statistically significant differences among the levels of 

factors under study, these differences are based upon the 

entire set of dependent variables. In other words, a 

significant MANOVA leads to a rejection of the multivariate 

null hypothesis and the conclusion that a mean difference 

exists for the set of dependent variables. Pairwise vector 

comparisons, stage two of the MANOVA process, are then 

calculated to determine specific group differences. 

However, frequently such results are too general to fully 

satisfy interpretive interests. Although they provide a 

powerful, and Type I error-protected, beginning to the data 

analytic task, much more may be said of the effects of the 

treatment or differences among factor levels under study. 

For each significant multivariate effect, the third 

stage in the analysis is to ascertain which of the p 

dependent variables are accounting for these effects. 

Hence, additional tests are required. While the 

mathematical basis for applying MANOVA is well-known (e.g., 

Bock, 1975; Finn, 1974; Timm, 1975), there is little 
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consensus as to the ''proper" methods for further analyzing 

and interpreting mean differences in the MANOVA third stage 

(Borgen & Seling, 1978; Kaplin & Litrownik, 1977; Morrow & 

Frankiewicz, 1979; Spector, 1977; Stevens, 1972). Of the 

numerous options that have been proposed, the question still 

remains: Which procedure is best? Seaman, Franke, Serlin, 

and Levin (1989) point out that on the one hand, 

statisticians are typically attracted to procedures that 

maintain a reasonable and dependable type I error 

probability (experimentwise alpha) as well as attractive 

power levels. On the other hand, social science researchers 

in search of mean differences occasionally select procedures 

on the basis of their smaller critical values and thus 

presumably greater statistical power, ignoring issues of the 

potentially inflated experimentwise alpha associated with 

such procedures. Unfortunately, "whenever multiple 

statistical tests are carried out in inferential data 

analysis, there is a potential problem of 'probability 

pyramiding'" (Huberty and Morris, 1989). 

There is consensus, however, that the post-MANOVA 

techniques are differentially powerful and often provide 

non-corroborative information (Gabriel, 1979). Two reviews 

(Stevens, 1972; Wilkinson, 1975) were apparently unable to 

draw definite conclusions or offer specific guidelines to 

the user. The major conclusion reached in both of these 
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reviews was that the numerous methods yielded different 

interpretations, and no one approach was necessarily 

superior to the others. 

The impact of multivariate assumption violation on 

third stage tests has not been examined. If one method can 

be shown to be more powerful when multivariate assumptions 

are violated, it might be recommended over other procedures. 

Multivariate Assumptions 

Multivariate test statistics are based on certain 

distributional assumptions. These are that the error 

vectors for the p measures are: (1) independently and (2) 

multivariate normally distributed (3) with a common 

variance-covariance matrix. Violations of these assumptions 

may lead to erroneous conclusions. However, if a particular 

test is insensitive to violation of one or more of the 

assumptions when the null hypothesis is true (i.e., if it 

leads to conclusions similar to what would be expected given 

the assumptions), then the test is said to be "robust" with 

respect to the violation. Generally, tests that lack 

robustness also have low power levels (Stevens, 1986). 

Independence. The assumption of independence is by far 

the most important assumption. Small violations produce 

substantial effects on both the level of significance and 

the power of the omnibus multivariate test statistic. A 
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small amount of dependence among the observations across the 

p-variate vectors causes the actual alpha to be several 

times greater than the nominal alpha. Barcikowski (1981) 

showed precisely how dramatic of an effect dependence has on 

type I error. He measured dependence among the observations 

using the intraclass correlation. For example, under 

moderate dependence (when intraclass correlation= .30) with 

n equal to 30, actual alpha was .59 and under small 

dependence (intraclass correlation= .10), actual alpha was 

.34, with nominal alpha equal to .05. Over a wide range of 

n and dependence, Barcikowski concluded that for very small 

dependence the actual probability of rejecting falsely is 

essentially seven times greater then the experimenter 

thinks. 

Multivariate Normality. Omnibus multivariate test 

statistics have been shown to be fairly robust to deviations 

from multivariate normality with respect to type I error for 

fairly large n's and/or equal sample sizes, however the test 

statistic's power drops substantially under the same 

conditions (Stevens, 1986). Kurtosis affects the power of 

the test statistic considerably, and the severity of the 

effect increases as the kurtosis spreads from one to all 

groups (Olson, 1973). However, with respect to skewness, 

distortions of power values are rarely greater then a few 

hundredths, even with considerably skewed distributions. 
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Homoscedasticity. The assumption of equal 

(homogeneous) covariance matrices is a very restrictive one. 

Two matrices are equal only if all corresponding elements 

are equal. Stevens (1986) provided an example which 

illustrates the restrictiveness. 

Let us consider a two-group problem with 5 
dependent variables. All corresponding diagonal 
elements (which represent the variances for the 
vari~bles) are. e<iual, _i.e., a21CJ> = 0

2
1<2>; ?"22c1> = 

a22(2), , • • • , , er 5(1) - a25(2). The number in 
parentheses refers to the group. Thus, a 2H 1> is 
the population variance for variable 1 in group 1. 
Since there are 10 covariances for 5 variables, 
the equal covariance matrices assumption also 
implies that the 10 covariances in group 1 are 
equal to the corresponding 10 covariances in group 
2. For 8 variables the assumptions would imply 
that the 8 population variances in group 1 are 
equal to their counterparts in group 2 and that 
the 28 corresponding covariances in the two 
matrices are also equal. The restrictiveness of 
the assumption becomes more strikingly apparent as 
the number of groups and variables increase. 
(Stevens, 1986, p. 216). 

Three major Monte Carlo robustness studies have shown mild 

heterogeneity to have a severe effect on type I error and 

power of omnibus multivariate test statistics (Holloway and 

Dunn, 1967; Hakstian, Roed, & Lind, 1979; and Olson, 1974). 

Heed for Research 

Prior research has focused on comparisons of various 

post-MANOVA (third stage) procedures when all multivariate 

distributional assumptions are met. No studies have 

considered the violation of multivariate test assumptions 
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for post-MANOVA tests. Although numerous studies have 

examined the robustness and power of univariate tests, it is 

expected that the power of post-MANOVA tests under 

multivariate assumption violations will provide differing 

results. As stated previously, if post-MANOVA tests are 

differentially powerful and robust to these violations a 

needed method of classification for the various methods will 

emerge. 

Post-MANOVA robustness was not appraised in the present 

investigation. Given the need for multivariate significance 

at stages one and two of the MANOVA analysis sequence, 

considering true null cases would only result in confounding 

type I errors. I propose to examine power in several post

MANOVA procedures by simulating different degrees of 

heterogeneity and nonnormality while also varying the sample 

size and effect size. 

Determination of the relative power for these 

approaches would depend on seven factors: (1) sample size, 

(2) the treatment effects for each of the p variates, (3) 

number of groups, (4) number of dependent variables, {5) the 

within-groups correlation between the variables, (6) degree 

of heterogeneity and (7) degree of non-normality. How 

various post-MANOVA procedures compare, relative to power 

under different configurations of the above seven factors 

remains controversial. 
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Goals of the Investigation 

The purpose of the current study was to investigate the 

power of several post-MANOVA data analytic procedures, in 

the two-sample case, when the MANOVA classical assumptions 

are met and under violations of these assumptions. Monte 

Carlo methods were used to investigate these procedures with 

respect to power. Unlike previous Monte Carlo studies of 

the multivariate multiple comparison procedures, this 

investigation included heteroscedastic and non-normal 

distributions. Insofar as it is possible, the conditions 

were designed to resen~le those encountered in behavioral 

research. The determination of the overall sample size, 

ratio of n1 to n2 , ratio of the variances in Group 1 to 

those in Group 2, number of variables, type of non-normal 

distribution, and degree of non-centrality was based on a 

review of the behavioral literature. 

The results presented here will be of primary value to 

social science researchers and consulting statisticians 

faced with the problem of suggesting suitable procedures to 

their doctoral students and clientele, but they may also be 

of some interest to mathematical statisticians concerned 

with theoretical aspects of the problem. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) methods can 

be used for controlling experimentwise error rates when 

comparing groups on multiple dependent variables. With the 

advent of computer software to perform the complex 

computations, these methods have become easier to apply. 

However, in a comprehensive review of approaches for 

analyzing and interpreting data after finding a significant 

overall MANOVA, Bray and Maxwell (1982) and Seaman, Franke, 

Serlin and Levin (1989) indicated that there are a number of 

areas of controversy on how to use these post-MANOVA 

methods. 

MAROVA Analysis Sequence 

Typically, social science researchers aim to study 

specific groups of subjects on several dependent variables 

simultaneously. In most cases these variables are 

moderately or highly correlated and tend to share a common 

conceptual meaning. That is, the dependent variables 

considered together make sense as a group. Multivariate 

analysis of variance (MANOVA) provides researchers with an 

avenue to study these complexities. The MANOVA analysis 

sequence is characterized as a three stage chain, where each 

progressive stage enables the researcher to further pinpoint 
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significant aspects of the relationship (see Figure 2.1). 

Each stage is explained briefly below. ... 

Stage One 

In the k group MANOVA case researchers compare groups 

on p dependent variables simultaneously. The null 

hypothesis is, H
0

: H, = /:!:,2 = • • • • • =H_k ( population mean 

vectors are equal). Several test statistics are available 

for testing the multivariate null hypothesis (Olsen, 1974), 

however, the one which is most widely used is Wilk's A, 

where A is given by: 

A= 
lwl 

I Tl 
= 

lwl 

I B + wl 1 

lwl and ITI are the determinants of the within and total sum 

of squares and cross products matrices. If A is 

statistically significant the researcher then moves to stage 

two of the MANOVA analysis sequence. 

Stage Two 

Because pairwise differences are easy to interpret and 

often the most meaningful, researchers tend to follow-up a 

significant overall multivariate result with a multivariate 

analog of the two group t-test known as Hotelling's T2 • 

This procedure locates significant pairwise differences at 

the multivariate level. All pairwise multivariate tests 
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I 
STOP 

ANALYSIS COMPLETE 

STAGE I 

TEST 
THE OVERALL 

MANOI/A HYPOTHESIS 

DO NOT REJECT REJECT 

STAGE II 

Ho: THE GROUPS DO NOT 
DIFFER ON THE SET OF 
DEPENDENT VARIABLES 

I 
PERFORM HOTELUNG'S 
T-SQUARED TO IDENTIFY 
GROUP DIFFERENCES 

' Ho TWO GROUPS DO NOT 
DIFFER ON THE SET OF 
DEPENDENT VARIABLES 

YES 
DO NOT REJECT I REJECT 

ARE THERE ADDITIONAL 
GROUPS THAT HAVE 
NOT BEEN TESTED? 

NO. 

STOP 

ANALYSIS COMPLETE 

Figure 2.1. MANOVA Analysis Sequence. 
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PERFORM UNIVARIATE 
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DEPENDENT VARIABLES 

THAT HAVE NOT BEEN TESTED? 

• NO 

ARE THERE ADDITIONAL 
GROUPS THAT HAVE NOT 

BEEN TESTED? 

YES 

. ,,·:·:·:·:·:·::·,::::::::::.: ........ 'J. NO 

' STOP ANALYSIS COMPLETE 



(T21 s) are computed to determine which pairs of groups 

differ significantly on the set of variables. For the 

hypothesis Hajj to be rejected at level alpha, it is 

necessary to construct every subset of the k groups and 

calculate Hotelling's T2 for that subset. If T2 is found 

significant at level alpha for any such subset, then Hajj 

may be rejected for that combination of jj. There are other 

procedures similar to Hotelling•s T2 which have been 

developed, discriminant analysis and step-down analysis. 

These will be discussed briefly below. 

Discriminant Analysis. Tatsuoka (1969) describes the 

application of discriminant analysis as a follow-up to k 

group MANOVA as "probably one of the most significant 

developments in multivariate analysis during the past ten 

years" (p. 742). Discriminant analysis finds the linear 

combination of the p variates that best separates the k 

groups (where k = the number of groups) by maximizing the 

between-group variance of the linear combination relative to 

the within-group variance. The procedure produces s = min 

(p, k-1) discriminant functions, some or all of which may be 

significant at the specified alpha level. Each of the 

discriminant functions is a linear composite of the p 

variates, which maximizes group separation with the 

restriction that scores on each of the functions are 

uncorrelated with scores on each of the preceding functions. 
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In the special case of k = 2, the discriminant analysis is 

formally equivalent to a multiple regression problem 

(Tatsuoka, 1971). 

In general, Huberty (1975) indicates that discriminant 

analysis is appropriate for four purposes: (1) separation 

between the k groups, (2) discrimination of dimensions and 

variates, (3) estimation of the relationship between the p 

variates and k groups membership variables, and (4) 

classifying individuals to specific populations. The first 

two uses are most relevant in the follow-up analysis of k 

group MANOVA. 

In the context of interpreting a significant k group 

MANOVA, discriminant analysis can provide information 

concerning: (1) the minimum number of dimensions that 

underlie the group differences on the p variates, (2) how 

the individual variates relate to the underlying dimensions 

and the other variates, and (3) how the groups can be 

represented geometrically in this reduced discriminant space 

(Borgen and Seling, 1978; Huberty, 1975; and Tatsuoka, 

1971). 

Two Monte Carlo studies (Barcikowski and Stevens, 1975; 

Huberty, 1975) indicated that unless sample size is large 

relative to the number of variables, both the standardized 

coefficients and the correlations are very unstable. That 

is, the results obtained in one sample (e.g., interpreting 
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the first discriminant function using variables 1 and 3) 

will very likely not hold up in another sample from the same 

population. This implies that unless the N (total sample 

size)/ p (number of dependent variables) ratio is quite 

large, (Huberty, 1975, states 20 to 1), one should be very 

cautious in interpreting the results. For example, if there 

are 10 variables in a discriminant analysis, at least 200 

subjects are needed for the investigator to have confidence 

that the variables he/she selects as most important in 

interpreting the discriminant function would again show up 

as most important in another sample. Because sample sizes 

of this magnitude were not examined in this investigation, 

this procedure was not included as a second stage technique 

in the MANOVA analysis sequence. 

Step Down Analysis. Step-down analysis (Roy, 1958) is 

a form of analysis of covariance in which the criterion 

variables are entered in a specified order to test the 

relative contribution of successive measures (Bock, 1975). 

This technique requires an a priori theoretical ordering of 

the p variates (Bock 1975). Roy and Bargmann (1958) 

demonstrated that each of the successive F tests are 

statistically independent under the null hypothesis. The 

first step-down F and the univariate F ratio for that 

variate are identical. However, successive steps are not 

equivalent. The second step is the effect on the second 
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criteria with the first criteria covaried out or removed. 

The third step is the effect with the first two variate's 

effects removed, and so on. This type of post-MANOVA 

analysis is similar to stepwise regression analysis 

(Stevens, 1986). The step-down analysis is similar in that 

in both analyses the researcher is interested in how much a 

variable "adds". In regression analysis the question is, 

"How much does a predictor add to predicting the dependent 

variable above and beyond the previous predictors in the 

regression equation?" The corresponding question in step

down analysis is, "How much does a given dependent variable 

add to discriminating the groups, above and beyond the 

previous dependent variables for a given a priori ordering?" 

Because the step-down analysis requires an a priori ordering 

of the dependent variables, there must be some theoretical 

rationale or empirical evidence to dictate a given ordering. 

In the present investigation, comparisons of dependent 

variables were post-hoc, therefore this procedure was not 

examined as a second stage technique in the MANOVA analysis 

sequence. 

Stage Three 

If significant group differences are located with the 

Hotelling•s T2 at stage two, then univariate tests are 

performed to determine which of the individual variables are 

contributing to the significant multivariate pairwise 
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differences. The following section provides a discussion of 

several such techniques. 

Post-Hoc Approaches In The Two Group Case 

A variety of approaches have been presented for 

analyzing and interpreting data after obtaining a 

significant Hotelling's T2 • The most currently used post

MANOVA approaches in the two group case are: (1) Univariate 

F, (2) Bonferroni F, (3) Multiple Bonferroni F, and (4) 

Simultaneous F. These will be discussed in detail below. 

Univariate F Tests 

The most commonly used post-MANOVA procedure is a 

series of univariate F tests (Olson, 1976). Developed by 

Cramer and Bock in 1966 this procedure requires testing Ho 

with Hotelling's T2 at a specified alpha level; if T2 is 

significant, then each Hoj is tested with Fj at the same 

alpha level. In general, this procedure is a relatively 

straightforward method of determining which dependent 

variables are affected by treatments (Finn, 1974), and its 

major advantage is in the ease of its interpretation. 

However, it is known to produce experimentwise error rates 

well in excess of nominal alpha under certain conditions 

(Ramsey, 1980; Timm, 1975). This procedure is included in 

the present investigation only for comparison purposes. 
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Bonferroni Tests 

Bird (1975) proposed a procedure based on Bonferroni 

inequalities, which is designated here as the Bonferroni 

Test. This is a general method of allocating alpha for 

testing hypotheses so that the experimentwise type I error 

rate does not exceed the nominal level. Bird's rational was 

that if each Fj is run at some level sufficiently more 

stringent than alpha, then experimentwise error rate will be 

limited to alpha. Bird suggested the use of a'p = a/p. A 

slightly less stringent value would be aP = 1 - (1 - a) 11P. 

Simpler calculations occur with a'p and results are usually 

adequate for most applications (Bird, 1975). In this 

investigation, all calculations were based on a'p' so 

optimal power values could be determined. 

Multiple Bonferroni Tests 

A multiple testing version of the Bird's Bonferroni 

Test, designated the multiple-Bonferroni Test, can also use 

either a'p or aP. For the multiple-Bonferroni procedure, 

each Hoj is first tested at level aP; Hoj is rejected for 

variable j if Fj is significant at that level. Then, if m 

(>O) variables have been found significant, the remaining 

variables are all individually tested at level a~m· Testing 

is continued until either non-significance is found for all 

variables tested at a particular level or level a 1 is 

reached and the final variable is tested at a 1 = a. The 
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multiple-Bonferroni procedure will limit experimentwise 

error rate to the nominal alpha. The multiple-Bonferroni 

procedure may require more testing than the Bonferroni test 

because each F-ratio may need to be tested against a number 

of critical values. In the current investigation, the 

multiple-Bonferroni procedure was examined. 

Simultaneous F Tests 

A simple procedure which limits experimentwise error 

rate to nominal alpha is a simultaneous F test procedure. 

The simultaneous testing procedure is similar to the other 

procedures described thus far in that Ho is first tested 

with Hotelling's T2 • If T2 is significant, then each Hoj is 

tested by Fsim (to be described in Chapter III). The 

simultaneous testing procedure has been shown to be quite 

conservative when a limited number of hypotheses are tested 

(Bird, 1975; Hummel and Sligo, 1971). However, the 

simultaneous testing procedure allows the testing of any 

combination of dependent variables. With more than two 

groups, this procedure allows the testing of any contrast 

among groups. The great generality of the simultaneous 

testing procedure (while always limiting experimentwise 

error rate to nominal alpha) produces its low power when 

only a few hypotheses are of interest. This procedure was 

included in the present study primarily to investigate the 

extent of power loss relative to others. 
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Comparisons of Post-MA.NOVA Procedures 

In a Monte Carlo study, Hummel and Sligo (1971) 

compared univariate and multivariate analysis of variance 

procedures used either singly or in combination to form 

three approaches to the analysis of multivariate normal and 

homogeneous data. The first procedure tested each 

univariate null hypothesis, Ho: µj 1 = µj 2 for j = 1 to p, 

using a univariate analysis of variance (ANOVA). The second 

procedure, Cramer and Back's (1966) univariate F test 

involved, first, an overall multivariate test of the 

hypothesis Ho: H, = H2· If this hypothesis was rejected, 

then ANOVAs were run separately on each of the variables. 

The third procedure, proposed by Morrison (1967), began with 

an overall multivariate test of Ho: H, = H2· Following 

rejection of this hypothesis, a simultaneous F test 

procedure developed by Roy and Bose (1953) was employed. 

The three methods were compared with respect to the 

following error rates: 

1. Error rate per comparison--the probability of 
rejecting the null hypothesis for any given 
comparison when, in fact, the hypothesis is true 
for that comparison. 

2. Experimentwise error rate--the probability of 
rejecting at least one null hypothesis for a 
comparison in an experiment when, in fact, the 
null hypothesis is true for all comparisons. 

Based on their results, Hummel and Sligo (1971) suggested 

that the univariate method should not be used, particularly 
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as the number of variables increases and as the variance in 

common among the variables increases. The procedure using a 

MANOVA followed by univariate F tests on each variable 

worked reasonably well in controlling the experimentwise 

error rate near the nominal alpha level. They further 

discovered that the multivariate procedure followed by 

employing simultaneous F tests (Roy and Bose, 1953) was 

extremely conservative. In fact, the conservativeness 

increased as N, p, and the proportion of variance in common 

among the p variates increased. 

Ramsey (1980) pointed out that Hummel and Sligo (1971) 

did not compare these procedures under conditions where the 

null hypothesis was partially false, (i.e., when there were 

true differences between groups on one or more dependent 

variables). He said that MANOVA methods need to be compared 

not only for their ability to control experimentwise error 

rates, but also with respect to power, the ability to find 

significant effects when the null hypothesis is in fact 

false for one or more of the dependent variables. 

In a Monte Carlo study, Ramsey (1982) compared five 

procedures while controlling for both experimentwise error 

rates and detecting true differences, again with 

multivariate normal and homogeneous data. The first 

procedure was the univariate F test, suggested by Cramer and 

Bock (1966) mentioned earlier. In the second procedure, if 
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the overall hypothesis was rejected, then multiple 

Hotelling•s T2 tests were performed on all subsets of the p 

variables. If T2 was significant for each of the subsets at 

the specified alpha level, then the hypothesis Ho: µj 1 = µj 2 

was rejected. The third procedure was the simultaneous F 

test procedure from Hummel and Sligo (1971). The fourth and 

fifth procedures were modifications of the Bonferroni 

procedure proposed by Bird (1975). In the fourth procedure, 

bonferroni tests were performed for each variable at aP = 

1 - ( 1-a) 11P. The fifth procedure was the multiple 

bonferroni approach described earlier. Each of the five 

procedures were tested for several different numbers of 

dependent variables, various effect sizes, a variety of 

correlation values, and several sample sizes. The number of 

variables with true differences was also varied. 

Ramsey (1982) used two methods for assessing power in 

this study. He defined "any-variable" power as the 

probability of detecting at least one of the true 

differences between the groups when testing each variable 

separately. The other method used for assessing power, 

"all-variables" power, was defined as the probability of 

detecting all of the true differences between the groups 

when testing each variable separately. No single procedure 

was found to be most powerful for the any-variable method of 

measuring power. The differences in power between the 
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multiple Hotelling's T2 testing method and the two 

Bonferroni methods were dependent on the degree of 

correlation among the variables. When the correlations were 

high, the multiple T2 tests showed superior any-variable 

power. For lower correlations, the two Bonferroni 

procedures were superior. For any-variable power, the two 

Bonferroni procedures were found to be essentially the same. 

The fifth procedure (termed the multiple Bonferroni 

procedure) was found to be the most powerful for the all

variables power method when there were at least four 

variables. 

While a large mean difference on a single dependent 

variable could lead to the correct rejection of the overall 

hypothesis, it may also lead to an excessively high error 

rate on the remaining variables in the set. When the null 

hypothesis is correctly rejected for one variable, the null 

hypothesis may also be rejected for other variables with no 

true differences. While Ramsey (1982) measured the any

variable power for the different procedures, he did not 

measure the probability of incorrectly rejecting a true 

univariate null hypothesis when some hypotheses were true 

and some were not. 

In a similar Monte Carlo study, Hummel and Johnston 

(1986) investigated seven methods for analyzing multivariate 

group differences with multivariate normal and homogeneous 
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data. The results of the study showed that the multiple 

Hotelling's T2 statistics, provided a good balance between 

power and type 1 errors. The other methods provided either 

better power or better protection from type 1 errors, but 

overall the multiple T2 method achieved good results for 

power while still maintaining acceptable control over the 

type 1 error rates. 

Effect Of Hon-Normality On Type I Error And Power 

Results from various omnibus multivariate studies 

(Everitt, 1979; Hopkins and Clay, 1963; Mardia, 1971; Olson, 

1973) that considered up to 10 variables and small or 

moderate sample sizes indicate that deviation from 

multivariate normality has only a small effect on type I 

error. In almost all cases in these studies the actual 

alpha was within .02 of the nominal alpha for nominal 

alpha's of .05 and .10. 

Olson found, however, that platykurtosis does have an 

effect on power, and the severity of the effect increases as 

platykurtosis spreads from one to all groups. For example, 

in one specific instance power was close to 1 under no 

violation. With kurtosis present in just one group the 

power dropped to about .90. When kurtosis was present in 2 

groups, the power dropped substantially to .60. 

With respect to skewness, Olson (1973) indicates that 
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distortions of power values are rarely greater than a few 

hundredths for univariate ANOVA, even with considerably 

skewed distributions. What has been found in MANOVA 

robustness studies is consistent with what had been found in 

univariate ANOVA robustness studies, in which the F 

statistic was robust with respect to type I error against 

non-normality, making it plausible that this robustness 

might extent to the multivariate case. Thus, it could well 

be the case that multivariate skewness also has a negligible 

effect on power, although I have not located any studies on 

this issue. 

Effect Of Heterogeneity On Type I Error And Power 

There have been two major Monte Carlo studies that have 

examined omnibus multivariate tests and the effect of 

unequal covariance matrices on error rates for the two-group 

case, namely, Holloway and Dunn (1967), and Hakstian, Roed, 

and Lind (1979). Holloway and Dunn considered both equal 

and unequal group size, and modeled moderate to extreme 

heterogeneity. They considered both level of significance 

and power with number of variables ranging from 1 to 10 and 

total sample sizes from 5 to 100. In canonical form, the 

covariance matrix from one population was equal to the 

identity, I, and for the other it was either dI or 

diag(d,1, •.• ,1), with d = 1, 1.5, 3, 10, and 100. Their 
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results show that equal n keeps the actual alpha very close 

to the nominal (within a few percentage points) for all but 

the extreme cases. Sharply unequal group size, for moderate 

inequality, with the larger variability in the small group 

size produces a liberal test. As a matter of fact, the test 

can become very liberal. Larger variability in the group 

with the large group size produces a conservative test. In 

addition, Holloway and Dunn (1967), showed that small 

heterogeneity does have an effect on power, even for equal 

group sizes and larger heterogeneity will produce a more 

substantial drop in power. 

Hakstian et al. modeled heterogeneity that was milder 

(and somewhat more realistic of what is encountered in 

practice) than that considered in the Holloway and Dunn 

study. They also considered more disparate group sizes (up 

to a ratio of 5 to 1) for the 2,6 and 10 variable cases. 

These researchers did not use covariance matrices in 

canonical form as did Holloway and Dunn (1967). Instead, 

all variances in one population were equal to one and 

covariances had an irregular pattern. Three distinct 

matrices were used for a second population representing the 

heterogeneity conditions; these are presented below. 

1. The population variances for the variables in 
population 2 were only 1.44 times as great as 
those for the variables in population 1. 

2. The population 2 variances and covariances were 
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2.25 times as great as those for all variables in 
population 1. 

3. The population 2 variances and covariances were 
2.25 times as great as those for population 1 for 
only half the variables. 

Their results were consistent with the Holloway and 

Dunn findings, but extended them in two ways. First, even 

for milder heterogeneity, sharply unequal group sizes 

produced sizable distortions in type I error rate. 

Secondly, severely unequal group sizes produced sizable 

distortions in type I error rates even for very mild 

heterogeneity. 

The assumption of equal (homogeneous) covariance 

matrices is a very restrictive one. The two matrices are 

equal only if all corresponding elements are equal. Hence, 

it is unlikely that the equal covariance matrices assumption 

would ever literally be satisfied in practice. 

Monte Carlo Techniques 

Monte Carlo (i.e., computer simulation) methods have 

been used for various purposes. Monte Carlo robustness 

studies typically begin with the creation of several large 

populations of data with known characteristics predetermined 

by the researcher. Samples of data are then randomly 

selected and sample results are calculated repeatedly, 

usually 10,000 times for each unique population of data. 
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These results are averaged to determine the degree to which 

violations of assumptions affect type I error rates and 

power. 

Strategies For Generating Non-Normality 

Monte Carlo computer simulations are used to model a 

variety of real-world statistical and psychometric 

processes. The value of a simulation is closely tied to the 

adherence with which it represents the real-world 

environment that it attempts to model. All Monte Carlo 

procedures require the generation of random numbers. Random 

number generators typically available are limited to 

generating random numbers with uniform or normal 

distributions. However, to adequately replicate the real

world environment, random numbers with distinctly non-normal 

distributions are often required. 

Traditional Methods. In the literature, there appear 

to be four methods to generate non-normality for Monte Carlo 

studies. (1) Outliers. The creation of this special type 

of non-normality involves adding a small proportion of data 

having a variance much greater (e.g., nine time greater) 

than the remainder of the population. This procedure tends 

to create highly kurtotic but symmetrical distributions. 

Outliers might be produced when there are occasional (large) 

keypunching errors, unobserved but highly uncooperative 

subjects, or, in general, large exceptions to the rule. 
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Tukey and his colleagues have frequently used this method 

(Tukey, 1960; Andrews, et al., 1972; Devlin, et al., 1975). 

(2) Extreme non-normality. In this method, one samples from 

extreme distributions (e.g., chi square, rectangular, 

lognormal, exponential, Cauchy distributions). This is 

usually accomplished by an inverse probability function on 

uniform deviates (Hammersley & Handscomb, 1975, p.37; Knuth, 

1969, p.102). (3) Transformation to unknown non-normality. 

The methodologist would transform a random normal deviate by 

some type of skewing function. One typically wouldn't know 

the degree of non-normality prior to sampling. The 

methodology of Brewer and Hills (1968, 1969) is of this 

type. (4) Tabular. One could generate a large table which 

contains an entire non-normal population to be sampled from 

within the study. Brown and Lathrop used this method to 

discover the lack of robustness of the Fisher z 

transformation to non-normality. 

Fleishman•s Method. A relatively new approach which 

Monte Carlo researchers typically do not employ was 

presented by Fleishman (1978). He noted that real-world 

distributions of variables are typically characterized by 

their first four moments (i.e., mean, variance, skew, and 

kurtosis). He presented a procedure for generating non

normal random numbers with these moments specified. His 

procedure accomplished this by simply taking a linear 
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combination of a random number drawn from a normal 

distribution and its square and cube. Using this simple 

transformation and tables (or a system of equations) 

provided by Fleishman, random numbers with moments matching 

a real-world data set could be easily generated. 

Fleishman's (1978) method provides the researcher with 

a method to generate distributions which fulfill all of the 

following requirements: (1) they have a priori known 

parameters, (2) enable the researcher to change 

distributions with the least amount of difficulty, (3) be 

realistic simulations of empirical distributions, (4) 

capable of generating widely different distributions, and 

(5) operate as efficiently as possible. This method 

consists of a polynomial transformation, and is called the 

power method. The transformation is of the following form: 

( 1 ) Y = a + bX + cx 2 + dX3 

As noted, this transformation needs three multiplications, 

three sums, and the memory for only four constants; all of 

which are operations which the computer can perform 

extremely efficiently. Additionally, different 

distributions do not need different sub-programs to generate 

their data, further maximizing the efficiency of the 

program. In the above transformation, Xis a random variate 

distributed normally with zero mean and unit variance, 

(N(0,1)); Y will have a distribution dependent upon the 
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constants. The constants (b, c, and d) needed for various 

skew and kurtosis levels are presented in Fleishman's 1978 

article. The value of the constant a in equation (1) will 

be equal to -c. Fleishman (1978) expanded (1) to express 

the first four moments of the non-normal variable Yin terms 

of the first four moments of X. Because Xis normally 

distributed, the first four moments are know constants. 

With considerable algebraic manipulation, Fleishman was able 

to represent the solution to the constants in equation (1) 

as a system of nonlinear equations. For a standard 

distribution (i.e., mean of zero, variance of one), the 

constants b, c, and dare found by simultaneously solving 

(2), (3), and (4) where y1 is the desired skew and y2 is the 

desired kurtosis: 

b2 + 6bd + 2c 2 + 15d 2 - 1 = 0 ( 2) 

2c(b 2 + 24bd + 15d2 + 2) - y1 = O (3) 

24[bd+c 2(l+b 2+28bd) + d2(12+48bd+141c 2+225d 2 )] - y2 = O. (4) 

The constant a is determined from (5) 

a= -c. (5) 

Strategies For Modeling Heterogeneity 

Modeling heterogeneity in multivariate studies is 

complicated in that there are many ways of introducing 

heterogeneity in population covariance matrices. Once the 

researcher has chosen the most efficient and effective 

transformation method the battle is half won. 
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Typically empirical studies of robustness and power of 

multivariate test statistics against violation of the 

assumption of homoscedasticity reduce the problem to 

canonical form (Tatsuoka, 1971). This procedure produces 

diagonal covariance matrices, thereby reducing the number of 

parameters that need to be considered. This procedure is 

based on theorems for matrix transformations. It consists 

of applying a linear transformation, say C (where C is 

orthogonal, meaning C'C = I and lcl = 1), to the matrix of 

observations X, therefore producing a new set of 

uncorrelated variables Y = XC. The matrix C represents a 

fixed rotation from the original variates to the principal 

axes and consists of columns of eigenvectors of the original 

covariance matrix~- Using the same transformation matrix, 

~ is transformed into a diagonal matrix c•~c = 

diag(l 1,l 2 , ••• ,ls), with the variances of the canonical or 

transformed variates (eigenvalues) as diagonal elements. 

This is called "diagonalizing the matrix" (Tatsuoka, 1971, 

p.128). Since MANOVA test criteria are invariant under any 

linear transformation, a multivariate analysis on the 

canonical variates will produce the same results as those 

obtained with the original variates. 

Random Number Generation 

The methods for exploring the issues of power in the 
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present investigation involved the use of Monte Carlo 

simulated data generated by a Statistical Analysis System 

(SAS) using the Interactive Matrix Language Module (IML). 

Through the analysis of a large number of samples under 

known population parameters, it was possible to investigate 

the properties of the various post-MANOVA procedures by 

observing their resulting distributions. These observed 

distributions, obtained under heterogeneity and non

normality, were then compared to the nominal distributions 

obtained under homogeneity and normality for the procedures 

in question. 

Generation of Multivariate Random Numbers 

Hammersley and Handscomb (1964) stated that "the 

essential feature common to all Monte Carlo computations is 

that at some point we have to substitute for a random 

variable a corresponding set of actual values, having the 

statistical properties of the random variable" (p.25). 

These values are called random numbers. In practice, the 

computer programs and various subroutines actually produce a 

set of pseudo-random nwnbers calculated from a completely 

specified algorithm (Belli, 1984). 

When normal distributions are desired, the generation 

of multivariate random numbers is accomplished quite simply 

using a matrix decomposition procedure (Kaiser and Dickman, 

1962). A principal-components factorization (or any 
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factorization) is performed on the population correlation 

matrix that is to underlie the random numbers. To generate 

a multivariate random number, one random number is generated 

from each component, and each random variable is defined as 

the sum of the products of the variable's component loadings 

and the random number corresponding to each of the 

components. When the random numbers input are normal, the 

resulting random numbers are multivariate normal with 

population intercorrelations equal to those of the matrix 

originally decomposed. This procedure is the converse of 

computing component scores. Here the component scores are 

known and the variable scores are computed. 

Generation of Multivariate Hon-Normal Random Numbers 

Multivariate non-normal random numbers can be generated 

using a combination of the matrix decomposition procedure 

and Fleishman's method. Multivariate normal random numbers 

with specified intercorrelations are generated and then 

univariately transformed to the desired shapes. The two 

processes interact, however, and the non-normal numbers have 

intercorrelations different from the normal ones. To 

generate random numbers with specified intercorrelation and 

moments, the effect of non-normalizing on the correlations 

must be anticipated and counteracted. In the procedure 

described below an appropriate intermediate correlation 

matrix is determined from the desired matrix and the non-
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normalizing transformations. When multivariate normal 

random numbers generated with the intermediate correlation 

matrix are non-normalized, the resulting non-normal 

variables have the desired population intercorrelations and 

moments. 

The procedure begins with the specification of the 

constants necessary for Fleishman's procedures to turn 

standard normal variables into standard non-normal 

variables. For each variable independently, these are given 

by the solution of (2), (3), (4), and (5). Calculation of 

the non-normal variables can be formulated in matrix 

notation as shown below. First defining two variables x1 

and X2 as variables drawn from standard normal populations, 

the vector xis defined as powers zero through three of one 

of them, in this case X: 

x ' = [ 1 , x, x2 
, x3

] • ( 6) 

The weight vector w• contains the power function weights a, 

b, c, and d: 

w' = [a,b,c,d]. ( 7) 

The non-normal variable Yi then defined as the product of 

these two vectors: 

Y = w•x. ( 8) 

Letting rY1Y2 be the correlation between two non-normal 

variables Y1 and Y2 corresponding to the normal variables X1 

and X
2

, and noting that, since the variables are 
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standardized, the correlation between Y1 and Y2 is equal to 

their expected cross product 

rY1Y2 = E(Y1Y2 ) 

= E ( w ' 1x1 x ' 2w 2 ) 

= w• 1Rw2 , ( 9) 

where R is the expected matrix product of x1 and XI • 
2· 

1 0 1 0 

0 Px1x2 0 3Px1x2 

R=E(x 1x' 2 )= 1 0 2p2x1x2+1 0 (10) 

0 3 Px1x2 0 6 p \1 x2 + 9 P x1 x2 

Applying scalar algebra, collecting terms, and using 

the relation between a and c given in (5), a third-degree 

polynomial in Px,x2' the correlation between the normal 

variables X1 and X2, results: 

rv1Y2 = Pxix2 ( b1b2 + 3b1d2 + 3d1b2 +9d 1d2 ) 

+ P 2 x1 x2 ( 2 c1 c2 ) + P \1 x2 ( 6 d,d2 ) • (11) 

Solving this polynomial for Px,x2 provides the intermediate 

correlation between the two variables X1 and X
2 

required to 

provide the desired post-transformation correlation rY1Y2. 

These correlations can then be assembled into a matrix of 

intercorrelations, and this matrix can be decomposed to 

yield multivariate normal random numbers for input to 

Fleishman•s transformation procedure. 

Generation of Multivariate Heterogeneous Random Numbers 

Most MANOVA robustness studies of heterogeneity rely on 
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the fact that two population covariance matrices, say ~1 and 

~
2

, may be linearly transformed to the identity matrix, I, 

and to a diagonal matrix, D, whose diagonal elements are the 

eigenvalues of ~1~ 2- 1 (Holloway and Dunn, 1967). D is called 

the diagonal matrix of latent roots. 

Heterogeneity is typically introduced either equally in 

all of the dimensions, with D = dI, or in only one 

dimension, with D = diag(d,1, ••. ,1). Variations on this 

theme allow for heterogeneity to vary across dimensions, 

with some d; = 1 while other d; = d. In this way, a 

researcher need only to vary values of d to simulate a 

variety of heterogeneous conditions. For more than two 

groups, either one or more groups are sampled from a 

population with covariance matrix D and the rest from a 

population with covariance matrix I. 

In summary, the methods studied by Hummel and Sligo 

(1971), Ramsey (1982), and Hummel and Johnston (1986) need 

further investigation since they were only applied to 

multivariate normal and homogeneous data. The studies did 

not examine the methods with respect to non-normal 

distributions and heterogeneity. In addition, Ramsey 

studied the methods only with small sample sizes (n = 5, 7, 

9, 15, and 17). 
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CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

The degree to which deviation from multivariate 

normality and homoscedasticity affects power of selected 

post-MANOVA test statistics was examined. The specific 

focus was on which post-MANOVA procedures maintain 

acceptable power levels under violations of multivariate 

assumptions. 

Monte Carlo Populations 

To acquire the appropriate statistical information to 

determine the above, it was necessary to create populations 

of data that met multivariate assumptions under a true null 

condition and transform them to model a false null situation 

in order to determine "true" power. Assumption violations 

were then induced to determine their effects on power. 

The generation and transformation procedure consisted 

of five steps: 

1. Generate an nx3 matrix of normal random variables 
distributed N(Q,I). 

2. Using a combination of Kaiser and Dickman's (1962) 
matrix decomposition procedure and Fleishman's method 
(1978), transform step 1 data to random variates that 
are multivariate normal with population 
intercorrelations mirroring a real covariance structure 
(Vale and Maurelli, 1983). 

3. Univariately transform observations created in step 
2 to obtain two data sets modeling a true alternative, 
where group one is distributed N(H1,~) and group two 
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N(H2,~) (see Figure 3.1, Box A). 

4. Using Fleishman•s (1978) power method univariately 
transform group two data, created in step 3, to the 
desired shapes. Thus replicating the real data, where 
each of the three variables had a different skew and 
kurtosis (see Figure 3.1, Box B). 

5. Univariately transform group two data, created in 
step 3, to obtain the desired heterogeneity structure 
(see Figure 3.1, Box C). 

RULL MULTIVARIATE ASSUMPTIONS 
CONDITION 

VIOLATED MET 

FALSE Box A Box B Box C 
Normal and Non-Normal and Normal and 
Homogeneous Homogeneous Heterogeneous 

Grp 1 N <H1 'I:) N <H1, I:) N (H1, I:1) 

Grp 2 N(H2,~) non-N (H2, ~) N(H2,~2) 

Figure 3.1. Necessary Distributions for Comparison Purposes. 

Box A yielded the "true" power value which was compared to 

boxes Band C. From this, it was possible to ascertain the 

deviation from the "true" power value caused by non

normality and heteroscedasticity. 

Theoretical Comparison of Post-MANOVA Procedures 

Symbols used for describing various procedures are 

defined as: 

S = sample (within-groups) variance-covariance 
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matrix, with elements sjj.; 

E = sample (within-groups) sum of squares and 

cross-products matrix, with elements ejj.; 

E = population (within-groups) variance-covariance 

matrix, with elements ajj'; 

x. 1 = sample mean vector for ith sample (i = 1,2) 

elements X;j, where j = 1, ••. , p; 

X = generated observations matrix, with elements 

Xijk and rows X'ik' where i = 1,2; k = 1, .•. ,n; and 

j = 1, ... ,p; 

dfi = n1 + n2 - j - 1, denominator degrees of 

freedom for the test of p variables; 

The data created for each experiment were analyzed 

separately using four different post-MANOVA methods. The 

procedures that were compared in this study were described 

broadly in Chapter II, these are MANOVA followed by: (1) 

univariate F tests, (2) Bonferroni tests, (3) multiple 

Bonferroni tests, and (4) simultaneous F tests. In the 

paragraphs below a theoretical description of each method is 

presented. 

Before employing post-MANOVA procedures, an omnibus 

test using the Hotelling's T2 statistic is applied to 

compare vector means for two groups: 
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The hypothesis H
0

: H1 = l:!:.2 is rejected if 

where Fa (p,n 1+n2-p-l} is the upper a point on a central F 

distribution for p and n1+n2-p-l degrees of freedom. If the 

T2 value is significant then the post-MANOVA procedures are 

used to test the hypotheses for each of the p dependent 

variables, H
0

: µj 1 = µj 2 , where j = 1, ... , p. This is not 

allowed unless the omnibus Hotelling's T2 statistic is 

significant. 

MAHOVA followed by Univariate F Tests 

If the T2 value is significant, then univariate F tests 

are used to test separately the hypotheses for each of the p 

dependent variables, H
0

: µj 1 = µj 2 , where j = 1, .•. , p ( Cramer 

& Bock, 1966). The univariate null hypothesis is rejected 

at the a level of significance if 

F = 
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where Fa (1,n 1+n2-2) is the upper a point on the central F 

distribution for 1 and n1+n2-2 degrees of freedom. 

MAHOVA followed by Bonferroni Tests 

If the omnibus test using the Hotelling's T2 statistic 

is significant, a series of univariate F tests are used to 

test the hypothesis for each of p dependent variables, H
0

: 

µj 1 = µj 2 , where j = 1, •.. ,p (at a' P = a/p). The reduced 

alpha value is used to control the experimentwise error rate 

at the third stage of testing. The null hypothesis is 

rejected at the a/p alpha level of significance if 

where F a/p ( 1, n1 +n2-2) is the upper a/p point on a central F 

distribution for 1 and n1+n2-2 degrees of freedom. 

MAHOVA followed by Multiple Bonferroni Tests 

If the omnibus test using Hotelling's T2 is 

significant, then univariate F tests are performed for each 

variable at aP = 1 - ( 1 - a) 11P (Ramsey, 1982). The 

hypothesis H
0

: µj 1 = µj 2 is rejected for each variable j where 

If the univariate null hypotheses are rejected form (>O) 

variables, then the remaining p-m variables are tested as a 
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set at a~m· This process continues for the remaining 

variables until there are no rejections when testing at a~m 

or until the final variable is tested. 

MAHOVA followed by Simultaneous F Tests 

If the omnibus test using the Hotelling's T2 statistic 

is significant, then simultaneous F tests (Morrison, 1967) 

are performed on each of the p dependent variables. Each 

hypothesis is rejected if 

n +n -p-1 1 2 

(p) 

This simultaneous F test is equivalent to a simultaneous 

confidence interval for any arbitrary linear combination of 

p variables (Roy and Bose, 1953). This method of performing 

a MANOVA followed by simultaneous confidence intervals was 

suggested by Morrison (1967). 

Parameters for The Study 

To investigate the impacts of non-normality and 

heterogeneity and to provide a broad comparison of power 

among the various post-MANOVA multiple comparisons 

procedures, several parameters were varied. Multivariate 
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robustness studies have deemed the "best" (most robust) 

condition under violations of assumptions as the two sample 

case (k = 2) with groups equal in size (n 1 = n2 ). 

Therefore, these parameters were fixed in the present 

investigation to allow for power considerations under more 

favorable robust conditions. In addition, nominal alpha was 

.05 and the number of response measures was set at p = 3. 

The parameters which were varied in this study are described 

below. 

Test Criteria. Four post-MANOVA test statistics, 

defined above, were calculated: univariate F tests, 

bonferroni tests, multiple bonferroni test, and simultaneous 

F tests. 

Degree of Non-Normality (Kurtosis kr and Skewness sk). 

Glass, Peckham, and Sanders (1972) and Stevens (1986) 

differentiate the degrees of kurtosis (for sample sizes 

ranging from 7 to 50) as: (1) kr < o to represent a 

leptokurtic distribution, (2) kr =Oto represent the normal 

distribution, and (3) kr >Oto represent a platykurtic 

distribution. Skewness is similarly defined as: (1) sk > 0 

to represent a positively skewed distribution, (2) sk =Oto 

represent the normal distribution, and (3) sk <Oto 

represent a negatively skewed distribution. These factors 

were varied in the second group to simulate real world 

distributions (Vale and Maurelli, 1983). The first variable 
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exhibited a negatively skewed leptokurtic distribution (kr = 

-.2103 and sk = -.5485); the second variable displayed a 

positively skewed leptokurtic distribution (kr = -.9035 and 

sk = .3386); and the third variable represented a positively 

skewed platykurtic distribution (kr = .9272 and sk = 

1.0282). The normal distribution was used as the reference 

(kr = O and sk = 0). For a discussion of kr and sk refer to 

Chapter II. 

Degree of Heterogeneity, d. This factor relates to the 

size of the heteroscedasticity violation. Small to large 

violations were modeled, with d = 1.5, 3, or 10 for group 

two. For homogeneity conditions, d = 1 in both groups. For 

a discussion of the specifications of d and how it was used 

to model heterogeneity refer to Chapter II. 

Group Size, n. Small to large experiments were 

simulated, with n = 10, 20, 30 or 50 in each group. Group 

size as defined by Stevens (1986) specifies small n's to 

range from 5 to 9, medium n's ranging from 13 to 21, and 

large n's ranging from 25 to 50. In the literature, 

however, small, medium, and large group sizes typically are 

represented as 10, 30 and 50. In the present investigation, 

exploration of the power of the various post-MANOVA 

procedures was limited to groups equal in size n. 

Effect Size, ES. Small, medium, and large effect sizes 

as defined by Cohen (1969, pp. 22-25) and Barcikowski (1981) 
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are: ES= 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8 respectively. In the present 

investigation, 0.3 was added to each of the above values 

resulting in adjusted small, medium and large effect sizes 

(ES= 0.5, 0.8 and 1.1, respectively). Various combinations 

of these levels are typically used in power studies. 

The design for the study is given in Figure 3.2, where 

combinations of p and n used for all levels of kr, sk, d, 

and effect size are shown. Within each cell is the number 

of parameter combinations to be examined. 

n: 10 20 30 50 

Condition d kr sk 

Homo/ 1.0 0 0 X X X X 
Normal 
(4) 

Hetero/ 1.5 0 0 X X X X 
Normal 
(12) 3.0 0 0 X X X X 

10.0 0 0 X X X X 

Homo/ 1.0 for P1 -0.2103 -0.5485 X X X X 
Nonnormal for P2 -0.9035 0.3386 
(4) for P3 0.9272 1.0283 

Under all ex erimental conditions ES varies b p y variable: ES 
equals 1. 1 for p1, 0. 8 for p2 , and O. 5 for p3 • 

Figure 3.2. Design for the Study with p = 3 Variables. 

In summary, the four selected post-MANOVA procedures 

were compared across one level of kurtosis and skewness, 

three levels of heteroscedasticity, four sample sizes, and 
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one set of dependent variables. Effect size was varied 

within each experimental condition. Data were generated for 

the true null condition and then modified 20 times 

(normal/homogeneous= 4, normal/heterogeneous= 12, 

nonnormal/homogeneous = 4) to reflect various combinations 

of nonormality, heterogeneity and sample size, under a true 

alternative. 

Computer Procedures 

The computer program, written by the author, was used 

to generate populations with the above specified parameters. 

Data were generated to simulate a number of experimental 

situations (4+12+4, the total number of possible parameter 

combinations= 20 experiments in all) with an IBM 3190 

mainframe computer employing a CMS operating system. 

Programming was done in Statistical Analysis System (SAS) 

Version 6 and supplemented by subroutines from SAS 

Interactive Matrix Language Version 6.03 (IML, 1988). Each 

experiment was replicated 5,000 times. In each experimental 

condition, an experiment was conducted by drawing one sample 

of size n from the IML normal (0,1) random number generator, 

subroutine RANNOR. The sample was composed of n random 

observations used to form an-dimensional vector. The 

vectors were then transformed to multivariate normal 

distribution, N(Q,~), by a matrix decomposition procedure 
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presented by Kaiser and Dickman (1962). The transformation 

to N(H,~) was made by simply adding the appropriate vector, 

µ, to the sampled vector. Details on the non-normal and 

heterogeneous transformations follow. 

Ron-Normal Transformation. In an attempt to simulate 

real world, social science distributions data from Vale and 

Maurelli's 1983 study were employed in the transformation to 

non-normality. Details on the specific transformation 

equations using Fleishman•s (1978) procedure were presented 

in Chapter II. 

Vale and Maurelli (1983) performed a simulation of test 

equating in which scores on three word analogy tests (one 

easy, one of medium difficulty, and one difficult) were 

simulated. The score distributions, taken from scores of 

real people on three real tests are shown in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1. Characteristics of the Original Data. 

Moments Intercorrelations 

x. ~ sk kr Easy Med Diff 

Easy 13.6 19.25 -.5485 -.2103 1.0 

Med 9.03 21.33 .3386 -.9035 .7787 1.0 

Diff 5.23 12.56 1.0283 .9272 .6159 .6892 1.0 

The mean scores ranged form 13.6 down to 5.2, becoming 

lower as the tests became progressively more difficult. 

Variances of the easy and medium difficulty tests were near 
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20, but the difficult test's variance was near 12. The skew 

changed from negative to positive with increasing test 

difficulty. No trends were obvious in the kurtosis, which 

ranged form about -.9 to .9. Correlations among the three 

tests ranged from .62 to .78. 

Generation of the random numbers began by determining 

the power function constants from (2) through (5) (see 

Chapter II) for each of three variables so that each would 

have moments corresponding to one of the three test scores. 

The constants for these variables are shown in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2. Power Function Constants. 

a b C d 

Easy .1148 1.0899 -.1148 -.0357 

Medium -.1014 1.2443 .1014 -.0939 

Difficult -.2107 1.0398 .2107 -.0293 

These constants were then applied to equation (11) (see 

Chapter II) separately for each variable pair to determine 

and intermediate correlation. The intermediate correlation 

was assembled into the matrix shown in Table 3.3. 

Correlations in this matrix were all higher than those in 

the original matrix. Differences ranged from 0.32 to 0.64. 
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Table 3.3. Intermediate Intercorrelations Matrix. 

Easy Medium Difficult 

Easy 1.0 

Medium .8279 1.0 

Difficult .6802 .7212 1.0 

The intermediate matrix was factored using a principal 

components decomposition, and three normal distributed 

standard variables were produced with population 

correlations equal to those of the intermediate matrix. 

These three variables were then non-normalized by applying 

the previously determined power function constants to 

equation (1) (see Chapter II). 

Heterogeneity Transformation. The variance-covariance 

matrix~ was under the direct control of the investigator. 

All O;; elements were equal to 1. 0 and the o
1
j elements 

(where i is not equal to j) were the correlations between 

the i th and j th variables (i.e. , the target correlation 

specified in the above section). An attempt was made to 

generate data that would possess the same heterogeneity 

often found in real-world by introducing scale factors in 

four ways: (1) The variables in the two populations were 

precisely the same scale, that is, no rescaling took place. 

All a2•s = 1. This was the homogeneity condition; (2) The 

variables in population 2 were rescaled by o.s, that is, 
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whereas the variables in population 1 were all set with a2 = 

1, those in population 2 had a21 s of 1.5. This was seen as 

a mild departure from homogeneity, referred to as 

heterogeneity condition 1; (3) The variables in population 

2 were rescaled by 2. This scaling (heterogeneity condition 

2) represented a moderate degree of heterogeneity. The 

population 2 variances were 3 times those for population 1; 

and (4) The variables in population 2 were rescaled by 9. 

This scaling (heterogeneity condition 3) represented a 

substantial degree of heterogeneity. The population 2 

variances were 10 times those for population 1. 

The above described four variance-covariance matrices 

with different proportions of variance in common among the 

variables were used. In each case, the variance-covariance 

matrix~ had diagonal elements a;, and all off-diagonal 

elements a ..• 
1J 

Effect Size Transformation. Three different sets of 

population mean vectors were investigated. To study the 

effects of having false univariate null hypotheses, the 

effect sizes (ES= µ1 - µ 2 / s) chosen were 0.5 (small), 0.8 

(medium), and 1.1 (large). 

The program was designed to compute Hotelling's T2; 

upon a significant effect post-MANOVA tests were calculated 

and the proportion of correct rejections was noted. To 

investigate the power of each procedure, the probability of 
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correctly rejecting a false null hypothesis was found. 

Each of the post-MANOVA procedures was applied to every 

experiment on each of 5,000 replicates. Independent 

sampling was used for each experimental condition. Power 

rates were determined by the proportion of the 5,000 

replications in which H
0
j was rejected for false nulls. 

Specifically, rejection rates were computed by inducing 

three univariate false nulls and the rate of correctly 

rejecting these null hypotheses was computed for each of the 

methods. The proportion of rejections was the number of the 

false nulls rejected divided by 5,000. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

In this simulation study, the effects of nonnormality 

and heteroscedasticity on multivariate data in terms of 

power were examined. Such factors as distribution, group 

size, and effect size were manipulated in order to decide 

whether meeting normality and homogeneity assumptions were 

crucial in post-MANOVA statistics. Because the group sizes 

were assumed equal throughout the study, I anticipated that 

decreases in power after inducing the violation should be 

relatively small, at least in some post-MANOVA tests. The 

central aim was to differentiate among such tests under 

multivariate violations of normality and homoscedasticity 

assumptions. 

Four post-MANOVA methods for analyzing group 

differences were investigated: (1) univariate F (UnivF), 

(2) Bonferroni F (BonF), (3) multiple Bonferroni F (MBonF), 

and (4) simultaneous F (SimF). The methodology for studying 

these methods was detailed in the previous chapter. Data 

were generated for 5000 replications of two equal groups 

modelling 20 experimental designs. The designs were 

produced by crossing four sample sizes (n = 10, 20, 30, and 

50) with five distributional conditions (one meeting normal 

and homogeneous conditions; one non-normal homogeneous with 

each of 3 dependent variables having a different skew and 
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kurtosis based on naturalistic data; and three normal 

heterogeneous cases with d = 1.5, 3.0, and 10.0). Effect 

size (ES) was varied within each experimental design to 

model mean vectors with three dependent variables showing a 

strong, a moderate, and a weak effect (ES= 1.1, .8, and 

.5). Four post-MANOVA tests were then applied to each of 

the resulting 60 parameter combinations to produce 240 power 

values. This provided comparisons of the four methods 

relative to the rate of correctly rejecting the false null 

hypothesis (power) under different conditions of sample 

size, distribution, and ES. When comparing these methods, 

power rates greater than or near .80 were considered 

acceptable. 

The computer outputs from each of the five programs are 

presented in Appendix C. Based on these results, one 

important generalization seems clear. The UnivF provides 

the highest power levels and the SimF provides the lowest, 

regardless of sample size, effect size, and distribution 

shape. A discussion of the results for each method by type 

of assumption violation follows. 

Normal and Homogeneous Samples (Baseline Data) 

As can be seen in Table 4.1 and Figure 4.1, with n = 

50, all four tests have excellent power under either 

moderate or large ES. Small ES causes BonF's power to drop 
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Table 4.1. Power Values For Normal and Homogeneous Samples 

Group Effect UnivF BonF MBonF SimF 
Size Size 

10 0.5 0.0212 0.0028 0.0174 0.0004 
0.8 0.3110 0.0986 0.1482 0.0226 
1.1 0.8052 0.4464 0.4522 0.1634 

20 0.5 0.0934 0.0120 0.0902 0.0014 
0.8 0.9426 0.5690 0.7334 0.1954 
1.1 1 0.9920 0.9920 0.8556 

30 0.5 0.4370 0.0532 0.4370 0.0022 
0.8 1 0.9746 0.9942 0.6906 
1.1 1 1 1 0.9994 

50 0.5 0.9938 0.6240 0.9938 0.1032 
0.8 1 1 1 1 
1.1 1 1 1 1 
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Figure 4.1. Normal and Homogeneous Samples: Graphs of Power Values from Table 4.1 



to 62% and SimF to 10%. With n = 30, all except the SimF 

have greater than 99% power with either moderate or large 

ES. For n = 30 and small ES, the best are the UnivF and 

MBonF, but even they only achieve 43% power. A similar 

pattern is evident when n = 20, except the BonF drops to 60% 

with moderate ES and none of the tests have any power with 

small ES. With n = 10, only the UnivF under larger ES had 

reasonable power (80%), and no other case exceeded 45% 

power. 

In conclusion, under ideal conditions of normality and 

homogeneity, the best power is generally achieved by the 

UnivF test, followed by the MBonF. In contrast, the SimF 

test is almost universally inadequate. These results are 

consistent with those of Hummel and Sligo (1971) supports 

previous research which suggests that group size and effect 

size has an effect on the power of test statistics. Below 

are global comments about power for each test statistic. 

Univariate F Tests. UnivF's provided the best power 

under a variety of conditions. As would be expected, when 

the size of the effect increased the rate of correct 

rejections of a false null hypothesis increased. These 

results were consistent with the results in Hummel and Sligo 

(1971). 

Bonferroni and Multiple Bonferroni Approaches. Both 

methods yielded somewhat similar results (BonF and MBonF, 
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respectively). While the power of the Bonferroni methods 

was not as high in most circumstances, as it was for the 

univF, it was much better than the simF. The rates of 

correctly rejecting a false null hypothesis were quite 

acceptable for both Bonferroni methods when sample size was 

greater than or equal to 30 and effect size was large (0.8). 

These methods seem the best alternative of the methods 

previously studied in the literature, with the MBonF 

providing moderately more power. 

Simultaneous F Tests. This method yielded extremely 

poor power levels, under most parameter combinations. The 

power of this test was consistently lower than all other 

methods for sample sizes less than or equal to 30 and effect 

sizes moderate to large. The power was usually one half or 

less of the power of the next least powerful method. As the 

effect size and sample size increased, this method grew 

stronger, with power values conforming to the other 

statistics under investigation. Again these results were 

consistent with Hummel and Sligo (1971), and their 

conclusion that this method should be excluded from further 

usage due to its extreme low power levels. This method led 

to only a few correct rejections of the false null 

hypothesis. 
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Honnormal and Homogeneous Samples 

The power rates under violations of normality are given 

in Table 4.2 and Figure 4.2. (For a detailed description of 

how nonnormality was modelled, refer to Chapter III). These 

results parallelled the normal and homogeneous results. 

Overall, violating the assumption of multivariate normality 

appears to have relatively no effect on the power of post

MANOVA test statistics, (compare Figures 4.1 and 4.2). 

[NOTE: The notable increase in power values across the four 

figures is dependent on the effect size and not the 

nonnormality condition]. The largest difference in power 

between normal and nonnormal data across all sample sizes, 

effect sizes, test statistics, and types of nonnormality was 

0.0774, hardly deserving of much attention. These results 

suggest that post-MANOVA statistics are robust to the 

violation of normality. In drawing this conclusion, a 

discussion of the effect of nonnormality on the individual 

statistics seems trivial. 

For additional clarification Figures 4.3 through 4.5 

provide visual plots of power levels for normal verses 

nonnormal conditions. As can be seen, there are very slight 

power rate fluctuations between these two sample types 

across relevant parameter combinations. 
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Table 4.2. Power Values For Honnormal and Homogeneous 
Samples 

Group Effect UnivF BonF MBonF SimF 
Size Size 

10 0.5 0.0038 0.0002 0.0018 0 
0.8 0.2410 0.0392 0.0774 0.0066 
1.1 0.7654 0.4486 0.4528 0.1896 

20 0.5 0.0246 0.0012 0.0228 0 
0.8 0.9640 0.5704 0.7746 0.1000 
1.1 0.9996 0.9750 0.9758 0.8078 

30 0.5 0.3728 0.0088 0.3726 0.0004 
0.8 0.9998 0.9890 0.9986 0.7400 
1.1 1 1 1 0.9968 

50 0.5 1 0.6942 1 0.0258 
0.8 1 1 1 0.9998 
1.1 1 1 1 1 
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Figure 4.2. Nonnormal and Homogeneous Samples: Graphs of Power Values from Table 4.2 
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Normal and Heterogeneous Samples 

The power of the post-MANOVA tests to reject the null 

was evaluated under three heterogeneous conditions (d=l.5, 

3.0, and 10.0). The original 5,000 data sets for group two 

of size n were transformed to reflect each of these 

covariance structures. 

Small Heterogeneity (d=l.5). As can be seen in Table 

4.3, with n = 50 all four tests have excellent power under 

either moderate or large ES. Small ES causes BonF to drop 

to 26% and SimF to 2.5%. However, UnivF and MBonF maintain 

reasonable power rates (86%), even with small ES. With n = 

30, all four tests have greater than 98% power with large 

ES. Moderate ES causes SimF to drop to 38% while the others 

maintain acceptable power levels (above 80%). None of the 

test statistics achieved power levels anywhere near adequate 

with small ES, the best was the UnivF with power at 19%. 

With n = 20 and large ES, the UnivF, BonF, and MBonF all 

achieve power rates greater than 92%, while the SimF drops 

to 60%. None of the tests have any power with moderate or 

small ES. With samples of size 10, no power was evident 

under large, moderate, or small ES. 

Moderate Heterogeneity (d=3.0). As can be seen in 

Table 4.4, with n = 50 and large ES all four tests have 

excellent power. Moderate ES causes the SimF to drop to 46% 

while the others maintain power rates above 81%. None of 
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Table 4.3. Power Values For Rormal and Heteroscedastic 
(d=l.5) Samples 

Test Effect n=l0 n=20 n=30 n=50 
Statistic Size 

UnivF 0.5 0.0134 0.0462 0.1900 0.8648 
0.8 0.1932 0.7746 0.9952 1 
1.1 0.6426 0.9996 1 1 

BonF 0.5 0.0020 0.0034 0.0178 0.2616 
0.8 0.0594 0.3218 0.8296 1 
1.1 0.2890 0.9258 1 1 

MBonF 0.5 0.0104 0.0416 0.1892 0.8648 
0.8 0.0924 0.4740 0.9318 1 
1.1 0.2938 0.9280 1 1 

SimF 0.5 0.0002 0.0002 0.0014 0.0254 
0.8 0.0116 0.0754 0.3808 0.9858 
1.1 0.0868 0.6082 0.9852 1 
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Table 4.4. Power Values For Normal and Heteroscedastic 
(d=3.0) Samples 

Test Effect n=l0 n=20 n=30 n=50 
Statistic Size 

UnivF 0.5 0.0184 0.0374 0.0866 0.3048 
0.8 0.0986 0.3292 0.6802 0.9788 
1.1 0.3256 0.8220 0.9872 1 

BonF 0.5 0.0044 0.0074 0.0140 0.0612 
0.8 0.0286 0.1014 0.3076 0.8110 
1.1 0.1284 0.4894 0.8706 0.9992 

MBonF 0.5 0.0140 0.0304 0.0830 0.3036 
0.8 0.0482 0.1594 0.4304 0.9018 
1.1 0.1300 0.4956 0.8754 0.9992 

SimF 0.5 0.0016 0.0016 0.0014 0.0086 
I 0.8 0.0082 0.0230 0.0882 0.4692 

1.1 0.0406 0.1962 0.5750 0.9850 
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the tests showed power when ES was small. With n = 30, 

UnivF, BonF, and MBonF achieved power rates greater than 87% 

with large ES. However, when ES dropped to moderate and 

small levels, none of these tests maintained acceptable 

power levels (80%). With n = 20, only the UnivF under large 

ES has reasonable power. With samples this small, no other 

case exceeded 49% power when ES was large and no power was 

evident when effect size was moderate or small. With n = 

10, no power was apparent across all effect sizes. 

Large Heterogeneity (d=lO.O). As can be seen in Table 

4.5, none of the test statistics achieved reasonable power 

(80%) even under large ES and n = 50. Under such 

circumstances, UnivF attained 70% power and both BonF and 

MBonF only 45%. 

Heterogeneity Impact Across Each Level of Sample Size 

Figures 4.6 through 4.9 demonstrate the impact of 

increased heterogeneity and enable visual comparisons among 

test statistics at a given sample size. Regardless of 

heterogeneity level, power was always greater at larger 

group size levels. This trend follows what is expected 

under general homogeneity conditions, because " .•. setting 

group size larger makes for relatively more powerful tests 

of H" (Cohen, 1969). In other words, n had a considerable 
0 

effect on power, which decreased as n did even under 
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Table 4.5. Power Values For Normal and Heteroscedastic 
(d=lO) Samples 

Test Effect n=lO n=20 n=30 n=SO 
Statistic Size 

UnivF 0.5 0.0202 0.0338 0.0458 0.0852 
0.8 0.0554 0.1038 0.1582 0.3406 
1.1 0.1028 0.2464 0.3910 0.6996 

BonF 0.5 0.0076 0.0068 0.0112 0.0266 
0.8 0.0188 0.0342 0.0584 0.1474 
1.1 0.0372 0.1018 0.1808 0.4508 

MBonF 0.5 0.0208 0.0242 0.0366 0.0740 
0.8 0.0314 0.0528 0.0852 0.2030 
1.1 0.0386 0.1030 0.1832 0.4544 

:1 SimF 0.5 0.0028 0.0016 0.0016 0.0044 
0.8 0.0066 0.0082 0.0154 0.0492 
1.1 0.0112 0.0328 0.0648 0.2312 
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homogeneity (d=l). This effect was compounded as 

heterogeneity was introduced. 

Within each group size level, power decreased as 

heterogeneity increased. For example, with n=50 and ES=0.8, 

power of the UnivF went from over 99% under homogeneity to 

around 34% with a high degree of heterogeneity (d = 10.0). 

At n = 30, 20, and 10, power dropped from approximately 99%, 

94%, and 31% to slightly over 15%, 10%, and 5%, 

respectively. This downward trend was remarkably consistent 

among all post-MANOVA test statistics. The only difference 

among the various conditions was one of magnitude. 

n = 10. With sample sizes this small power never 

reaches acceptable levels for the BonF, MBonF, and SimF even 

under normal and homogeneous conditions. When ES is large 

the UnivF does provide adequate power under ideal 

conditions, however this drops steadily as heterogeneity is 

introduced. 

n = 20. With large ES all tests achieve excellent 

power under normal and homogeneous conditions. The UnivF, 

BonF, and MBonF maintain their power under slight 

heterogeneity, while the SimF drops below acceptable levels 

(.60). With moderate heterogeneity, only the UnivF retains 

power. As ES is reduced to Jaoderate levels the UnivF holds 

power under ideal and slight heterogeneity conditions. 

n = 30. With large ES all tests achieve power levels 
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greater than .80 under either ideal or slight heterogeneity 

conditions. As heterogeneity increases to moderate levels 

all of the statistics maintain excellent power except the 

SimF which drops below acceptable levels (.57). With 

moderate ES the UnivF, BonF, and MBonF attain acceptable 

power under normal and homogeneous and slight heterogeneity 

conditions. None of the tests achieve power once 

heterogeneity increases to moderate levels. 

n = SO. With large ES all tests achieve adequate power 

under ideal, slight and moderate heterogeneity. Once 

heterogeneity contamination increases beyond moderate, none 

of the tests attain power. With :moderate ES the SimF 

maintains power under ideal and slight heterogeneity, 

whereas the UnivF, BonF, and MBonF achieve power under 

ideal, slight and moderate heterogeneity. With SJ11all ES the 

UnivF and MBonF maintain power under ideal and slight 

heterogeneous conditions. 

Power Reduction Rates 

Throughout this chapter, power differences between 

various procedures and across individual parameter 

combinations were shown to exist. The importance of some of 

these differences is more difficult to evaluate than to 

establish due to the changing metric (e.g. the difficulty 

associated with gain score analysis). However, Cohen (1969) 
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provided investigators with a frame of reference for the 

appraisal of differences between proportions. He described 

differences between proportions as representing "small 

effects" if those differences are at least .05 to .10, 

depending on the sizes of the proportions. Cohen's "medium 

effects" start at .19 to .24 and his "large effects" start 

at .27 to .36. In comparing univariate (i.e., post-MANOVA) 

procedures, power differences of .20 or more have been 

described as "substantial" (Einot & Gabriel, 1975; Ramsey, 

1978). These substantial power differences correspond 

roughly to Cohen's medium effects. 

Tables 4.6 through 4.9, present power reduction rates 

(i.e., power difference scores) from values achieved under 

normal and homogeneous conditions to those from samples 

contaminated with nonnormality or heterogeneity (bolded 

values represent power differences of .20 or more). In 

Table 4.6, one can see that post-MANOVA power loss due to 

nonnormality is minimal. The largest reduction in power is 

0.0774, hardly worth discussing. However, heterogeneity 

contamination, depicted in Tables 4.7 through 4.9, reveals a 

quite different picture. Power loss due to heterogeneous 

covariance matrices appears to be quite substantial as 

defined by Cohen (1969) and escalates as the level of 

contamination increases. The following is a brief 

discussion of substantial power reductions across each level 
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Table 4.6. Power Reductions From Normal To Nonnormal Cases 

Group Effect UnivF BonF MBonF SimF 
Size Size 

10 0.5 0.0174 0.0026 0.0156 0.0004 

0.8 0.0700 0.0594 0.0708 0.0160 

1.1 0.0398 -0.0022 -0.0006 -0.0262 

20 0.5 0.0688 0.0108 0.0674 0.0014 

0.8 -0.0214 -0.0014 -0.0412 0.0954 

1.1 0.0004 0.0170 0.0162 0.0478 

30 0.5 0.0642 0.0444 0.0644 0.0018 

0.8 0.0002 -0.0144 -0.0044 -0.0494 

1.1 0 0 0 0.0026 

50 0.5 -0.0062 -0.0702 -0.0062 0.0774 

0.8 0 0 0 0.0002 

1.1 0 0 0 0 
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Table 4.7. Power Reductions From Normal To Low 
Heterogeneous (d=l.S) Cases 

Group Effect UnivF BonF MBonF 
Size Size 

10 0.5 0.0078 0.0008 0.0070 

0.8 0.1178 0.0392 0.0558 

1.1 0.1626 0.1574 0.1584 

20 0.5 0.0472 0.0086 0.0486 

0.8 0.1680 0.2472 0.2594 

1.1 0.0004 0.0662 0.0640 

30 0.5 0.2470 0.0354 0.2478 

0.8 0.0048 0.1450 0.0624 

1.1 0 0 0 

50 0.5 0.1290 0.3624 0.1290 

0.8 0 0 0 

1.1 0 0 0 
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SimF 

0.0002 

0.0110 

0.0766 

0.0012 

0.1200 

0.2474 

0.0008 

0.3098 

0.0142 

0.0778 

0.0142 
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Table 4.8. Power Reductions From Normal To Moderate 
Heterogeneous (d=3.0) Cases 

Group Effect UnivF BonF MBonF SimF 
Size Size 

10 0.5 0.0028 -0.0016 0.0034 -0.0012 

0.8 0.2124 0.0700 0.1000 0.0144 

1.1 0.4796 0.3180 0.3222 0.1228 

20 0.5 0.0560 0.0046 0.0598 -0.0002 

0.8 0.6134 0.4676 0.5740 0.1724 

1.1 0.1780 0.5026 0.4964 0.6594 

30 0.5 0.3504 0.0392 0.3540 0.0008 

0.8 0.3198 0.6670 0.5638 0.6024 

1.1 0.0128 0.1294 0.1246 0.4244 

50 0.5 0.6890 0.5628 0.6902 0.0946 

0.8 0.0212 0.1890 0.0982 0.5308 

1.1 0 0.0008 0.0008 0.0150 
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Table 4.9. Power Reductions From Normal To Large 
Heterogeneous (d=l0.0) Cases 

Group Effect UnivF BonF MBonF 
Size Size 

10 0.5 0.0010 -0.0048 -0.0034 

0.8 0.2556 0.0798 0.1168 

1.1 0.7024 0.4092 0.4136 

20 0.5 0.0596 0.0052 0.0660 

0.8 0.8388 0.5348 0.6806 

1.1 0.7536 0.8902 0.8890 

30 0.5 0.3912 0.0420 0.4004 

0.8 0.8418 0.9162 0.9090 
I 1.1 0.6090 0.8192 0.8168 

50 0.5 0.9086 0.5974 0.9508 

0.8 0.6594 0.8526 0.7970 

1.1 0.3004 0.5492 0.5456 
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SimF 

-0.0024 

0.0160 

0.1522 

-0.0002 

0.1872 

0.8228 

0.0006 

0.6752 

0.9346 

0.0988 

0.9198 

0.7688 



of heterogeneity, featuring the relative drops where power 

was at least adequate under ideal conditions (.80 and 

above). It would appear to be a moot point in discussing a 

large drop when the starting point was only 30 or 40% power. 

However, note that this does occur quite frequently, 

indicating that a test which is fairly inadequate under 

ideal conditions also suffers under heteroscedasticity. 

Slight Heterogeneity (d=l.5). With slight 

heterogeneity substantial power reductions did ensue in a 

few cases. It should be noted however, that all associated 

power values under ideal conditions were below acceptable 

levels except for the SimF. Under conditions when n = 20 

and ES was large the SimF did attain adequate power under 

normal and homogeneous conditions. The introduction of 

slight heterogeneity caused power to drop by .2472. 

Moderate Heterogeneity (d=3.0). A pattern emerged with 

the introduction of moderate heterogeneity. Specifically, 

sample size and effect size had counteracting effects for 

power reduction. Substantial power drops occurred when ES 

was small and n was large or vise versa. This trend appears 

to be consistent across all test statistics as shown below 

in Table 4.10. 
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Table 4.10. Substantial Power Reductions From Table 4.8: 
Normal To Moderate Heterogeneous Cases 

Test n Effect Size Power 
Reduction 

UnivF 10 large .4796 
20 moderate .6134 
30 moderate .3198 
50 small .6890 

BonF 20 large .5026 
30 moderate .6670 

MBonF 20 large .4964 
30 moderate .5638 
50 small .6902 

SimF 20 large .6594 
30 large .4244 
50 moderate .5308 

In confirmatory studies where a researcher may know the 

amount of heterogeneity is moderate, the best (power 

maintaining) situation would be a large sample if ES is 

assumed to be small. 

Large Heterogeneity (d=lO.O). Referring back to Table 

4.5, none of the test statistics achieved reasonable power 

(80%) under large heterogeneous conditions. The 

introduction of large heterogeneity (d=lO) appears to 

nullify the effect of large group or effect size and 

increased power, and results in dramatic power level losses. 

Accordingly, researchers should be wary in presuming that 

large n•s or effect sizes maintain normal power levels under 

large violations of the homogeneity assumption. Under these 
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conditions substantial power reductions are plentiful 

resulting in extremely poor power levels. There is no 

apparent pattern to the power drops, as was found in 

moderate heterogeneous conditions. Considerable power 

reductions occurred when n was large and ES ranged from 

small to large for UnivF and MBonF and moderate to large for 

BonF and SimF. Table 4.11 displays the significant power 

reduction values by test, n, and ES. 
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Table 4.11. Substantial Power Reductions From Table 4.9: 
Normal To Large Heterogeneous Cases 

Test n Effect Size Power 
Reduction 

UnivF 10 large .7024 
20 moderate .8388 
20 large .7536 
30 moderate .8388 
30 large .7536 
50 small .9086 
50 moderate .6994 
50 large .3004 

BonF 20 large .8902 
30 moderate .9162 
30 large .8192 
50 moderate .8526 
50 large .5492 

MBonF 20 large .8890 
30 moderate .9090 
30 large .8168 
50 small .9508 
50 moderate .7970 
50 large .5456 

SimF 20 large .8228 
30 large .9346 
50 moderate .9198 
50 large .7688 
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 

The power of a statistical test is the probability that 

it will yield statistically significant results (Cohen, 

1988). Because statistical significance is so devoutly 

sought and wished for by behavioral scientists, one would 

think that the a priori probability of its attainment would 

be routinely determined and well understood. Quite 

surprisingly, this is not the case. Instead, if we consider 

the research literature, we find evidence that statistical 

power is frequently not understood and, in reports of 

research where it is clearly relevant, the issue is not 

addressed. Furthermore, assumption violations are often not 

considered. 

Additionally, in the literature there is little 

consensus as to the "proper" methods for further analyzing 

and interpreting mean differences in the MANOVA third stage 

(Borgen & Seling, 1978; Kaplin & Litrownik, 1977; Morrow & 

Frankiewicz, 1979; Spector, 1977; Stevens, 1972). Of the 

numerous options that have been proposed, the question still 

remains: Which procedure is best? Seaman, Franke, Serlin, 

and Levin (1989) point out that on the one hand, 

statisticians are typically attracted to procedures that 

maintain a reasonable and dependable type I error 

probability (experimentwise alpha) as well as attractive 
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power levels. On the other hand, social science researchers 

in search of mean differences occasionally select procedures 

on the basis of their smaller critical values and thus 

presumably greater statistical power, ignoring issues of the 

potentially inflated experimentwise alpha associated with 

such procedures. 

There is consensus, however, that the post-MA.NOVA 

techniques are differentially powerful and often provide 

non-corroborative information (Gabriel, 1969). Two reviews 

(Stevens, 1972; Wilkinson, 1975) validated Gabriel's 

findings in that they were unable to draw definite 

conclusions or offer specific guidelines to the user. The 

major conclusion reached in both of these reviews was that 

the numerous methods yielded different interpretations, and 

no one approach was necessarily superior to the others. 

To date, research has focused on comparisons of various 

post-MANOVA procedures when all multivariate distributional 

assumptions are met. No studies have considered the power 

to violation of multivariate test assumptions for post

MANOVA tests. Both kurtosis and heterogeneity affects power 

of the multivariate tests considerably, and the severity of 

the effect increases as the kurtosis and heterogeneity 

spreads from one to all groups (Olson, 1973). Although 

numerous studies have examined the power of univariate 

tests, it was expected that the power of post-MANOVA tests 
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to multivariate assumption violations would provide 

different results. If post-MANOVA tests are differentially 

robust to these violations a method of classification for 

the various methods would emerge. The key question was are 

any of the post-MANOVA procedures more powerful when the 

multivariate assumptions are violated? 

Global Summary of Study 

Empirical, or Monte Carlo, techniques were employed to 

study a variety of methods for post hoc comparisons of 

multivariate data in the two equal sample case, with three 

dependent variables. Four different methods were compared 

across a variety of sample sizes (n = 10, 20, 30, and 50), 

heterogeneity conditions (d=l.5, 3.0, 10.0), non-normality 

condition (variable 1: kr=-.2103/sk=-.5485; variable 2: kr=

.9035/sk=.3386; variable 3: kr=.9272/sk=l.0283) and effect 

sizes (ES= 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8). 

The four methods compared in this study were the 

following: 

1. Univariate analyses of variance. Univariate F 

tests are used to test separately the hypothesis 

for each of the p dependent variables at the same 

a level. 

2. Bonferroni. Univariate F tests are used to 

test the hypothesis for each of the dependent 
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variables at a/p. 

3. Multiple Bonferroni. Univariate F tests are 

used to first test the hypothesis for each of the 

p dependent variables at aP = 1 - ( 1 - a) 11P. If 

hypotheses are rejected form (>O) variables, then 

the tests are carried out for the remaining p-m 

variables at a~m· This is repeated until these 

are no rejections or until the final variable is 

rejected. 

4. Simultaneous F tests. Simultaneous F tests are 

performed separately on each of the p dependent 

variables, at the same a level, after accounting 

for the total number of post-hoc tests to be 

performed. 

Table 5.1 globally summarizes the results across all 

parameter combinations for each of the methods in the study. 

The power ranking indicates the relative rank of the power 

values, where the method with rank 1 had the best overall 

power. 

Table 5.1 SUDIDlary of Results-Ranking of Power. 

Method 

Univariate F 
Multiple Bonferroni 
Bonferroni 
Simultaneous F 
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I Power Ranking 

1 
2 
3 
4 



Applied Recommendations 

This section provides recommendations for applied use 

of the above statistics, which was the stimulus for this 

research study. The aim was to provide general post-MANOVA 

selection guidelines to the applied researcher based on 

these findings. According to the results summarized in the 

previous chapter violations of homogeneity had notable 

effects on the power of all post-MANOVA statistics, whereas 

nonnormality had only a slight effect. Accordingly, the 

discussion below will focus on power comparisons by test 

statistic under violations of homogeneity. 

Univariate F Tests. This method almost always provided 

the best power among the four tests. As would be expected, 

when the size of the heterogeneity increased the rate of 

correct rejections of a false null hypothesis decreased. 

However, power levels remained higher than the BonF, MBonF, 

and SimF. 

Bonferroni and Multiple Bonferroni Approaches. Both 

methods yielded extremely similar results (BonF and MBonF, 

respectively). While the power of the Bonferroni methods 

was not as high in most circumstances, as it was for the 

UnivF, it was much better than the SimF. The rates of 

correctly rejecting a false null hypothesis dropped under 

certain conditions from their counterparts under normal and 

homogeneous conditions. These methods seem the best 
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alternative to the UnivF, with the MBonF providing 

moderately more power than the BonF. With larger n's or 

large ES, these tests perform as well as UnivF. With small 

n's (10 or 20) the impact of heterogeneity follows the same 

pattern as for UnivF, but is stronger. 

Simultaneous F Tests. This method was extremely poor 

at maintaining power, except when sample size or effect size 

was large or heterogeneity was small. The power of this 

test was consistently lower than all other methods for 

sample sizes less than 50 and effect sizes ranging from 

small to large. As the effect size and sample size 

increased, this method grew stronger, however, power values 

never quite reached those achieved with the other statistics 

under investigation. Alternatively, as the heterogeneity 

increased this method grew increasingly weak and did 

resemble power levels of the other methods. 

In conclusion, under conditions of slight and moderate 

heterogeneity, the best power is generally achieved by the 

UnivF, followed closely by the MBonF and BonF. In contrast, 

the SimF is almost universally inadequate. These results 

resemble those attained under normal and homogeneous 

conditions. Under large heteroscedasticity, the UnivF 

achieved the highest power levels, yet these values never 

reached acceptable levels (.80 and above). The BonF, MBonF, 

and SimF power values were extremely inadequate. 
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The present study covered a moderate set of conditions 

in evaluating the four methods for post hoc analysis of the 

differences between two groups on p dependent variables. 

The results clearly lead to the interim recommendation that 

the SimF not be used in post-MANOVA analysis due to it's 

poor performance in this study, whereas the UnivF, BonF, or 

MBonF do achieve excellent power under certain conditions. 

(For a discussion of the specific conditions refer to 

Chapter IV.) 

Recommendations For Further Research 

While the UnivF provided the best power in the present 

investigation, under both ideal and assumption violation 

conditions, Hummel and Sligo (1971) and Johnston (1986) 

provided evidence that the high type I and familywise error 

rates (under normal and homogeneous conditions) made this 

method completely unacceptable. In confirmatory research 

where one is fairly certain that differences do exist then 

the UnivF is obviously the preferred technique. However, 

where effect size is unknown and type I error may be a 

problem, then previous research demonstrates that the UnivF 

should not be employed. Further studies of the kind 

reported here should therefore focus their attention on the 

Bonferroni and multiple Bonferroni methods based on a 

combination of previous research and results of this study. 
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The Simultaneous F test could be excluded from further study 

based on its poor power performance in the current 

investigation and poor type I error performance in prior 

research (Hummel and Sligo, 1971; Johnston, 1986). 

Basically, this method was included in the study for 

replication and the results were presented as benchmarks for 

the other methods. 

Under normal and homogeneous conditions the Bonferroni 

tests achieve adequate power rates when a small n is 

combined with a large ES or when a large n is combined with 

small to large ES. Under low heterogeneity the MBonF and 

BonF tests attain acceptable power levels when n is at least 

20 and ES is large, when n is 30 and ES is moderate to 

large, and when n is 50 and ES ranges from moderate large. 

Under moderate heterogeneity these statistics maintain power 

when n is at least 30 and ES is large, and when n is 50 and 

ES is moderate to large. Under large heterogeneity neither 

of these tests achieve adequate power levels (80%). Their 

highest power level (45%) was achieved when n was 50 and ES 

was large. 

It would be desirable to observe the Bonferroni methods 

under an even wider variety of conditions. These conditions 

might include a greater number of effect sizes, different 

sample sizes, different degrees of heterogeneity, and 

greater number of dependent variables. Additional attention 
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should be given to studying these methods when only one or 

more than one univariate null hypothesis is false (i.e., 

partial non-nullity conditions). It seems important not 

only to compute the power, but also the rate of incorrect 

rejections of true hypotheses (type I error) when one or 

more hypotheses are false. This would enable researchers to 

compare statistics based on their type I error performance 

as well as power levels, thereby gaining greater 

understanding of post-MANOVA techniques. 

As shown in Chapter IV, Figure 4.9, once n reaches 50 

the power values of the MBonF tend to emulate those of the 

UnivF, whereas the BonF appears to parallel the SimF. With 

smaller n's the MBonF and BonF are almost identical, its a 

coin toss of which one to use. In order to discern the 

absolute differences between the BonF and MBonF further 

research with a sample sizes greater than 50 is needed. 

Studying the UnivF and SimF as baselines to compare the 

Bonferroni methods, in this respect seems applicable. 

Utility of SAS/IML. The following are brief comments 

on the usefulness of employing Statistical Analysis 

System/Interactive Matrix Language Version 6 (SAS/IML) as 

the primary software system for data generation, 

transformation and analysis in Monte Carlo research. 

The greatest advantage in using IML is that it was 

flexible yet powerful. Typically languages are either very 
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flexible but low-level, that is the analyst must program 

every detail; or languages are inflexible but high-level, 

that is the analyst must specify what to do rather than how 

to do it, and thus is limited to operations that are already 

integrated into the system. IML addresses both of the above 

computing needs: (1) for fairly common requests, IML has 

high level operations to perform them concisely, and (2) for 

customized requests, analysts can program the operation 

directly with the IML programming language. Other 

advantages include: (1) IML is interactive; (2) IML data 

elements are matrices; (3) IML incorporates a powerful 

vocabulary of operators; and (4) IML has a rich set of 

control statements. In my estimation SAS/IML assisted 

rather than hindered this research. With my computing needs 

met, I was free to concentrate on results rather than on the 

mechanics of getting them. 
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STEP 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

SAS/IML STATEMENTS 

tsquared = j(l,5,0); 
univfl = j(l,5,0); 
bonl = j(l,5,0); 
multbonl = j(l,5,0); 
fsiml = j(l,5,0); 
univf2 = j(l,5,0); 
bon2 = j(l,5,0); 
multbon2 = j(l,5,0); 
fsim2 = j(l,5,0); 
univf3 = j(l,S,O); 
bon3 = j(l,5,0); 
multbon3 = j(l,5,0); 
fsim3 = j (l,5,0); 

size ={Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NSO}; 
, alpha ={p05}; 

dist= {l 1 1, 
1 1 1, 
1 1 1}; 

g = ncol(dist); 

do n=lO to 50 by 10; 

dfb = g; 
dfe = n*2-g-1; 

cl = n/10; 

do r = 1 to 5000; 

countl={O, 
o, 
O}; COUNTER FOR ALPHA3 

count2={0, 
0}; COUNTER FOR ALPHA2 

f={0.92049 -0.28556 0.26673, 
0.93597 -0.17011 -0.30825, 
0.87440 0.48270 0.04916}; 

x=rannor(j(n,3,0)); 
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DESCRIPTION 

Create matrices to record 
results. Number of rows=l, 
number of columns=S, and 
start value is set to O. 

Create labels for result 
matrices. 

Define the number of 
response measures. 

Begin loop for sample size. 

Compute degrees of freedom. 

Result matrices column 
designation indicator. 

Begin loop for 
replications. 

Set counters for the 
multiple Bonferroni tests 
to O. 

Provide the principal 
components of the 
correlation matrix. 3x3 
matrix. 

Generate a matrix of random 
normal variables with n 
rows, 3 columns, and mean= 
O. Seed value is set to 
the computer clock. 



STEP SAS/IML STATEMENTS 

11 xhat = t(x); 

12 zhat = f*xhat; 

13 z = t ( zhat); 

14 xll = z[,l]; 
yll = xll; 

x12 = z[,2]; 
y12 = x12; 

x13 = z[,3]; 
y13 = x13; 

15 x21 = z[,l]; 
y21 = x21*1.225+1.1; 

*l. 7321 
*3.1623 

x22 = z[,2]; 
y22 = x22*1. 225+0. 8; 

*l. 7321 
*3.1623 

x23 = z[,3]; 
y23 = x23*1.2225+0.5; 

*l. 7321 
*3.1623 
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DESCRIPTION 

Transpose the X matrix to 
obtain an X matrix which is 
3xn dimension. Currently F 
matrix is 3x3 and X matrix 
is nx3. Therefore they 
cannot be multiplied. 

Transform the uncorrelated 
random normal variables to 
correlated variables. 

Transform the correlated 
variables so that rows=n 
and columns=3. 

GENERATE DATA FOR GROUP 1 
xll represents 

variable 1 with skew of 0.0 
kurtosis of 0.0, and d=l. 

x12 represents variable 2 
with skew of 0.0, kurtosis 
of 0.0, and d=l. 

xl3 represents variable 3 
with skew of 0.0, kurtosis 
of 0.0, and d=l. 

GENERATE DATA FOR GROUP 2 
HETEROSCEDASTIC CONDITIONS 

x21 represents variable 1 
with skew of 0.0, kurtosis 
of 0.0, ES= 1.1, and d=l.5 
or 3.0 or 10. 

x22 represents variable 2 
with skew of 0.0, kurtosis 
of 0.0, ES= 0.8, and d=l.5 
or 3.0 or 10. 

x23 represents variable 3 
with skew of 0.0, kurtosis 
of 0.0, ES= 0.5, and d=l.5 
or 3.0 or 10. 



STEP 

16 

17 

18 

SAS/IML STATEMENTS DESCRIPTION 

x21 = GENERATE DATA FOR GROUP 2 
0.1148+1.0899*xll-0.1148*xll## NONNORMAL CONDITIONS 
2 
-0.0357*xl1##3; 
y21 = x21+1. 1; 

x22 
=-0.1014+1.2443*xl2+0.1014*xl2 
##2 
-0.0939*xl2##3; 
y22 = x22+0.8; 

x23 
=-0.2107+1.0398*xl3+0.2107*xl3 
##2 
-0.0293*xl3##3; 
y23 = x23+0.5; 

yl = yll I lyl2 I ly13; 

y2 = y2ll ly22l ly23; 
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Using Fleishman's power 
function (y =a+ bx+ cx2 
+ dx3) transform to 
nonnormal variables. 

x21 represents variable 1 
with skew of -.5485, 
kurtosis of -.2103, ES= 
1.1, and d=l. 

x22 represents variable 2 
with skew of .3386, 
kurtosis of -.9035, ES= 
0.8, and d=l. 

x23 represents variable 3 
with skew of 1.0283, 
kurtosis of .9272, ES= 
O. S, and d=l. 

Create Groupl data matrix 
by horizontal 
concatenation. 10x3 
matrix. 

Create Group2 data matrix 
by horizontal 
concatenation. 10x3 
matrix. 



STEP SAS/IKL STATEMENTS DESCRIPTION 

19 ylhat = t(yl); compute Hotelling's T-
(3xl0) squared. 
y2hat = t(y2); 
(3xl0) 
yl_ 1 = ylhat*yl; 
(3x3) 
y2_ 1 = y2hat*y2; 
(3x3) 
ylsum = yl[+,]; 
(3xl) 
y2sum = y2[+,]; 
(3xl) 
ylbar = yl[:,]; 
(lx3) 
y2bar = y2 [ : , ] ; 
(lx3) 
ylbarhat = t (ylbar); 
(3xl) 
y2barhat = t (y2bar); 
(3xl) 
y1_2 = ylbarhat*ylbar; 
(3x3) 
y2_2 = y2barhat*y2bar; 
(3x3) 
y1_3 = n*yl_2; 
(3x3) 
y2_3 = n*y2_2; 
(3x3) 
sscpl = yl_l-y1_3; 
(3x3) 
sscp2 = y2_1-y2_3; 
(3x3) 
denom = n-1; 
sl = sscpl/denom; 
s2 = sscp2/denom; 
sscpp = sscpl+sscp2; 
(3x3) 
den= n*2-2; 
denl = 1/den; 
spool = sscpp*denl; 
(3x3) 
spool_ 1 = inv(spool); 
(3x3) 
delta= ylbar-y2bar; 
(lx3) 
deltahat =t(delta); 
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STEP 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

SAS/I't/fL STATEMENTS 

num3 = n*2-g-1; 
den3 = g*(n*2-2); 
numden3 = num3/den3; 
fstat = numden3*tsquare; 

pf= 1-probf (fstat,dfb,dfe); 

DESCRIPTION 

Compute critical F 

Determine the probability 
of the observed results if 
the null is true. 

if pf<=.05 then Count the number of 
tsquared[l,cl]=tsquared[l,cl]+ rejections. 
1; 

numfl = delta[l,1]##2; 
denomll = n*2-2; 
denom12 = n+n; 
denom13 = n*n; 
denoml4 = denom12/denom13; 
denomlS = 
sscpp[l,l]/denomll; 
denoml6 = denoml5*denom14; 
fstatl = numfl/denom16; 

numf2 = delta[l,2]##2; 
denom25 = 
sscpp[2,2]/denomll; 
denom26 = denom25*denom14; 
fstat2 = numf2/denom26; 

numf3 = delta[l,3]##2; 
denom35 = 
sscpp[3,3]/denomll; 
denom36 = denom35*denom14; 
fstat3 = numf3/denom36; 

dfb = g-2; 
dfe = n*2-2; 

pfl = 1-probf 
(fstatl,dfb,dfe); 
pf2 = 1-probf 
(fstat2,dfb,dfe); 
pf3 = 1-probf 
(fstat3,dfb,dfe); 
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Compute univariate F tests. 

Determine the probability 
of the observed results if 
the null is true. 



STEP 

25 

26 

27 

28 

SAS/IML STATEMENTS DESCRIPTION 

if pfl<=.05 then Count the number of 
univfl[l,cl]=univfl[l,cl]+l; rejections. 
if pfl<=.016666 then 
bonl[l,cl]=bonl[l,cl]+l; 
if pfl<=.01695 then 
multbonl[l,cl]=multbonl[l,cl]+ 
1; 
if pfl<=.01695 then 
countl[l,l]=countl[l,l]+l; 

if pf2<=.05 then 
univf2[1,cl]=univf2[1,cl]+l; 
if pf2<=.016666 then 
bon2[1,cl]=bon2[1,cl]+l; 
if pf2<=.01695 then 
multbon2[1,cl]=multbon2[1,cl]+ 
1; 
if pf2<=.01695 then 
countl[2,l]=countl[2,l]+l; 

if pf3<=.05 then 
univf3[1,cl]=univf3[1,cl]+l; 
if pf3<=.016666 then 
bon3[1,cl]=bon3[1,cl]+l; 
if pf3<=.01695 then 
multbon3[1,cl]=multbon3[1,cl]+ 
1; 
if pf3<=.01695 then 
countl[3,l]=countl[3,l]+l; 

sumcl = countl[+,]; 

if sumcl = 3 OR if sumcl = 0 
THEN STOP 

if sumcl = 2 then if pf3<=.05 
then 
multbon3[1,cl]=multbon3[1,cl]+ 
1; 
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Column summation for 
Counter 1. 

All variables significant 
or no variables significant 
at alpha3 in the multiple 
Bonferroni F. 

2 variables significant at 
alpha3 in the multiple 
Bonferroni F. Test the 
remaining variable at 
alphal. 

Count the number of 
rejections. 



STEP 

29 

30 

31 

32 

SAS/IML STATEMEHTS 

if sumcl = 1 then if 
pf2<=.02532 then 
multbon2[1,cl]=multbon2[1,cl]+ 
1; 

if sumcl = 1 then if 
pf2<=.02532 then 
count2[1,l] =count2[1,l]+l; 

if sumcl = 1 then if 
pf3<=.02532 then 
multbon3[1,cl]=multbon3[1,cl]+ 
1; 

if sumcl = 1 then if 
pf3<=.02532 then 
count2[2,l] =count2[2,l]+l; 

sumc2 = count2[+,]; 

if sumc2 = 2 OR if sumc2 = 0 
THEN STOP 

if sumc2 = 1 then if pf3<=.05 
then 
multbon3[1,cl]=multbon3[1,cl]+ 
1; 
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DESCRIPTION 

1 variable significant at 
alpha3 in the multiple 
Bonferroni F. Test 
remaining variables at 
alpha2. 

Count the number of 
rejections. 

Column summation for 
Counter 2 

Both variables significant 
or no variables significant 
at alpha2 in the multiple 
Bonferroni F 

1 variable significant at 
alpha2 in the multiple 
Bonferroni F. Test the 
remaining variable at 
alpha!. 



STEP SAS/IML STATEMENTS DESCRIPTION 

33 denom41 = n*2-g-1; Compute simultaneous F 
denom42 = denoml4*g; tests. 
denom45 = 
sscpp[l,l]/denom41; 
denom46 = denom45*denom42; 
fsl = numfl/denom46; 

denom55 = 
sscpp[2,2]/denom41; 
denom56 = denom55*denom42; 
fs2 = numf2/denom56; 

denom65 = 
sscpp[3,3]/denom41; 
denom66 = denom65*denom42; 
fs3 = numf3/denom66; 

dfb = g; 
dfe = n*2-g-1; 

34 pf = 1-probf Determine the probability 
(fsl,dfb,dfe); of the observed results if 
pf = 1-probf the null is true. 
(fs2,dfb,dfe); 
pf = 1-probf 
(fs3,dfb,dfe); 

35 if pf<=.05 then Count the number of 
fsiml[l,cl]=fsiml[l,cl]+l; rejections. 

if pf<=.05 then 
fsim2[1,cl]=fsim2[1,cl]+l; 

if pf<=.05 then 
fsim3[1,clJ=fsim3[1,cl]+l; 

36 end; End replication loop. 

37 end; End sample size loop. 
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STEP SAS/IML STATEMENTS DESCRIPTION 

38 print "NORMAL AND Print the resulting 
HETEROGENEOUS SAMPLE WITH matrices. 
d=l.5"; 
print univfl[colname=size 
rowname=alpha]; 
print univf2[colname=size 
rowname=alpha]; 
print univf3(colname=size 
rowname=alpha]; 
print bonl[colname=size 
rowname=alpha]; 
print bon2(colname=size 
rowname=alpha]; 
print bon3(colname=size 
rowname=alpha]; 
print multbonl[colname=size 
rowname=alpha]; 
print multbon2[colname=size 
rowname=alpha]; 
print multbon3[colname=size 
rowname=alpha]; 
print fsiml[colname=size 
rowname=alpha]; 
print fsim2[colname=size 
rowname=alpha]; 
print fsim3[colname=size 
rowname=alpha]; 

print "T-SQUARED REJECTIONS 
NORMAL/HETERO SAMPLE WITH d = 
1. 5"; 

print tsquared[colname=size 
rowname=alpha]; 
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STEP 

39 

40 

SAS/IML STATEMEIITS 

ptsquare = tsquared/5000; 
punivfl = univfl/5000; 
pbonl = bonl/5000; 
prnbonl = multbonl/5000; 
pfsiml = fsiml/5000; 
punivf2 = univf2/5000; 
pbon2 = bon2/5000; 
pmbon2 = multbon2/5000; 
pfsim2 = fsim2/S000; 
punivf3 = univf3/5000; 
pbon3 = bon3/5000; 
pmbon3 = multbon3/5000; 
pfsim3 = fsim3/5000; 

print "POWER: NORMAL AND 
HETEROGENEOUS SAMPLE, d=l.5"; 
print punivfl[colname=size 
rowname=alpha]; 
print punivf2(colname=size 
rowname=alpha]; 

1 print punivf3 [ colname=size 
rowname=alpha]; 
print pbonl[colname=size 
rowname=alpha]; 
print pbon2[colname=size 
rowname=alpha]; 
print pbon3[colname=size 
rowname=alpha]; 
print pmbonl(colname=size 
rowname=alpha]; 
print pmbon2(colname=size 
rowname=alpha]; 
print pmbon3[colname=size 
rowname=alpha]; 
print pfsiml[colname=size 
rowname=alpha]; 
print pfsim2(colname=size 
rowname=alpha]; 
print pfsim3[colname=size 
rowname=alpha]; 
print ptsquare(colname=size 
rowname=alpha]; 
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DESCRIPTION 

Calculate power. 

Print the power matrices. 



APPENDIX B 

SAS/IML COMPUTER PROGRAMS 

1. Corr 12. sas. Generates the intermediate correlation 
between variables 1 and 2. 

2. Corr 13. sas. Generates the intermediate correlation 
between variables 1 and 3. 

3. Corr 23. sas. Generates the intermediate correlation 
between variables 2 and 3. 

4. Factor.sas. Generates the factor pattern of the 

5. 

intermediate correlation matrix. 

Normal.sas. Creates the normal and 
distributions with various effect sizes. 
MANOVA statistics and calculates power. 

homoscedastic 
Computes post-

6. Nonnorm.sas. Creates the nonnormal and homoscedastic 
distributions with various effect sizes. Computes post
MANOVA statistics and calculates power. 

7. Heterl 5. sas. Creates the normal and heteroscedastic 
(d=l. 5) distributions with various effect sizes. 
Computes post-MANOVA statistics and calculates power. 

8. Heter3 O. sas. Creates the normal and heteroscedastic 
( d=3. O) distributions with various ef feet sizes. 
Computes post-MANOVA statistics and calculates power. 

9. Heterl0. sas. Creates the normal and heteroscedastic 
(d=l0.0) distributions with various effect sizes. 
Computes post-MANOVA statistics and calculates power. 
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OPTIONS NOCENTER; 
LIBNAME SASFILES 'C:\DISSERT\SASDATA'; 
*------------------------------------------------------* 

FILE: CORR 12.SAS 
SAS DOCUMENTATION FOR DISSERTATION SIMULATION STUDY 
CREATE ON 6-10-93 BY CATHERINE ROGERS 
REVISED ON 10-4-93 BY CATHERINE ROGERS 
SIMULATION STUDY: STEP ONE 
This program generates the intermediate correlation 
between variables 1 and 2. 

*------------------------------------------------------*, 

PROC IML; 
/*******************************************************************/ 
/* CREATE THE INTERMEDIATE CORRELATION FOR NON-NORMAL DISTRIBUTIONS*/ 
/* VALE & MAURELLI (1983) APPROACH TO CREATING NON-NORMAL DIST'S */ 
/* VALUES FOR B, C, AND DARE FROM FLEISHMAN (1978) */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/* VARIABLE 1 HAS SKEW OF -.5485 AND KURTOSIS OF -.2103 */ 
/* THIS IS A NEGATIVELY SKEWED PLATYKURTIC DISTRIBUTION */ 
/* VARIABLE 1 IS THE EASY TEST FROM VALE AND MAURELLI */ 
/* POWER FUNCTION CONSTANTS */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

bl= 1.0899; 
cl= -.1148; 
dl = -.0357; 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/* VARIABLE 2 HAS SKEW OF .3386 AND KURTOSIS OF -.9035 */ 
/* THIS IS A POSITIVELY SKEWED PLATYKURTIC DISTRIBUTION */ 
/* VARIABLE 2 IS THE MEDIUM TEST FROM VALE AND MAURELLI */ 
/* POWER FUNCTION CONSTANTS */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

b2 = 1.2443; 
.1014; 

= -.0939; 
c2 = 
d2 

/******************************************************************* 
SOLVE FOR RHO IN THE FOLLOWING EQUATION 

ryl,y2=pxl,x2(blb2+3bld2+3dlb2+9dld2)+p2xl,x2(2clc2)+p3xl,x2(6dld2) 
ryl,y2=pxl,x2(pt) +p2xl,x2(p21) +p3xl,x2(p31) 
*******************************************************************/ 

pl= bl*b2; 
p2 = 3*bl*d2; 
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p3 = 3*dl*b2; 
p4 = 9*dl*d2; 
pt = pl+p2+p3+p4; 
p21= 2*cl*c2; 
p31= 6*dl*d2; 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/* SET THE TARGET CORRELATION BETWEEN VARIABLES 1 AND 2 */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

r = .7787; 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/* PROVIDE A STARTING POINT FOR THE NEWTON-RAPHSON METHOD TO SOLVE*/ 
/* FOR RHO. */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

rho 
do i 
rhol 
rho2 
rho3 

= • 5; 
= 1 to 5; 
= (rho**3*p31) + (rho**2*p21) + (rho*pt) 
= (rho**2*p31*3) + (rho*2*p21) + pt; 
=rho-(rhol/rho2); 

- r; 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/* DIF IS THE TOLERANCE */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

dif = rho-rho3; 
if abs(dif) > .00001 then rho=rho3; 
print rho i dif; 
end; 
run; 
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OPTIONS NOCENTER; 
LIBNAME SASFILES 'C:\DISSERT\SASDATA'; 
*------------------------------------------------------* 

FILE: CORR 13.SAS 
SAS DOCUMENTATION FOR DISSERTATION SIMULATION STUDY 
CREATE ON 6-10-93 BY CATHERINE ROGERS 
REVISED ON 10-4-93 BY CATHERINE ROGERS 
SIMULATION STUDY: STEP ONE 
This program generates the intermediate correlation 
between variables 1 and 3. 

*------------------------------------------------------*, 

PROC IML; 
/*******************************************************************/ 
/* CREATE THE INTERMEDIATE CORRELATION FOR NON-NORMAL DISTRIBUTIONS*/ 
/* VALE & MAURELLI (1983) APPROACH TO CREATING NON-NORMAL DIST'S */ 
/* VALUES FOR B, C, AND DARE FROM FLEISHMAN (1978) */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/* VARIABLE l HAS SKEW OF -.5485 AND KURTOSIS OF -.2103 */ 
/* THIS IS A NEGATIVELY SKEWED PLATYKURTIC DISTRIBUTION. */ 
/* VARIABLE 1 ID THE EASY TEST FROM VALE AND MAURELLI */ 
/* POWER FUNCTION CONSTANTS */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

bl= 1.0899; 
cl= -.1148; 
dl = -.0357; 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/* VARIABLE 3 HAS SKEW OF 1.0283 AND KURTOSIS OF .9272 */ 
/* THIS IS A POSITIVELY SKEWED LEPTOKURTIC DISTRIBUTION */ 
/* VARIABLE 3 IS THE HARD TEST FROM VALE AND MAURELLI */ 
/* POWER FUNCTION CONSTANTS */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

b2 = 1.0398; 
.2107; 

= -.0293; 
c2 = 
d2 

/******************************************************************* 
SOLVE FOR RHO IN THE FOLLOWING EQUATION 

ryl,y2=pxl,x2(blb2+3bld2+3dlb2+9dld2)+p2xl,x2(2clc2)+p3xl,x2(6dld2) 
ryl,y2=pxl,x2(pt) +p2xl,x2(p21) +p3xl,x2(p31) 
*******************************************************************/ 

pl= bl*b2; 
p2 = 3*bl*d2; 
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p3 = 3*dl*b2; 
p4 = 9*dl*d2; 
pt = pl+p2+p3+p4; 
p21= 2*cl*c2; 
p31= 6*dl*d2; 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/* SET THE TARGET CORRELATION BETWEEN VARIABLE 1 AND 3 */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

r = .6159; 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/* PROVIDE A STARTING POINT FOR THE NEWTON-RAPHSON METHOD TO SOLVE*/ 
/* FOR RHO. */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

rho 
do i 
rhol 
rho2 
rho3 

= • 5; 
1 to 5; 

= (rho**3*p31) + (rho**2*p21) + (rho*pt) 
= (rho**2*p31*3) + (rho*2*p21) + pt; 
=rho-(rhol/rho2); 

- r; 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/* DIF IS THE TOLERANCE */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

dif = rho-rho3; 
if abs(dif) > .00001 then rho=rho3; 
print rho i dif; 
end; 
run; 
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OPTIONS NOCENTER; 
LIBNAME SASFILES 'C:\DISSERT\SASDATA'; 

*------------------------------------------------------* 
FILE: CORR 23.SAS 
SAS DOCUMENTATION FOR DISSERTATION SIMULATION STUDY 
CREATE ON 6-10-93 BY CATHERINE ROGERS 
REVISED ON 10-4-93 BY CATHERINE ROGERS 
SIMULATION STUDY: STEP ONE 
This program generates the intermediate correlation 
between variables 2 and 3. 

*------------------------------------------------------*; 
PROC IML; 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/* CREATE THE INTERMEDIATE CORRELATION FOR NON-NORMAL DISTRIBUTIONS*/ 
/* VALE & MAURELLI (1983) APPROACH TO CREATING NON-NORMAL DIST'S */ 
/* VALUES FOR B, C, AND DARE FROM FLEISHMAN (1978) */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/* VARIABLE 2 HAS SKEW OF .3386 AND KURTOSIS OF -.9035 */ 
/* THIS IS A POSITIVELY SKEWED AND PLATYKURTIC DISTRIBUTION */ 
/* VARIABLE 2 IS THE MEDIUM TEST FROM VALE AND MAURELLI */ 
/* POWER FUNCTION CONSTANTS */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

bl = 1.2443; 
.1014; cl= 

dl = -.0939; 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/* VARIABLE 3 HAS SKEW OF 1.2083 AND KURTOSIS OF .9272 */ 
/* THIS IS A POSITIVELY SKEWED LEPTOKURTIC DISTRIBUTION */ 
/* VARIABLE 3 IS THE HARD TEST FROM VALE AND MAURELLI */ 
/* POWER FUNCTION CONSTANTS */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

b2 = 1.0398; 
c2 = 
d2 

.2107; 
= -.0293; 

/******************************************************************* 
SOLVE FOR RHO IN THE FOLLOWING EQUATION 

ryl,y2=pxl,x2(blb2+3bld2+3dlb2+9dld2)+p2xl,x2(2clc2)+p3xl,x2(6dld2) 
ryl,y2=pxl,x2(pt) +p2xl,x2(p21) +p3xl,x2(p31) 
*******************************************************************/ 

pl= bl*b2; 
p2 = 3*bl*d2; 
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p3 = 3*dl*b2; 
p4 = 9*dl*d2; 
pt = pl+p2+p3+p4; 
p21= 2*cl*c2; 
p31= 6*dl*d2; 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/* SET THE TARGET CORRELATION BETWEEN VARIABLE 2 AND 3 */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

r = .6892; 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/* PROVIDE A STARTING POINT FOR THE NEWTON-RAPHSON METHOD TO SOLVE*/ 
/* FOR RHO. */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

rho = .5; 
do i = 1 to 5; 
rhol = (rho**3*p31) + (rho**2*p21) + (rho*pt) - r; 
rho2 = (rho**2*p31*3) + (rho*2*p21) + pt; 
rho3 =rho-(rhol/rho2); 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/* DIF IS THE TOLERANCE */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

dif = rho-rho3; 
if abs(dif) > .00001 then rho=rho3; 
print rho i dif; 
end; 
run; 
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OPTIONS NOCENTER; 
LIBNAME SASFILES 'C:\DISSERT\SASDATA'; 

*------------------------------------------------------* 
FILE: FACTOR.SAS 
SAS DOCUMENTATION FOR DISSERTATION SIMULATION STUDY 
CREATE ON 6-10-93 BY CATHERINE ROGERS 
REVISED ON 10-4-93 BY CATHERINE ROGERS 
SIMULATION STUDY: STEP TWO 
This program generates the factor pattern of the 
intermediate correlation matrix. 

*------------------------------------------------------*; 
Data dissert(type=corr); 

input vl v2 v3; 
_type_='corr'; 
length _name_$ 8.; 
if n =1 then name_='vl'; 
if n =2 then _name_='v2'; 
if n =3 then _name_='v3'; 

/*INPUT THE INTERMEDIATE CORRELATIONS FROM PROGRAMS CORR 12.SAS 
CORR 13.SAS AND CORR 23.SAS */ 

cards; 
1.0000000 
0.8279157 
0.6801564 

run; 

proc print; 

0.8279157 
1.0000000 
o. 7211490 

0.6801564 
o. 7211490 
1.0000000 

title 'DISSERTATION SIMULATION STUDY'; 
title2 'STEP ONE: SAMPLE GENERATION'; 
title3 'TYPE=CORR Data Set'; 

run; 

proc factor n=3 ev score; 
title3 'PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS ANALYSIS'; 
TITLE4 'OBTAIN THE FACTOR PATTERN OF THE CORRELATION MATRIX'; 

run; 
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OPTIONS NOCENTER; 

*------------------------------------------------------* 
FILE: NORMAL.SAS 
SAS DOCUMENTATION FOR DISSERTATION SIMULATION STUDY 
CREATED ON 10-26-93 BY CATHERINE ROGERS 
SIMULATION STUDY: STEP THREE 
This program creates the normal and homoscedastic 
distributions with various effect sizes. 

*------------------------------------------------------*, 
proc iml; 

/* CREATE NULL MATRICES TO RECORD RESULTS 

tsquared = j(l,S,O); 
univfl = j (l,S,O); 
bonl = j(l,5,0); 
multbonl = j(l,S,O); 
fsiml = j(l,5,0); 
univf2 = j(l,5,0); 
bon2 = j(l,5,0); 
multbon2 = j(l,5,0); 
fsim2 = j(l,5,0); 
univf3 = j(l,5,0); 
bon3 = j(l,5,0); 
multbon3 j(l,5,0); 
fsim3 = j (1,5,0); 

/* CREATE LABELS FOR RESULTS 

size 
alpha 

={NlO N20 N30 N40 NSO}; 
={pOS}; 

/* G IS THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS IN THE DATA MATRIX 
/* REPRESENTING THE NUMBER OF VARIABLES 

var = {l 1 1, 
1 1 1, 
1 1 l}; 

g = ncol (var); 

/* BEGIN LOOP FOR SAMPLE SIZES 

do n=lO to 50 by 10; 

/* DEFINE DEGREES OF FREEDOM 

dfb = g; 
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dfe = n*2-g-1; 
cl = n/10; 

/* BEGIN LOOP FOR REPLICATIONS 

do r = 1 to 5000; 

/* DEFINE COUNTERS FOR MULTIPLE BONFERRONI TESTS 
countl={O, 

o, 
O}; /*COUNTER FOR ALPHA3 SIGNIFICANCE 

count2={0, 
O}; /*COUNTER FOR ALPHA2 SIGNIFICANCE 

/* PROVIDE THE PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS OF THE CORRELATION 
/* MATRIX ENTERED IN STEP ONE. THIS MATRIX WILL BE 
/* 3x3. 

f={0.92049 -0.28556 0.26673, 
0.93597 -0.17011 -0.30825, 
0.87440 0.48270 0.04916}; 

/* GENERATE A MATRIX OF RANDOM NORMAL VARIABLES WITH 
/* N ROWS, 3 COLUMNS, AND MEAN= 0 

x=rannor(j(n,3,0)); 

/* TRANSPOSE THE X MATRIX TO OBTAIN AN X MATRIX WHICH 
/* IS 3xN DIMENSION. CURRENTLY F MATRIX IS 3x3 
/* AND X MATRIX IS Nx3 THEREFORE THEY CANNOT 
/* BE MULTIPLIED. 

xhat=t(x); 

/* TRANSFORM THE UNCORRELATED RANDOM NORMAL VARIABLES 
/* TO CORRELATED VARIABLES. 

zhat = f*xhat; 

/* TRANSFORM THE CORRELATED VARIABLES SO THAT ROWS 
/* = N AND COLUMNS= 3. 

z = t(zhat); 

*/ 

*/ 

*/ 

*/ 

*/ 
*/ 
*/ 

*/ 
*/ 

*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 

*/ 
*/ 

*/ 
*/ 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/* USING FLEISHMAN'S POWER FUNCTION TRANSFORM TO NON-NORMAL VARS */ 
/* y =a+ bx+ cx2 + dx3 */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

/*GENERATE DATA FOR GROUP 1 

/* xll represents variable 1 with skew of 0.0 and 
/* kurtosis of 0.0 
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xll = z [, 1]; 
yll = xll; 

/* x12 represents variable 2 with skew of 0.0 and 
/* kurtosis of 0.0 

x12 z [, 2]; 
y12 = xl2; 

/* xl3 represents variable 3 with skew of 0.0 and 
/* kurtosis of 0.0 

x13 = z [, 3]; 
y13 = x13; 

/*GENERATE DATA FOR GROUP 2 

/* x21 represents variable 1 with skew of 0.0 and 
/* kurtosis of 0.0 and ES= 1.1 

x21 z [, 1]; 
y21 = x21+1. 1; 

/* x22 represents variable 2 with skew of 0.0 and 
/* kurtosis of 0.0 and ES= 0.8 

x22 = z[,2]; 
y22 = x22+0.8; 

/* x23 represents variable 3 with skew of 0.0 and 
/* kurtosis of 0.0 and ES= 0.5 

x23 = z[,3]; 
y23 = x23+0.5; 

/* CREATE GROUPl DATA MATRIX BY HORIZONTAL CONCATENATION 
yl = ylll ly12l lyl3; /*(10x3) 

/* CREATE GROUP2 DATA MATRIX BY HORIZONTAL CONCATENATION 
y2 = y2ll ly22I ly23; /*(10x3) 

/*print "NORMAL AND HOMOGENEOUS CONDITION"; 
/*print yl y2; 

/*COMPUTE HOTELLING'S T-SQUARED 
ylhat = t(yl); /*(3xl0) Xl' 
y2hat = t(y2); /*(3xl0) X2' 
yl_l = ylhat*yl; /*(3x3) Xl'Xl 
y2_1 = y2hat*y2; /*(3x3) X2'X2 
ylsum = yl[+,]; /*(3xl) SUMXl 
y2sum = y2[+,]; /*(3xl) SUMX2 
ylbar = yl[:,]; /*(lx3) Xl. 
y2bar = y2[:,]; /*(lx3) X2. 
ylbarhat = t(ylbar); /*(3xl) Xl.' 
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y2barhat = t(y2bar); /*(3xl) X2.' 
yl_2 = ylbarhat*ylbar; /*(3x3) Xl.'Xl. 
y2_2 y2barhat*y2bar; /*(3x3) X2.'X2. 
y1_3 = n*yl_2; /*(3x3) NXl.'Xl. 
y2_3 = n*y2_2; /*(3x3) NX2.'X2. 
sscpl = yl_l-y1_3; /*(3x3) Xl'Xl-NXl.'Xl. SS CROSS PRODUCTS 
sscp2 = y2_1-y2_3; /*(3x3) X2'X2-NX2.'X2. SS CROSS PRODUCTS 
sscpp = sscpl+sscp2; /*(3x3) POOLED SS CROSS PRODUCTS 
den= n*2-2; 
denl = 1/den; /*DENOMINATOR FOR POOLED VAR/COV MATRIX 
spool= sscpp*denl; /*(3x3) POOLED VAR/COV MATRIX Spool 
spool_l = inv(spool); /*(3x3) INV POOLED VAR/COV S-lpooled 
delta= ylbar-y2bar; /*(lx3) DIFFERENCE IN MEANS 
deltahat =t(delta); /*(3xl) DIFFERENCE IN MEANS PRIME 
y_4 = delta*spool_l; /*(lx3) 

/*MAHALANOBIS DISTANCE IS THE MULTIVARIATE EFFECT SIZE 
/*DELTAHAT*SPOOL_l*DELTA = DSQUARED = Y_S 
/*DSQUARED = .2S(SMALL), .64(MODERATE), AND 1.0(LARGE) 

y_S = y_4*deltahat; /*(lxl) MAHALANOBIS DISTANCE 
num2 = n*n; 
den2 = n*2; 
numden2 = num2/den2; 
tsquare = numden2*y_S; 

/*COMPUTE CRITICAL F 
num3 = n*2-g-1; 
den3 = g*(n*2-2); 
numden3 = num3/den3; 
£stat= numden3*tsquare; 

/*DETERMINE THE PROBABILITY OF THE OBSERVED RESULTS 
/*IF THE NULL IS TRUE 

pf= 1-probf (fstat,dfb,dfe); 

/*COUNT THE NUMBER OF REJECTIONS 
if pf<=.05 then tsquared[l,cl]=tsquared[l,cl]+l; 

/*PRINT THE RESULTS 
/*print tsquare fstat pf dfb dfe; 

/*COMPUTE UNIVARIATE F TESTS 

numfl 
denomll 
denom12 
denom13 
denoml4 
denomlS 
denom16 

= delta[l,1]##2; /*(X.11-X.2l)SQUARED 
= n*2-2; /*N+N-2 
= n+n; /*N+N 
= n*n; /*NxN 
= denom12/denoml3; /*N+N/NxN 
= sscpp[l,1]/denomll;/*lST DIAG ELEMENT/N+N-2 
= denoml5*denom14; /*DENOMINATOR FOR F TEST 
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fstatl = numfl/denom16; /*F STATISTIC FOR VAR 1 */ 
dfb = g-2;/*G=# VARS=3, DEGREES OF FREEDOM NUMERATOR */ 
dfe = n*2-2;/*DEGREES OF FREEDOM DENOMINATOR */ 
pfl = 1-probf (fstatl,dfb,dfe); 
if pfl<=.05 then univfl[l,cl]=univfl[l,cl]+l; /*UNIV F */ 
if pfl<=.016666 then bonl[l,cl]=bonl[l,cl]+l; /*BONFERRONI */ 
if pfl<=.01695 then multbonl[l,cl]=multbonl[l,cl]+l;/*MULT BONF */ 
if pfl<=.01695 then countl[l,l]=countl[l,l]+l; /*COUNTER ALPHA3 */ 

/*PRINT THE RESULTS */ 
/*print fstatl pfl dfb dfe; */ 

numf2 
denom25 

= delta[l,2]##2; 
= sscpp[2,2]/denomll; 

denom26 = denom25*denoml4; 
fstat2 = numf2/denom26; 
pf2 = 1-probf (fstat2,dfb,dfe); 
if pf2<=.0S then univf2[1,cl]=univf2[1,cl]+l; /*UNIV F */ 
if pf2<=.016666 then bon2[1,cl]=bon2[1,cl]+l; /*BONFERRONI */ 
if pf2<=.01695 then multbon2[1,cl]=multbon2[1,cl]+l;/*MULT BONF */ 
if pf2<=.01695 then countl[2,l]=countl[2,l]+l; /*COUNTER ALPHA3 */ 

/*PRINT THE RESULTS */ 
/*print fstat2 pf2 dfb dfe; */ 

numf3 = delta[l,3]##2; 
denom35 = sscpp[3,3]/denomll; 
denom36 = denom35*denom14; 
fstat3 = numf3/denom36; 
pf3 = 1-probf (fstat3,dfb,dfe); 
if pf3<=.05 then univf3[1,cl]=univf3[1,cl]+l; /*UNIV F */ 
if pf3<=.016666 then bon3[1,cl]=bon3[1,cl]+l; /*BONFERRONI */ 
if pf3<=.01695 then multbon3[1,cl]=multbon3[1,cl]+l;/*MULT BONF */ 
if pf3<=.01695 then countl[3,l]=countl[3,l]+l; /*COUNTER ALPHA3 */ 

/*PRINT THE RESULTS */ 
/*print fstat3 pf3 dfb dfe; */ 

/*COLUMN SUMMATION FOR COUNTER 1 */ 
sumcl = countl[+,]; 

/*PRINT COUNTER 1 RESULTS */ 
/*print countl sumcl; */ 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/*ALL VARIABLES SIGNIFICANT OR NO VARIABLES SIGNIFICANT */ 
/*AT ALPHA3 IN THE MULT BONF F */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

/*if sumcl = 3 
/* OR 
/*if sumcl = a 
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/* THEN STOP */ 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/*2 VARIABLES SIGNIFICANT AT ALPHA3 IN THE MOLT BON */ 
/*TEST REMAINING VAR AT ALPHAl */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

if sumcl = 2 then if pf3<=.05 then 
multbon3[1,cl]=multbon3[1,cl]+l; /*MOLT BONF */ 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/*l VARIABLE SIGNIFICANT AT ALPHA3 IN THE MOLT BON */ 
/*TEST REMAINING VARS AT ALPHA2 */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

if sumcl = 1 then if pf2<=.02532 then 
multbon2[1,cl]=multbon2[1,cl]+l; /*MOLT BONF 
if sumcl = 1 then if pf2<=.02532 then 
count2[1,l] =count2[1,l]+l; /*COUNTER FOR ALPHA2 

if sumcl = 1 then if pf3<=.02532 then 
multbon3[1,cl]=multbon3[1,cl]+l; /*MOLT BONF 
if sumcl = 1 then if pf3<=.02532 then 
count2[2,l] =count2[2,l]+l; /*COUNTER FOR ALPHA2 

/*COLUMN SUMMATION FOR COUNTER 2 
sumc2 = count2[+,]; 

/*PRINT COUNTER 2 RESULTS 
/*print count2 sumc2; 

*/ 

*/ 

*/ 

*/ 

*/ 

*/ 
*/ 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/*BOTH VARIABLES SIG OR NO VARIABLES SIG */ 
/*AT ALPHA2 IN THE MOLT BONF F */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

/*if sumc2 = 2 
/* OR 
/*if sumc2 = O 
/* THEN STOP 

*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/*l VARIABLE SIGNIFICANT AT ALPHA2 IN THE MOLT BON */ 
/*TEST REMAINING VAR AT ALPHA! */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

if sumc2 = 1 then if pf3<=.05 then 
multbon3[1,cl]=multbon3[1,cl]+l; /*MOLT BONF 
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/*COMPUTE SIMULTANEOUS F TESTS 

denom41 
denom42 
denom45 
denom46 
fsl 
dfb 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 

n*2-g-1; /*N+N-# of vars-1 
denoml4*g; /*(N+N/NxN)*p-# of vars 
sscpp[l,1]/denom41; 
denom45*denom42; /*DENOMINATOR FOR FSIM TEST 
numfl/denom46; /*FSIM STATISTIC 
g; /*# OF VARS 

dfe = n*2-g-1; 
pf = 1-probf (fsl,dfb,dfe); 
if pf<=.05 then fsiml[l,cl]=fsiml[l,cl]+l; /*SIM F TESTS 

/*PRINT THE RESULTS 
/*print fsl pf dfb dfe; 

denom55 = sscpp[2,2]/denom41; 
denom56 = denom55*denom42; 
fs2 = numf2/denom56; 
pf = 1-probf (fs2,dfb,dfe); 
if pf<=.05 then fsim2[1,cl]=fsim2[1,cl]+l; /*SIM F TESTS 

/*PRINT THE RESULTS 
/*print fs2 pf dfb dfe; 

denom65 = sscpp[3,3]/denom41; 
denom66 = denom65*denom42; 
fs3 = numf3/denom66; 
pf 1-probf (fs3,dfb,dfe); 
if pf<=.05 then fsim3[1,cl]=fsim3[1,cl]+l; /*SIM F TESTS 

/*PRINT THE RESULTS 
/*print fs3 pf dfb dfe; 

end; /* END REPLICATION LOOP 
end;/* END SAMPLE SIZE LOOP 

/*PRINT THE RESULTING MATRICES 
print "NORMAL AND HOMOGENEOUS SAMPLE"; 
print univfl[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print univf2[colname=size rowname=alpha); 
print univf3[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print bonl[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print bon2[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print bon3[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print multbonl[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print multbon2[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print multbon3[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print fsiml[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print fsim2[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print fsim3[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 

print "TSQUARED REJECTIONS NORMAL AND HOMOGENEOUS SAMPLE"; 
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print tsquared[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 

ptsquare = tsquared/5000; 
punivfl = univfl/5000; 
pbonl = bonl/5000; 
pmbonl = multbonl/5000; 
pfsiml = fsiml/5000; 
punivf2 = univf2/5000; 
pbon2 = bon2/5000; 
pmbon2 = multbon2/5000; 
pfsim2 = fsim2/5000; 
punivf3 = univf3/5000; 
pbon3 = bon3/5000; 
pmbon3 = multbon3/5000; 
pfsim3 = fsim3/5000; 

/*PRINT THE PERCENTAGE MATRICES 
print "POWER: NORMAL AND HOMO SAMPLE"; 
print punivfl[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print punivf2[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print punivf3[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print pbonl[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print pbon2[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print pbon3[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print pmbonl[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print pmbon2[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print pmbon3[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print pfsiml[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print pfsim2[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print pfsim3[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print ptsquare[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
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OPTIONS NOCENTER; 

*-------------------------------------------------------* 
FILE: NONNORM.SAS 
SAS DOCUMENTATION FOR DISSERTATION SIMULATION STUDY 
CREATED ON 10-26-93 BY CATHERINE ROGERS 
SIMULATION STUDY: STEP THREE 

I 
I 
I 
I 

This program creates the non-normal and homoscedasticl 
distributions with various effect sizes. 

*-------------------------------------------------------*; 
proc iml; 

/* CREATE NULL MATRICES TO RECORD RESULTS 

tsquared = j(l,5,0); 
univfl = j (1,5,0); 
bonl = j (l,5,0); 
multbonl = j(l,5,0); 
fsiml = j(l,5,0); 
univf2 = j(l,5,0); 
bon2 = j(l,5,0); 
multbon2 = j(l,5,0); 
fsim2 = j(l,5,0); 
univf3 = j(l,5,0); 
bon3 = j(l,5,0); 
multbon3 = j(l,S,0); 
fsim3 = j(l,5,0); 

/* CREATE LABELS FOR RESULTS 

size 
alpha 

={Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0}; 
={p0S}; 

/* G IS THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS IN THE DATA MATRIX 
/* REPRESENTING THE NUMBER OF VARIABLES 

var = {1 1 1, 
1 1 1, 
1 1 1}; 

g = ncol(var); 

/* BEGIN LOOP FOR SAMPLE SIZES 

do n=l0 to 50 by 10; 

/* DEFINE DEGREES OF FREEDOM 

dfb = g; 
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dfe = n*2-g-1; 
cl = n/10; 

/* BEGIN LOOP FOR REPLICATIONS 

do r = 1 to 5000; 

/* DEFINE COUNTERS FOR MULTIPLE BONFERRONI TESTS 
countl={0, 

0, 
O}; /*COUNTER FOR ALPHA3 SIGNIFICANCE 

count2={0, 
O}; /*COUNTER FOR ALPHA2 SIGNIFICANCE 

/* PROVIDE THE PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS OF THE CORRELATION 
/* MATRIX ENTERED IN STEP ONE. THIS MATRIX WILL BE 
/* 3x3. 

f={0.92049 -0.28556 0.26673, 
0.93597 -0.17011 -0.30825, 
0.87440 0.48270 0.04916}; 

/* GENERATE A MATRIX OF RANDOM NORMAL VARIABLES WITH 
/* N ROWS, 3 COLUMNS, AND MEAN= 0 

x=rannor(j(n,3,0)); 

/* TRANSPOSE THE X MATRIX TO OBTAIN AN X MATRIX WHICH 
/* IS 3xN DIMENSION. CURRENTLY F MATRIX IS 3x3 
/* AND X MATRIX IS Nx3 THEREFORE THEY CANNOT 
/* BE MULTIPLIED. 

xhat = t(x); 

/* TRANSFORM THE UNCORRELATED RANDOM NORMAL VARIABLES 
/* TO CORRELATED VARIABLES. 

zhat = f*xhat; 

/* TRANSFORM THE CORRELATED VARIABLES SO THAT ROWS 
/* = N AND COLUMNS= 3. 

z = t(zhat); 

*/ 

*/ 

*/ 

*/ 

*/ 
*/ 
*/ 

*/ 
*/ 

*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 

*/ 
*/ 

*/ 
*/ 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/* USING FLEISHMAN'$ POWER FUNCTION TRANSFORM TO NON- */ 
/* NORMAL VARIABLES */ 
/* y =a+ bx+ cx2 + dx3 */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

/*GENERATE DATA FOR GROUP 1 */ 
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/* xll represents variable 1 with skew of 0.0 and 
/* kurtosis of 0.0 

xll = z[,l]; 
yll = xll; 

/* x12 represents variable 2 with skew of 0.0 and 
/* kurtosis of 0.0 

xl2 = z[,2]; 
yl2 = xl2; 

/* x13 represents variable 3 with skew of 0.0 and 
/* kurtosis of 0.0 

x13 = z[ ,3]; 
y13 = x13; 

/*GENERATE DATA FOR GROUP 2 

/* x21 represents variable 1 with skew of -.5485 and 
/* kurtosis of -.2103 and ES= 1.1 

x21 = 0.1148+1.0899*xll-0.1148*xl1##2-0.0357*xl1##3; 
y21 = x21+1.1; 

/* x22 represents variable 2 with skew of .3386 and 
/* kurtosis of -.9035 and ES= 0.8 

x22 = -0.1014+1.2443*xl2+0.1014*xl2##2-0.0939*xl2##3; 
y22 = x22+0.8; 

/* x23 represents variable 3 with skew of 1.0283 and 
/* kurtosis of .9272 and ES= 0.5 

x23 = -0.2107+1.0398*xl3+0.2107*xl3##2-0.0293*xl3##3; 
y23 = x23+0.S; 

/* CREATE GROUPl DATA MATRIX BY HORIZONTAL CONCATENATION 
yl = ylll ly12I lyl3; /*(10x3) 

/* CREATE GROUP2 DATA MATRIX BY HORIZONTAL CONCATENATION 
y2 = y2ll ly22l ly23; /*(10x3) 

/*print "NON-NORMAL AND HOMOGENEOUS CONDITION"; 
/*print yl y2; 

/*COMPUTE HOTELLING'$ T-SQUARED 
ylhat = t(yl); /*(3xl0) Xl' 
y2hat = t(y2); /*(3xl0) X2' 
yl_l = ylhat*yl; /*(3x3) Xl'Xl 
y2_1 = y2hat*y2; /*(3x3) X2'X2 
ylsum = yl[+,]; /*(3xl) SUMXl 
y2sum = y2[+,]; /*(3xl) SUMX2 
ylbar = yl[:,]; /*(lx3) Xl. 
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y2bar = y2[:,]; /*(lx3) X2. 
ylbarhat = t(ylbar); /*(3xl) Xl.' 
y2barhat = t(y2bar); /*(3xl) X2.' 
y1_2 = ylbarhat*ylbar; /*(3x3) Xl.'Xl. 
y2_2 = y2barhat*y2bar; /*(3x3) x2.•x2. 
y1_3 = n*yl_2; /*(3x3) NXl.'Xl. 
y2_3 = n*y2_2; /*(3x3) NX2.'X2. 
sscpl = yl_l-y1_3; /*(3x3) Xl'Xl-NXl.'Xl. SS CROSS PRODUCTS 
sscp2 = y2_1-y2_3; /*(3x3) X2'X2-NX2.'X2. SS CROSS PRODUCTS 
sscpp = sscpl+sscp2; /*(3x3) POOLED SS CROSS PRODUCTS 
den= n*2-2; 
denl = 1/den; /*DENOMINATOR FOR POOLED VAR/COV MATRIX 
spool= sscpp*denl; /*(3x3) POOLED VAR/COV MATRIX Spool 
spool_l = inv(spool); /*(3x3) INV POOLED VAR/COV S-lpooled 
delta= ylbar-y2bar; /*(lx3) DIFFERENCE IN MEANS 
deltahat =t(delta); /*(3xl) DIFFERENCE IN MEANS PRIME 
y_4 = delta*spool_l; /*(lx3) 

/*MAHALANOBIS DISTANCE IS THE MULTIVARIATE EFFECT SIZE 
/*DELTAHAT*SPOOL_l*DELTA = DSQUARED = Y_S 
/*DSQUARED = .25(SMALL), .64(MODERATE), AND 1.0(LARGE) 

y_S = y_4*deltahat; /*(lxl) MAHALANOBIS DISTANCE 
num2 = n*n; 
den2 = n*2; 
numden2 = num2/den2; 
tsquare = numden2*y_S; 

/*COMPUTE CRITICAL F 
num3 = n*2-g-1; 
den3 = g*(n*2-2); 
numden3 = num3/den3; 
fstat = numden3*tsquare; 

/*DETERMINE THE PROBABILITY OF THE OBSERVED RESULTS 
/*IF THE NULL IS TRUE 

pf= 1-probf (fstat,dfb,dfe); 

/*COUNT THE NUMBER OF REJECTIONS 
if pf<=.05 then tsquared[l,cl]=tsquared[l,cl]+l; 

/*PRINT THE RESULTS 
/*print tsquare fstat pf dfb dfe; 

/*COMPUTE UNIVARIATE F TESTS 

numfl = 
denomll = 
denom12 = 
denom13 = 
denom14 = 

delta[l,1]##2; /*(X.ll-X.2l)SQUARED 
n*2-2; /*N+N-2 
n+n; /*N+N 
n*n; /*NxN 
denom12/denoml3; /*N+N/NxN 
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denomlS = sscpp[l,l]/denomll;/*lST DIAG ELEMENT/N+N-2 */ 
denom16 = denomlS*denom14; /*DENOMINATOR FOR F TEST */ 
fstatl = numfl/denom16; /*F STATISTIC FOR VAR 1 */ 
dfb = g-2;/*G=# VARS=3, DEGREES OF FREEDOM NUMERATOR */ 
dfe = n*2-2;/*DEGREES OF FREEDOM DENOMINATOR */ 
pfl = 1-probf (fstatl,dfb,dfe); 
if pfl<=.05 then univfl[l,cl]=univfl[l,cl]+l; /*UNIV F */ 
if pfl<=.016666 then bonl[l,cl]=bonl[l,cl]+l; /*BONFERRONI */ 
if pfl<=.01695 then multbonl[l,cl]=multbonl[l,cl]+l;/*MULT BONF */ 
if pfl<=.01695 then countl[l,l]=countl[l,l]+l; /*COUNTER ALPHA3 */ 

/*PRINT THE RESULTS */ 
/*print fstatl pfl dfb dfe; */ 

numf2 = delta[l,2]##2; 
denom25 = sscpp[2,2]/denomll; 
denom26 = denom25*denom14; 
fstat2 = numf2/denom26; 
pf2 1-probf (fstat2,dfb,dfe); 
if pf2<=.05 then univf2[1,cl]=univf2[1,cl]+l; /*UNIV F */ 
if pf2<=.016666 then bon2[1,cl]=bon2[1,cl]+l; /*BONFERRONI */ 
if pf2<=.01695 then multbon2[1,cl]=multbon2[1,cl]+l;/*MULT BONF */ 
if pf2<=.01695 then countl[2,l]=countl[2,l]+l; /*COUNTER ALPHA3 */ 

/*PRINT THE RESULTS */ 
/*print fstat2 pf2 dfb dfe; */ 

numf3 = delta[l,3]##2; 
denom35 = sscpp[3,3]/denomll; 
denom36 = denom35*denom14; 
fstat3 = numf3/denom36; 
pf3 = 1-probf (fstat3,dfb,dfe); 
if pf3<=.0S then univf3[1,cl]=univf3[1,cl]+l; /*UNIV F */ 
if pf3<=.016666 then bon3[1,cl]=bon3[1,cl]+l; /*BONFERRONI */ 
if pf3<=.01695 then multbon3[1,cl]=multbon3[1,cl]+l;/*MULT BONF */ 
if pf3<=.01695 then countl[3,l]=countl[3,l]+l; /*COUNTER ALPHA3 */ 

/*PRINT THE RESULTS */ 
/*print fstat3 pf3 dfb dfe; */ 

/*COLUMN SUMMATION FOR COUNTER 1 */ 
sumcl = countl[+,]; 

/*PRINT COUNTER 1 RESULTS */ 
/*print countl sumcl; */ 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/*ALL VARIABLES SIGNIFICANT OR NO VARIABLES SIGNIFICANT */ 
/*AT ALPHA3 IN THE MOLT BONF F */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

/*if sumcl = 3 */ 
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/* OR 
/*if sumcl = O 
/* THEN STOP 

*/ 
*/ 
*/ 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/*2 VARIABLES SIGNIFICANT AT ALPHA3 IN THE MOLT BON */ 
/*TEST REMAINING VAR AT ALPHAl */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

if sumcl = 2 then if pf3<=.05 then 
multbon3[1,cl]=multbon3[1,cl]+l; /*MOLT BONF */ 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/*l VARIABLE SIGNIFICANT AT ALPHA3 IN THE MOLT BON */ 
/*TEST REMAINING VARS AT ALPHA2 */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

if sumcl = 1 then if pf2<=.02532 then 
multbon2[1,cl]=multbon2[1,cl]+l; /*MULT BONF 
if sumcl = 1 then if pf2<=.02532 then 
count2[1,l] =count2[1,l]+l; /*COUNTER FOR ALPHA2 

if sumcl = l then if pf3<=.02532 then 
multbon3[1,cl]=multbon3[1,cl]+l; /*MOLT BONF 
if sumcl = 1 then if pf3<=.02532 then 
count2[2,l] =count2[2,l]+l; /*COUNTER FOR ALPHA2 

/*COLUMN SUMMATION FOR COUNTER 2 
sumc2 = count2[+,]; 

/*PRINT COUNTER 2 RESULTS 
/*print count2 sumc2; 

*/ 

*/ 

*/ 

*/ 

*/ 

*/ 
*/ 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/*BOTH VARIABLES SIG OR NO VARIABLES SIG */ 
/*AT ALPHA2 IN THE MOLT BONF F */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

/*if sumc2 = 2 
/* OR 
/*if sumc2 = O 
/* THEN STOP 

*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/*l VARIABLE SIGNIFICANT AT ALPHA2 IN THE MOLT BON */ 
/*TEST REMAINING VAR AT ALPHAl */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

if sumc2 = 1 then if pf3<=.05 then 
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multbon3[1,cl]=multbon3[1,cl]+l; /*MULT BONF 

/*COMPUTE SIMULTANEOUS F TESTS 

denom41 
denom42 
denom45 
denom46 
fsl 

= n*2-g-1; /*N+N-# of vars-1 
= denoml4*g; /*(N+N/NxN)*p-# of vars 
= sscpp[l,l]/denom41; 
= denom45*denom42; /*DENOMINATOR FOR FSIM TEST 
= numfl/denom46; /*FSIM STATISTIC 

dfb = g; /*# OF VARS 
dfe = n*2-g-1; 
pf = 1-probf (fsl,dfb,dfe); 
if pf<=.05 then fsiml[l,cl]=fsiml[l,cl]+l; /*SIM F TESTS 

/*PRINT THE RESULTS 
/*print fsl pf dfb dfe; 

denomSS = sscpp[2,2]/denom41; 
denom56 = denom55*denom42; 
fs2 = numf2/denom56; 
pf = 1-probf (fs2,dfb,dfe); 
if pf<=.05 then fsim2[1,cl]=fsim2[1,cl]+l; /*SIM F TESTS 

/*PRINT THE RESULTS 
/*print fs2 pf dfb dfe; 

denom65 = sscpp[3,3]/denom41; 
denom66 = denom65*denom42; 
fs3 = numf3/denom66; 
pf = 1-probf (fs3,dfb,dfe); 
if pf<=.05 then fsim3[1,cl]=fsim3[1,cl]+l; /*SIM F TESTS 

/*PRINT THE RESULTS 
/*print fs3 pf dfb dfe; 

end;/* ENO REPLICATION LOOP 
end;/* END SAMPLE SIZE LOOP 

/*PRINT THE RESULTING MATRICES 
print "NONNORMAL ANO HOMOGENEOUS SAMPLE"; 
print univfl[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print univf2[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print univf3[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print bonl[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print bon2[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print bon3(colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print multbonl[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print multbon2[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print multbon3(colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print fsiml[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print fsim2[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
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print fsim3[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 

print "T-SQUARED REJECTIONS NON-NORMAL AND HOMOGENEOUS"; 
print tsquared[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 

ptsquare = tsquared/5000; 
punivfl univfl/5000; 
pbonl = bonl/5000; 
pmbonl = multbonl/5000; 
pfsiml = fsiml/5000; 
punivf2 = univf2/5000; 
pbon2 = bon2/5000; 
pmbon2 = rnultbon2/5000; 
pfsim2 = fsim2/5000; 
punivf3 = univf3/5000; 
pbon3 = bon3/5000; 
prnbon3 = rnultbon3/5000; 
pfsim3 = fsim3/5000; 

/*PRINT THE PERCENTAGE MATRICES 
print "POWER: NONNORMAL AND HOMOGENEOUS SAMPLE"; 
print punivfl[colname=size rowname=alpha); 
print punivf2[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print punivf3[colname=size rowname=alpha); 
print pbonl[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print pbon2[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print pbon3[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print prnbonl[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print prnbon2[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print pmbon3[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print pfsirnl[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print pfsim2[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print pfsim3[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print ptsquare[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
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OPTIONS NOCENTER; 

*-------------------------------------------------------* 
FILE: HETER! 5.SAS 
SAS DOCUMENTATION FOR DISSERTATION SIMULATION STUDY 
CREATED ON 10-26-93 BY CATHERINE ROGERS 
SIMULATION STUDY: STEP THREE 
This program creates the normal and heteroscedastic 
distributions with heteroscedasticity set to 1.5 

*-------------------------------------------------------*; 

proc iml; 

/* CREATE NULL MATRICES TO RECORD RESULTS 

tsquared = j(l,5,0); 
univfl = j(l,5,0); 
bonl = j (1,5,0); 
multbonl = j(l,5,0); 
fsiml = j(l,5,0); 
univf2 = j(l,5,0); 
bon2 = j(l,5,0); 
multbon2 = j(l,5,0); 
fsim2 = j(l,5,0); 
univf3 = j (1,5,0); 
bon3 j(l,5,0); 
multbon3 = j(l,5,0); 
fsim3 = j(l,5,0); 

/* CREATE LABELS FOR RESULTS 

size 
alpha 

={NlO N20 N30 N40 NSO}; 
={pOS}; 

/*VAR IS A DISTRIBUTION OF VARIANCE PATTERNS 

var= {1.5 1.0 1.0, /*1.5 or 3.0 or 10.0 on diagonals 
1.0 1.5 1.0, 
1.0 1.0 1.5}; 

/* G IS THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS IN THE DATA MATRIX 
/* REPRESENTING THE NUMBER OF VARIABLES 

dist = {l 1 1, 
1 1 1, 
1 l 1}; 

g = ncol(dist); 

/* BEGIN LOOP FOR SAMPLE SIZES 
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do n=l0 to 50 by 10; 

/* DEFINE DEGREES OF FREEDOM 

dfb = g; 
dfe = n*2-g-1; 
cl = n/10; 

/* BEGIN LOOP FOR REPLICATIONS 

do r = l to 5000; 

/* DEFINE COUNTERS FOR MULTIPLE BONFERRONI TESTS 
countl={0, 

o, 
0}; /*COUNTER FOR ALPHA3 SIGNIFICANCE 

count2={0, 
0}; /*COUNTER FOR ALPHA2 SIGNIFICANCE 

/* PROVIDE THE PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS OF THE CORRELATION 
/* MATRIX ENTERED IN STEP ONE. THIS MATRIX WILL BE 
/* 3x3. 

f={0.92049 -0.28556 0.26673, 
0.93597 -0.17011 -0.30825, 
0.87440 0.48270 0.04916}; 

/* GENERATE A MATRIX OF RANDOM NORMAL VARIABLES WITH 
/* N ROWS, 3 COLUMNS, AND MEAN= 0 

x=rannor(j(n,3,0)); 

/* TRANSPOSE THE X MATRIX TO OBTAIN AN X MATRIX WHICH 
/* IS 3xN DIMENSION. CURRENTLY F MATRIX IS 3x3 
/* AND X MATRIX IS Nx3 THEREFORE THEY CANNOT 
/* BE MULTIPLIED. 

xhat = t(x); 

/* TRANSFORM THE UNCORRELATED RANDOM NORMAL VARIABLES 
/* TO CORRELATED VARIABLES. 

zhat = f*xhat; 

/* TRANSFORM THE CORRELATED VARIABLES SO THAT ROWS 
/* = N AND COLUMNS= 3. 

z = t(zhat); 

*/ 

*/ 

*/ 

*/ 

*/ 

*/ 
*/ 
*/ 

*/ 
*/ 

*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 

*/ 
*/ 

*/ 
*/ 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/* USING FLEISHMAN'$ POWER FUNCTION TRANSFORM TO NON- */ 
/* NORMAL VARIABLES */ 
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/* y =a+ bx+ cx2 + dx3 */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

/*GENERATE DATA FOR GROUP 1 

/* xll represents variable 1 with skew of 0.0 and 
/* kurtosis of 0.0 

xll = z[,l]; 
yll = xll; 

/* x12 represents variable 
/* kurtosis of 0.0 

x12 = z[,2]; 
y12 = x12; 

/* xl3 represents variable 

/* kurtosis of 0.0 
x13 = z[ ,3]; 
yl3 = x13; 

/*GENERATE DATA FOR GROUP 2 

2 with skew of 0.0 and 

3 with skew of 0.0 and 

/* UNIVARIATE EFFECT SIZE= d = MU1-MU2/S, WHERE 
/* S = SQROOT OF 1.5 OR 3.0 OR 10.0 
/* SQROOT OF 1.5 = 1.225 
/* SQROOT OF 3.0 = 1.7321 
/* SQROOT OF 10 = 3.1623 
/* VARl EFFECT SIZE= d = MU1-MU2 = 1.1 * S 
/*FORS= 1.225, d = 1.l*l.225 = 1.3475 
/*FORS= 1.7321, d = 1.l*l.7321 = 1.90531 
/*FORS= 3.1623, d = 1.1*3.1623 = 3.47853 
/* VAR2 EFFECT SIZE= d = MU1-MU2 = .8 * S 
/*FORS= 1.225, d = .8*1.225 = .98 
/*FORS= 1.7321, d = .8*1.7321 = 1.3857 
/*FORS= 3.1623, d = .8*3.1623 = 2.5298 
/* VAR3 EFFECT SIZE= d = MU1-MU2 = 0.5 * S 
/*FORS= 1.225, d = .S*l.225 = 0.6125 
/*FORS= 1.7321, d = .S*l.7321 = 0.86605 
/*FORS= 3.1623, d = .5*3.1623 = 1.58115 

/* x21 represents variable 1 with skew of 0.0 and 
/* kurtosis of 0.0 and ES= 1.1 

x21 = z [, 1]; 
y21 = x21*1.225+1.1; 

/* 
/* 

x22 
y22 

x22 represents variable 2 with skew of 0.0 and 
kurtosis of 0.0 and ES= 0.8 

= z[,2]; 
= x22*1.225+0.8; 
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/* x23 represents variable 3 with skew of 0.0 and 
/* kurtosis of 0.0 and ES= 0.5 

x23 = z (, 3]; 
y23 = x23*1.225+0.5; 

/* CREATE GROUP! DATA MATRIX BY HORIZONTAL CONCATENATION 
yl = ylll ly12I ly13; /*{10x3) 

/* CREATE GROUP2 DATA MATRIX BY HORIZONTAL CONCATENATION 
y2 = y2ll ly22I ly23; /*(10x3) 

/*print "NORMAL AND HETEROGENEOUS CONDITION WITH d = 1.5"; 
/*print yl y2; 

/*COMPUTE HOTELLING'S T-SQUARED 
ylhat = t(yl); /*(3xl0) Xl' 
y2hat = t(y2); /*(3xl0) X2' 
yl_l = ylhat*yl; /*(3x3) Xl'Xl 
y2_1 = y2hat*y2; /*(3x3) X2'X2 
ylsum = yl[+,]; /*(3xl) SUMXl 
y2sum = y2[+,]; /*(3xl) SUMX2 
ylbar = yl[:,]; /*(lx3) Xl. 
y2bar = y2[:,]; /*(lx3) X2. 
ylbarhat = t(ylbar); /*(3xl) Xl.' 
y2barhat = t(y2bar); /*(3xl) X2.' 
y1_2 = ylbarhat*ylbar; /*(3x3) Xl.'Xl. 
y2_2 = y2barhat*y2bar; /*(3x3) X2.'X2. 
y1_3 = n*yl_2; /*(3x3) NXl.'Xl. 
y2_3 = n*y2_2; /*(3x3) NX2.'X2. 
sscpl = yl_l-y1_3; /*(3x3) Xl'Xl-NXl.'Xl. SS CROSS PRODUCTS 
sscp2 = y2_1-y2_3; /*(3x3) X2'X2-NX2.'X2. SS CROSS PRODUCTS 
denom = n-1; 
s1 = sscpl/denom; /*SHOULD HAVE l'S ON THE DIAGONAL 
s2 = sscp2/denom; /*SHOULD HAVE l'S ON THE DIAGONAL 

/*new_s2 = s2#var; SHOULD HAVE 1.S'S ON THE DIAGONAL 
/*sscp22 = new_s2*denom; NEW SSCP MATRIX FOR GROUP2 

sscpp = sscpl+sscp2; /*(3x3) POOLED SS CROSS PRODUCTS 
den= n*2-2; 
denl = 1/den; /*DENOMINATOR FOR POOLED VAR/COV MATRIX 
spool= sscpp*denl; /*(3x3) POOLED VAR/COV MATRIX Spool 
spool_l = inv(spool); /*(3x3) INV POOLED VAR/COV S-lpooled 
delta= ylbar-y2bar; /*(lx3) DIFFERENCE IN MEANS 
deltahat =t(delta); /*(3xl) DIFFERENCE IN MEANS PRIME 
y_4 = delta*spool_l; /*(lx3) 

/*MAHALANOBIS DISTANCE IS THE MULTIVARIATE EFFECT SIZE 
/*DELTAHAT*SPOOL_l*DELTA = DSQUARED = Y_S 
/*DSQUARED = .25(SMALL), .64(MODERATE), AND 1.0(LARGE) 

y_S = y_4*deltahat; /*(lxl) MAHALANOBIS DISTANCE 
num2 = n*n; 
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den2 = n*2; 
numden2 = num2/den2; 
tsquare = numden2*y_5; 

/*COMPUTE CRITICAL F 
num3 = n*2-g-l; 
den3 = g*(n*2-2); 
numden3 = num3/den3; 
fstat = numden3*tsquare; 

/*DETERMINE THE PROBABILITY OF THE OBSERVED RESULTS 
/*IF THE NULL IS TRUE 

pf= 1-probf (fstat,dfb,dfe); 

/*COUNT THE NUMBER OF REJECTIONS 
if pf<=.05 then tsquared[l,cl]=tsquared[l,cl]+l; 

/*PRINT THE RESULTS 
/*print tsquare fstat pf dfb dfe; 

/*COMPUTE UNIVARIATE F TESTS 

numfl = delta[l,1]##2; /*(X.11-X.2l)SQUARED 
denomll 
denoml2 
denom13 
denoml4 
denomlS 
denom16 
fstatl 
dfb 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 

n*2-2; /*N+N-2 
n+n; /*N+N 
n*n; /*NxN 
denom12/denoml3; /*N+N/NxN 
sscpp[l,l]/denomll;/*lST DIAG ELEMENT/N+N-2 
denoml5*denoml4; /*DENOMINATOR FOR F TEST 
numfl/denom16; /*F STATISTIC FOR VAR 1 
g-2;/*G=# VARS=3, DEGREES OF FREEDOM NUMERATOR 

dfe = n*2-2;/*DEGREES OF FREEDOM DENOMINATOR 
pfl = 1-probf (fstatl,dfb,dfe); 
if pfl<=.05 then univfl[l,cl]=univfl[l,cl]+l; /*UNIV F 
if pfl<=.016666 then bonl[l,cl]=bonl[l,cl]+l; /*BONFERRONI 
if pfl<=.01695 then multbonl[l,cl]=multbonl[l,cl]+l;/*MULT BONF 
if pfl<=.01695 then countl[l,l]=countl[l,l]+l; /*COUNTER ALPHA3 

/*PRINT THE RESULTS 
/*print fstatl pfl dfb dfe; 

numf2 
denom25 = 
denom26 = 

= delta[l,2]##2; 
sscpp[2,2]/denomll; 
denom25*denom14; 
numf2/denom26; fstat2 = 

pf2 = 1-probf (fstat2,dfb,dfe); 
if pf2<=.05 
if pf2<=.016666 
if pf2<=.01695 
if pf2<=.01695 

then univf2[1,cl]=univf2[1,cl]+l; /*UNIV F 
then bon2[1,cl]=bon2[1,cl]+l; /*BONFERRONI 
then multbon2[1,cl]=multbon2[1,cl]+l;/*MULT BONF 
then countl[2,l]=countl[2,l]+l; /*COUNTER ALPHA3 
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/*PRINT THE RESULTS */ 
/*print fstat2 pf2 dfb dfe; */ 

numf3 = delta[l,3]##2; 
denom35 = sscpp[3,3]/denomll; 
denom36 = denom35*denom14; 
fstat3 = numf3/denom36; 
pf3 = 1-probf (fstat3,dfb,dfe); 
if pf3<=.05 then univf3[1,cl]=univf3[1,cl]+l; /*UNIV F */ 
if pf3<=.016666 then bon3[1,cl]=bon3[1,cl]+l; /*BONFERRONI */ 
if pf3<=.01695 then multbon3[1,cl]=multbon3[1,cl]+l;/*MULT BONF */ 
if pf3<=.01695 then countl[3,l]=countl[3,l]+l; /*COUNTER ALPHA3 */ 

/*PRINT THE RESULTS */ 
/*print fstat3 pf3 dfb dfe; */ 

/*COLUMN SUMMATION FOR COUNTER 1 */ 
sumcl = countl[+,]; 

/*PRINT COUNTER 1 RESULTS */ 
/*print countl sumcl; */ 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/*ALL VARIABLES SIGNIFICANT OR NO VARIABLES SIGNIFICANT */ 
/*AT ALPHA3 IN THE MOLT BONF F */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

/*if sumcl = 3 
/* OR 
/*if sumcl = 0 
/* THEN STOP 

*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/*2 VARIABLES SIGNIFICANT AT ALPHA3 IN THE MOLT BON */ 
/*TEST REMAINING VAR AT ALPHAl */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

if sumcl = 2 then if pf3<=.05 then 
multbon3[1,cl]=multbon3[1,cl]+l; /*MOLT BONF */ 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/*1 VARIABLE SIGNIFICANT AT ALPHA3 IN THE MOLT BON */ 
/*TEST REMAINING VARS AT ALPHA2 */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

if sumcl = 1 then if pf2<=.02532 then 
multbon2[1,cl]=multbon2[1,cl]+l; /*MOLT BONF 
if sumcl = 1 then if pf2<=.02532 then 
count2[1,l] =count2[l,l]+l; /*COUNTER FOR ALPHA2 
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if sumcl = 1 then if pf3<=.02532 then 
rnultbon3[1,cl]=rnultbon3[1,cl]+l; /*MULT BONF 
if surncl = 1 then if pf3<=.02532 then 
count2[2,l] =count2[2,l]+l; /*COUNTER FOR ALPHA2 

/*COLUMN SUMMATION FOR COUNTER 2 
surnc2 = count2[+,]; 

/*PRINT COUNTER 2 RESULTS 
/*print count2 surnc2; 

*/ 

*/ 

*/ 

*/ 
*/ 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/*BOTH VARIABLES SIG OR NO VARIABLES SIG */ 
/*AT ALPHA2 IN THE MULT BONF F */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

/*if sumc2 2 
/* OR 
/*if surnc2 = O 
/* THEN STOP 

*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/*l VARIABLE SIGNIFICANT AT ALPHA2 IN THE MULT BON */ 
/*TEST REMAINING VAR AT ALPHAl */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

if surnc2 = 1 then if pf3<=.05 then 
rnultbon3[1,cl]=rnultbon3[1,cl]+l; /*MULT BONF 

/*COMPUTE SIMULTANEOUS F TESTS 

= n*2-g-l; /*N+N-# of vars-1 
= denornl4*g; /*(N+N/NxN)*p-# of vars 
= sscpp[l,l]/denom41; 

denom41 
denorn42 
denorn45 
denorn46 
fsl 

= denorn45*denorn42; /*DENOMINATOR FOR FSIM TEST 
= nurnfl/denorn46; /*FSIM STATISTIC 

dfb = g; /*# OF VARS 
dfe = n*2-g-l; 
pf = 1-probf (fsl,dfb,dfe); 
if pf<=.05 then fsirnl[l,cl]=fsiml[l,clJ+l; /*SIM F TESTS 

/*PRINT THE RESULTS 
/*print fsl pf dfb dfe; 

denornSS 
denom56 
fs2 
pf 

= sscpp[2,2J/denorn41; 
= denorn55*denorn42; 
= nurnf2/denorn56; 
= 1-probf (fs2,dfb,dfe); 

if pf<=.05 then fsirn2[1,cl]=fsim2[1,cl]+l; 
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/*PRINT THE RESULTS 
/*print fs2 pf dfb dfe; 

denom65 sscpp[3,3]/denom41; 
denom66 = denom65*denom42; 
fs3 = numf3/denom66; 
pf = 1-probf (fs3,dfb,dfe); 
if pf<=.05 then fsim3[1,cl]=fsim3[1,cl]+l; /*SIM F TESTS 

/*PRINT THE RESULTS 
/*print fs3 pf dfb dfe; 

*/ 
*/ 

*/ 
*/ 
*/ 

end;/* END REPLICATION LOOP */ 
end; /* END SAMPLE SIZE LOOP */ 

/*PRINT THE RESULTING MATRICES */ 
print "NORMAL AND HETEROGENEOUS SAMPLE WITH d=l.5"; 
print univfl(colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print univf2[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print univf3[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print bonl[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print bon2[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print bon3(colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print multbonl(colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print multbon2(colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print multbon3(colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print fsiml[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print fsim2[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print fsim3(colname=size rowname=alpha]; 

print "T-SQUARED REJECTIONS NORMAL/HETERO SAMPLE WITH d = 1.5"; 
print tsquared[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 

ptsquare = tsquared/5000; 
punivfl = univfl/5000; 
pbonl bonl/5000; 
pmbonl = multbonl/5000; 
pfsiml = fsiml/5000; 
punivf2 = univf2/5000; 
pbon2 = bon2/5000; 
pmbon2 = multbon2/5000; 
pfsim2 = fsim2/5000; 
punivf3 = univf3/5000; 
pbon3 = bon3/5000; 
pmbon3 = multbon3/5000; 
pfsim3 = fsim3/5000; 

/*PRINT THE PERCENTAGE MATRICES */ 
print "POWER: NORMAL AND HETEROGENEOUS SAMPLE, d=l.5"; 
print punivfl[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
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print punivf2[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print punivf3[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print pbonl[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print pbon2[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print pbon3[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print pmbonl[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print pmbon2[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print pmbon3[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print pfsiml[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print pfsim2(colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print pfsim3(colname=size rowname=alphaJ; 
print ptsquare[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
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OPTIONS NOCENTER; 

*-------------------------------------------------------* 
FILE: HETER3 0.SAS 
SAS DOCUMENTATION FOR DISSERTATION SIMULATION STUDY 
CREATED ON 10-26-93 BY CATHERINE ROGERS 
SIMULATION STUDY: STEP THREE 
This program creates the normal and heteroscedastic 
distributions with heteroscedasticity set to 3.0 

*-------------------------------------------------------*; 

proc irnl; 

/* CREATE NULL MATRICES TO RECORD RESULTS 

tsquared = j(l,5,0); 
univfl = j(l,5,0); 
bonl = j(l,5,0); 
rnultbonl = j(l,5,0); 
fsirnl = j(l,5,0); 
univf2 = j(l,5,0); 
bon2 = j(l,5,0); 
rnultbon2 = j(l,5,0); 
fsirn2 = j(l,5,0); 
univf3 = j(l,5,0); 
bon3 = j(l,5,0); 
rnultbon3 = j(l,5,0); 
fsirn3 = j(l,5,0); 

/* CREATE LABELS FOR RESULTS 

size 
alpha 

={Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0}; 
={p0S}; 

/*VAR IS A DISTRIBUTION OF VARIANCE PATTERNS 

var= {3.0 1.0 1.0, /*1.5 or 3.0 or 10.0 on diagonals 
1.0 3.0 1.0, 
1.0 1.0 3.0}; 

/* G IS THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS IN THE DATA MATRIX 
/* REPRESENTING THE NUMBER OF VARIABLES 

dist= {l 1 1, 
1 1 1, 
1 1 1}; 

g = ncol(dist); 

/* BEGIN LOOP FOR SAMPLE SIZES 
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do n=lO to 50 by 10; 

/* DEFINE DEGREES OF FREEDOM 

dfb = g; 
dfe = n*2-g-l; 
cl = n/10; 

/* BEGIN LOOP FOR REPLICATIONS 

do r = 1 to 5000; 

/* DEFINE COUNTERS FOR MULTIPLE BONFERRONI TESTS 
countl={O, 

o, 
0}; /*COUNTER FOR ALPHA3 SIGNIFICANCE 

count2={0, 
O}; /*COUNTER FOR ALPHA2 SIGNIFICANCE 

/* PROVIDE THE PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS OF THE CORRELATION 
/* MATRIX ENTERED IN STEP ONE. THIS MATRIX WILL BE 
/* 3x3. 

f={0.92049 -0.28556 0.26673, 
0.93597 -0.17011 -0.30825, 
0.87440 0.48270 0.04916}; 

/* GENERATE A MATRIX OF RANDOM NORMAL VARIABLES WITH 
/* N ROWS, 3 COLUMNS, AND MEAN= 0 

x=rannor(j(n,3,0)); 

/* TRANSPOSE THE X MATRIX TO OBTAIN AN X MATRIX WHICH 
/* IS 3xN DIMENSION. CURRENTLY F MATRIX IS 3x3 
/* AND X MATRIX IS Nx3 THEREFORE THEY CANNOT 
/* BE MULTIPLIED. 

xhat = t(x); 

/* TRANSFORM THE UNCORRELATED RANDOM NORMAL VARIABLES 
/* TO CORRELATED VARIABLES. 

zhat = f*xhat; 

/* TRANSFORM THE CORRELATED VARIABLES SO THAT ROWS 
/* = N AND COLUMNS= 3. 

z = t(zhat); 

*/ 

*/ 

*/ 

*/ 

*/ 

*/ 
*/ 
*/ 

*/ 
*/ 

*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 

*/ 
*/ 

*/ 
*/ 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/* USING FLEISHMAN'S POWER FUNCTION TRANSFORM TO NON- */ 
/* NORMAL VARIABLES */ 
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/* y =a+ bx+ cx2 + dx3 */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

/*GENERATE DATA FOR GROUP 1 

/* xll represents variable 1 with skew of 0.0 and 
/* kurtosis of 0.0 

xll = z[,l]; 
yll = xll; 

/* x12 represents variable 
/* kurtosis of 0.0 

xl2 = z[ ,2]; 
y12 = x12; 

/* xl3 represents variable 
/* kurtosis of 0.0 

x13 = z[,3]; 
y13 = xl3; 

/*GENERATE DATA FOR GROUP 2 

2 with skew of 0.0 and 

3 with skew of 0.0 and 

/* UNIVARIATE EFFECT SIZE= d = MU1-MU2/S, WHERE 
/* S = SQROOT OF 1.5 OR 3.0 OR 10.0 
/* SQROOT OF 1.5 = 1.225 
/* SQROOT OF 3.0 = 1.7321 
/* SQROOT OF 10 = 3.1623 
/* VARl EFFECT SIZE= d = MU1-MU2 = 1.1 * S 
/*FORS= 1.225, d = 1.1*1.225 = 1.3475 
/*FORS= 1.7321, d = l.l*l.7321 = 1.90531 
/*FORS= 3.1623, d = l.1*3.1623 = 3.47853 
/* VAR2 EFFECT SIZE= d = MU1-MU2 = .8 * S 
/*FORS= 1.225, d = .8*1.225 = .98 
/*FORS= 1.7321, d = .8*1.7321 = 1.3857 
/*FORS= 3.1623, d = .8*3.1623 = 2.5298 
/* VAR3 EFFECT SIZE= d = MU1-MU2 = 0.5 * S 
/*FORS= 1.225, d = .5*1.225 = 0.6125 
/*FORS= 1.7321, d = .5*1.7321 = 0.86605 
/*FORS= 3.1623, d = .5*3.1623 = 1.58115 

/* x21 represents variable 1 with skew of 0.0 and 
/* kurtosis of 0.0 and ES= 1.1 

x21 = z [, 1]; 
y21 = x21*1.7321+1.1; 

/* 
/* 

x22 
y22 

x22 represents variable 2 with skew of 0.0 and 
kurtosis of 0.0 and ES= a.a 

= z[,2]; 
= x22*1.7321+0.8; 
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/* x23 represents variable 3 with skew of 0.0 and 
/* kurtosis of 0.0 and ES= 0.5 

x23 = z[,3]; 
y23 = x23*1.7321+0.5; 

/* CREATE GROUPl DATA MATRIX BY HORIZONTAL CONCATENATION 
yl = ylll ly12I ly13; /*(10x3) 

/* CREATE GROUP2 DATA MATRIX BY HORIZONTAL CONCATENATION 
y2 = y2ll ly22I ly23; /*(10x3) 

/*print "NORMAL AND HETEROGENEOUS CONDITION WITH d 
/*print yl y2; 

/*COMPUTE HOTELLING'S T-SQUARED 
ylhat = t(yl); /*(3xl0) Xl' 
y2hat = t(y2); /*(3xl0) X2' 
yl_l = ylhat*yl; /*(3x3) Xl'Xl 
y2_1 = y2hat*y2; /*(3x3) X2'X2 
ylsum = yl[+,]; /*(3xl) SUMXl 
y2sum = y2[+,]; /*(3xl) SUMX2 
ylbar = yl[:,]; /*(lx3) Xl. 
y2bar = y2[:,]; /*{lx3) X2. 
ylbarhat = t{ylbar); /*(3xl) Xl.' 
y2barhat = t(y2bar); /*(3xl) X2.' 
y1_2 = ylbarhat*ylbar; /*(3x3) Xl.'Xl. 
y2_2 = y2barhat*y2bar; /*(3x3) X2.'X2. 
y1_3 = n*yl_2; /*(3x3) NXl.'Xl. 
y2_3 = n*y2_2; /*(3x3) NX2.'X2. 

3.0"; 

sscpl = yl_l-y1_3; /*(3x3) Xl'Xl-NXl.'Xl. SS CROSS PRODUCTS 
sscp2 = y2_1-y2_3; /*(3x3) X2'X2-NX2.'X2. SS CROSS PRODUCTS 
denom = n-1; 
s1 = sscpl/denom; /*SHOULD HAVE l'S ON THE DIAGONAL 
s2 = sscp2/denom; /*SHOULD HAVE l'S ON THE DIAGONAL 

/*new_s2 = s2#var; SHOULD HAVE 3.0'S ON THE DIAGONAL 
/*sscp22 = new_s2*denom; NEW SSCP MATRIX FOR GROUP2 

sscpp = sscpl+sscp2; /*(3x3) POOLED SS CROSS PRODUCTS 
den= n*2-2; 
denl = 1/den; /*DENOMINATOR FOR POOLED VAR/COV MATRIX 
spool= sscpp*denl; /*(3x3) POOLED VAR/COV MATRIX Spool 
spool_l = inv(spool); /*(3x3) INV POOLED VAR/COV S-lpooled 
delta= ylbar-y2bar; /*(lx3) DIFFERENCE IN MEANS 
deltahat =t(delta); /*(3xl) DIFFERENCE IN MEANS PRIME 
y_4 = delta*spool_l; /*(lx3) 

/*MAHALANOBIS DISTANCE IS THE MULTIVARIATE EFFECT SIZE 
/*DELTAHAT*SPOOL_l*DELTA = DSQUARED = Y_S 
/*DSQUARED = .25(SMALL), .64(MODERATE), AND 1.0(LARGE) 

y_S = y_4*deltahat; /*(lxl) MAHALANOBIS DISTANCE 
num2 = n*n; 
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den2 = n*2; 
numden2 = num2/den2; 
tsquare = numden2*y_5; 

/*COMPUTE CRITICAL F 
num3 = n*2-g-1; 
den3 = g*(n*2-2); 
numden3 = num3/den3; 
fstat = numden3*tsquare; 

/*DETERMINE THE PROBABILITY OF THE OBSERVED RESULTS 
/*IF THE NULL IS TRUE 

pf= 1-probf (fstat,dfb,dfe); 

/*COUNT THE NUMBER OF REJECTIONS 
if pf<=.05 then tsquared[l,cl]=tsquared[l,cl]+l; 

/*PRINT THE RESULTS 
/*print tsquare fstat pf dfb dfe; 

/*COMPUTE UNIVARIATE F TESTS 

numfl 
denomll 
denoml2 
denom13 
denom14 
denom15 
denom16 
fstatl 
dfb 
dfe 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 

delta[l,1]##2; /*(X.11-X.2l)SQUARED 
n*2-2; /*N+N-2 
n+n; /*N+N 
n*n; /*NxN 
denom12/denom13; /*N+N/NxN 
sscpp[l,l]/denomll;/*lST DIAG ELEMENT/N+N-2 
denoml5*denoml4; /*DENOMINATOR FOR F TEST 
numfl/denom16; /*F STATISTIC FOR VAR 1 
g-2;/*G=# VARS=3, DEGREES OF FREEDOM NUMERATOR 
n*2-2;/*DEGREES OF FREEDOM DENOMINATOR 

pfl = 1-probf (fstatl,dfb,dfe); 
if pfl<=.05 then univfl[l,cl]=univfl[l,cl]+l; /*UNIV F 
if pfl<=.016666 then bonl[l,cl]=bonl[l,cl]+l; /*BONFERRONI 
if pfl<=.01695 then multbonl[l,cl]=multbonl[l,cl]+l;/*MULT BONF 
if pfl<=.01695 then countl[l,l]=countl[l,l]+l; /*COUNTER ALPHA3 

/*PRINT THE RESULTS 
/*print fstatl pfl dfb dfe; 

numf2 
denom25 = 
denom26 = 

= delta[l,2]##2; 
sscpp[2,2]/denomll; 
denom25*denom14; 
numf2/denom26; fstat2 = 

pf2 = 1-probf (fstat2,dfb,dfe); 
if pf2<=.05 
if pf2<=.016666 
if pf2<=.01695 
if pf2<=.01695 

then univf2[1,cl]=univf2[1,cl]+l; /*UNIV F 
then bon2[1,cl]=bon2[1,cl]+l; /*BONFERRONI 
then multbon2[1,cl]=multbon2[1,cl]+l;/*MULT BONF 
then countl[2,l]=countl[2,l]+l; /*COUNTER ALPHA3 
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/*PRINT THE RESULTS */ 
/*print fstat2 pf2 dfb dfe; */ 

numf3 delta[l,3]##2; 
denom35 = sscpp[3,3]/denomll; 
denom36 = denom35*denom14; 
fstat3 = numf3/denom36; 
pf3 = 1-probf (fstat3,dfb,dfe); 
if pf3<=.05 then univf3[1,cl]=univf3[1,cl]+l; /*UNIV F */ 
if pfJ<=.016666 then bon3[1,cl]=bon3[1,cl]+l; /*BONFERRONI */ 
if pf3<=.01695 then multbon3[1,cl]=multbon3[1,cl]+l;/*MULT BONF */ 
if pf3<=.01695 then countl[3,l]=countl[3,1]+1; /*COUNTER ALPHA3 */ 

/*PRINT THE RESULTS */ 
/*print fstat3 pf3 dfb dfe; */ 

/*COLUMN SUMMATION FOR COUNTER 1 */ 
sumcl = countl[+,]; 

/*PRINT COUNTER 1 RESULTS 
/*print countl sumcl; 

*/ 
*/ 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/*ALL VARIABLES SIGNIFICANT OR NO VARIABLES SIGNIFICANT */ 
/*AT ALPHA3 IN THE MULT BONF F */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

/*if sumcl = 3 
/* OR 
/*if sumcl = 0 
/* THEN STOP 

*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/*2 VARIABLES SIGNIFICANT AT ALPHA3 IN THE MULT BON */ 
/*TEST REMAINING VAR AT ALPHAl */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

if sumcl = 2 then if pf3<=.05 then 
multbon3[1,cl]=multbon3[1,cl]+l; /*MULT BONF */ 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/*1 VARIABLE SIGNIFICANT AT ALPHA3 IN THE MULT BON */ 
/*TEST REMAINING VARS AT ALPHA2 */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

if sumcl = 1 then if pf2<=.02532 then 
multbon2[1,cl]=multbon2[1,cl]+l; /*MULT BONF 
if sumcl = 1 then if pf2<=.02532 then 
count2[1,l] =count2[1,l]+l; /*COUNTER FOR ALPHA2 
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if sumcl = 1 then if pf3<=.02532 then 
rnultbon3[1,cl]=rnultbon3[1,cl]+l; /*MULT BONF 
if surncl = 1 then if pf3<=.02532 then 
count2[2,l] =count2[2,l]+l; /*COUNTER FOR ALPHA2 

/*COLUMN SUMMATION FOR COUNTER 2 
surnc2 = count2[+,]; 

/*PRINT COUNTER 2 RESULTS 
/*print count2 surnc2; 

*/ 

*/ 

*/ 

*/ 
*/ 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/*BOTH VARIABLES SIG OR NO VARIABLES SIG */ 
/*AT ALPHA2 IN THE MULT BONF F */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

/*if surnc2 = 2 
/* OR 
/*if surnc2 = 0 
/* THEN STOP 

*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/*l VARIABLE SIGNIFICANT AT ALPHA2 IN THE MULT BON */ 
/*TEST REMAINING VAR AT ALPHAl */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

if surnc2 = 1 then if pf3<=.05 then 
rnultbon3[1,cl]=rnultbon3[1,cl]+l; /*MULT BONF 

/*COMPUTE SIMULTANEOUS F TESTS 

= n*2-g-1; /*N+N-# of vars-1 
= denornl4*g; /*(N+N/NxN)*p-# of vars 
= sscpp[l,l]/denorn41; 

denorn41 
denorn42 
denorn45 
denorn46 
fsl 

= denorn45*denorn42; /*DENOMINATOR FOR FSIM TEST 
= nurnfl/denorn46; /*FSIM STATISTIC 

dfb = g; /*# OF VARS 
dfe = n*2-g-1; 
pf = 1-probf (fsl,dfb,dfe); 
if pf<=.05 then fsirnl[l,cl]=fsirnl[l,cl]+l; /*SIM F TESTS 

/*PRINT THE RESULTS 
/*print fsl pf dfb dfe; 

denornSS 
denorn56 
fs2 
pf 

= sscpp[2,2]/denorn41; 
= denorn55*denorn42; 
= nurnf2/denorn56; 
= 1-probf (fs2,dfb,dfe); 

if pf<=.05 then fsirn2[1,cl]=fsirn2[1,cl]+l; 
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/*PRINT THE RESULTS 
/*print fs2 pf dfb dfe; 

denom65 = sscpp[3,3]/denom41; 
denom66 = denom65*denom42; 
fs3 = numf3/denom66; 
pf = 1-probf (fs3,dfb,dfe); 
if pf<=.05 then fsim3[1,cl]=fsim3[1,cl]+l; /*SIM F TESTS 

/*PRINT THE RESULTS 
/*print fs3 pf dfb dfe; 

*/ 
*/ 

*/ 
*/ 
*/ 

end; /* END REPLICATION LOOP */ 
end; /* END SAMPLE SIZE LOOP */ 

/*PRINT THE RESULTING MATRICES */ 
print "NORMAL AND HETEROGENEOUS SAMPLE WITH d=3.0"; 
print univfl[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print univf2[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print univf3[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print bonl[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print bon2[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print bon3[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print multbonl[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print multbon2[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print multbon3[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print fsiml[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print fsim2[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print fsim3[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 

print "T-SQUARED REJECTIONS NORMAL/HETERO SAMPLE WITH d = 3.0"; 
print tsquared[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 

ptsquare = tsquared/5000; 
punivfl = univfl/5000; 
pbonl = bonl/5000; 
pmbonl = multbonl/5000; 
pfsiml = fsiml/5000; 
punivf2 = univf2/5000; 
pbon2 = bon2/5000; 
pmbon2 = multbon2/5000; 
pfsim2 = fsim2/5000; 
punivf3 = univf3/5000; 
pbon3 = bon3/5000; 
pmbon3 = multbon3/S000; 
pfsim3 = fsim3/5000; 

/*PRINT THE PERCENTAGE MATRICES */ 
print "POWER: NORMAL AND HETEROGENEOUS SAMPLE, d=3.0"; 
print punivfl[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
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print punivf2[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print punivf3(colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print pbonl[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print pbon2[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print pbon3[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print pmbonl[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print pmbon2[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print pmbon3[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print pfsiml[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print pfsim2[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print pfsim3[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print ptsquare[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
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OPTIONS NOCENTER; 

*-------------------------------------------------------* 
FILE: HETER10.SAS 
SAS DOCUMENTATION FOR DISSERTATION SIMULATION STUDY 
CREATED ON 10-26-93 BY CATHERINE ROGERS 
SIMULATION STUDY: STEP THREE 
This program creates the normal and heteroscedastic 
distributions with heteroscedasticity set to 10.0 

*-------------------------------------------------------*; 

proc iml; 

/* CREATE NULL MATRICES TO RECORD RESULTS 

tsquared = j(l,5,0); 
univfl = j(l,5,0); 
bonl = j (1,5,0); 
multbonl = j(l,5,0); 
fsiml = j(l,5,0); 
univf2 = j(l,5,0); 
bon2 = j(l,5,0); 
multbon2 = j(l,5,0); 
fsim2 = j(l,5,0); 
univf3 = j (l,5,0); 
bon3 = j(l,5,0); 
multbon3 = j(l,5,0); 
fsim3 = j(l,5,0); 

/* CREATE LABELS FOR RESULTS 

size 
alpha 

={Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0}; 
={p0S}; 

/*VAR IS A DISTRIBUTION OF VARIANCE PATTERNS 

var= {10.0 1.0 1.0, /*1.5 or 3.0 or 10.0 on diagonals 
1.0 10.0 1.0, 
1.0 1.0 10.0}; 

/* G IS THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS IN THE DATA MATRIX 
/* REPRESENTING THE NUMBER OF VARIABLES 

dist= {l 1 1, 
1 1 1, 
1 1 1}; 

g = ncol(dist); 

/* BEGIN LOOP FOR SAMPLE SIZES 
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do n=lO to 50 by 10; 

/* DEFINE DEGREES OF FREEDOM 

dfb = g; 
dfe = n*2-g-1; 
cl = n/10; 

/* BEGIN LOOP FOR REPLICATIONS 

do r = 1 to 5000; 

/* DEFINE COUNTERS FOR MULTIPLE BONFERRONI TESTS 
countl={O, 

0, 
0}; /*COUNTER FOR ALPHA3 SIGNIFICANCE 

count2={0, 
0}; /*COUNTER FOR ALPHA2 SIGNIFICANCE 

/* PROVIDE THE PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS OF THE CORRELATION 
/* MATRIX ENTERED IN STEP ONE. THIS MATRIX WILL BE 
/* 3x3. 

f={0.92049 -0.28556 0.26673, 
0.93597 -0.17011 -0.30825, 
0.87440 0.48270 0.04916}; 

/* GENERATE A MATRIX OF RANDOM NORMAL VARIABLES WITH 
/* N ROWS, 3 COLUMNS, AND MEAN= 0 

x=rannor(j(n,3,0)); 

/* TRANSPOSE THE X MATRIX TO OBTAIN AN X MATRIX WHICH 
/* IS 3xN DIMENSION. CURRENTLY F MATRIX IS 3x3 
/* AND X MATRIX IS Nx3 THEREFORE THEY CANNOT 
/* BE MULTIPLIED. 

xhat = t(x); 

/* TRANSFORM THE UNCORRELATED RANDOM NORMAL VARIABLES 
/* TO CORRELATED VARIABLES. 

zhat = f*xhat; 

/* TRANSFORM THE CORRELATED VARIABLES SO THAT ROWS 
/* = N AND COLUMNS= 3. 

z = t(zhat); 

*/ 

*/ 

*/ 

*/ 

*/ 

*/ 
*/ 
*/ 

*/ 
*/ 

*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 

*/ 
*/ 

*/ 
*/ 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/* USING FLEISHMAN'S POWER FUNCTION TRANSFORM TO NON- */ 
/* NORMAL VARIABLES */ 
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/* y =a+ bx+ cx2 + dx3 */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

/*GENERATE DATA FOR GROUP 1 

/* xll represents variable 1 with skew of 0.0 and 
/* kurtosis of 0.0 

xll = z[,l]; 
yll = xll; 

/* xl2 represents variable 2 with skew of 0.0 and 
/* kurtosis of 0.0 

x12 = z[ ,2]; 
y12 = x12; 

/* x13 represents variable 3 with skew of 0.0 and 
/* kurtosis of 0.0 

x13 = z[,3]; 
y13 = x13; 

/*GENERATE DATA FOR GROUP 2 

/* UNIVARIATE EFFECT SIZE= d = MU1-MU2/S, WHERE 
/* S = SQROOT OF 1.5 OR 3.0 OR 10.0 
/* SQROOT OF 1.5 = 1.225 
/* SQROOT OF 3.0 = 1.7321 
/* SQROOT OF 10 = 3.1623 
/* VARl EFFECT SIZE= d = MU1-MU2 = 1.1 * S 
/*FORS= 1.225, d = 1.l*l.225 = 1.3475 
/*FORS= 1.7321, d = 1.l*l.7321 = 1.90531 
/*FORS= 3.1623, d = 1.1*3.1623 = 3.47853 
/* VAR2 EFFECT SIZE= d = MU1-MU2 = .8 * S 
/*FORS= 1.225, d = .8*1.225 = .98 
/*FORS= 1.7321, d = .8*1.7321 = 1.3857 
/*FORS= 3.1623, d = .8*3.1623 = 2.5298 
/* VAR3 EFFECT SIZE= d = MU1-MU2 = 0.5 * S 
/*FORS= 1.225, d = .5*1.225 = 0.6125 
/*FORS= 1.7321, d = .5*1.7321 = 0.86605 
/*FORS= 3.1623, d = .5*3.1623 = 1.58115 

/* x21 represents variable 1 with skew of 0.0 and 
/* kurtosis of 0.0 and ES= 1.1 

x21 = z[,l]; 
y21 = x21*3.1623+1.1; 

/* x22 represents variable 2 with skew of 0.0 and 
/* kurtosis of 0.0 and ES= 0.8 

x22 = z[,2]; 
y22 = x22*3.1623+0.8; 
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/* x23 represents variable 3 with skew of 0.0 and 
/* kurtosis of 0.0 and ES= 0.5 

x23 = z[,3]; 
y23 = x23*3.1623+0.5; 

/* CREATE GROUPl DATA MATRIX BY HORIZONTAL CONCATENATION 
yl = ylll lyl2I lyl3; /*(10x3) 

/* CREATE GROUP2 DATA MATRIX BY HORIZONTAL CONCATENATION 
y2 = y2ll ly22I ly23; /*(10x3) 

/*print "NORMAL AND HETEROGENEOUS CONDITION WITH d = 10.0"; 
/*print yl y2; 

/*COMPUTE HOTELLING'S T-SQUARED 
ylhat = t(yl); /*(3xl0) Xl' 
y2hat = t(y2); /*(3xl0) X2' 
yl_l = ylhat*yl; /*(3x3) Xl'Xl 
y2_1 = y2hat*y2; /*(3x3) X2'X2 
ylsum = yl[+,]; /*(3xl) SUMXl 
y2sum = y2[+,]; /*(3xl) SUMX2 
ylbar = yl[:,]; /*(lx3) Xl. 
y2bar = y2[:,]; /*(lx3) X2. 
ylbarhat = t(ylbar); /*(3xl) Xl.' 
y2barhat = t(y2bar); /*(3xl) X2.' 
y1_2 = ylbarhat*ylbar; /*(3x3) Xl.'Xl. 
y2_2 = y2barhat*y2bar; /*(3x3) X2.'X2. 
y1_3 = n*y1_2; /*(3x3) NXl.'Xl. 
y2_3 = n*y2_2; /*(3x3) NX2.'X2. 
sscpl = yl_l-y1_3; /*(3x3) Xl'Xl-NXl.'Xl. SS CROSS PRODUCTS 
sscp2 = y2_1-y2_3; /*(3x3) X2'X2-NX2.'X2. SS CROSS PRODUCTS 
denom = n-1; 
sl = sscpl/denorn; /*SHOULD HAVE l'S ON THE DIAGONAL 
s2 = sscp2/denom; /*SHOULD HAVE l'S ON THE DIAGONAL 

/*new_s2 = s2#var; SHOULD HAVE 10.0'S ON THE DIAGONAL 
/*sscp22 = new_s2*denorn; NEW SSCP MATRIX FOR GROUP2 

sscpp = sscpl+sscp2; /*(3x3) POOLED SS CROSS PRODUCTS 
den= n*2-2; 
denl = 1/den; /*DENOMINATOR FOR POOLED VAR/COV MATRIX 
spool= sscpp*denl; /*(3x3) POOLED VAR/COV MATRIX Spool 
spool_l = inv(spool); /*(3x3) INV POOLED VAR/COV S-lpooled 
delta= ylbar-y2bar; /*(lx3) DIFFERENCE IN MEANS 
deltahat =t(delta); /*(3xl) DIFFERENCE IN MEANS PRIME 
y_4 = delta*spool_l; /*(lx3) 

/*MAHALANOBIS DISTANCE IS THE MULTIVARIATE EFFECT SIZE 
/*DELTAHAT*SPOOL_l*DELTA = DSQUARED = Y_S 
/*DSQUARED = .25(SMALL), .64(MODERATE), AND 1.0(LARGE) 

y_S = y_4*deltahat; /*(lxl) MAHALANOBIS DISTANCE 
num2 = n*n; 
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den2 = n*2; 
numden2 = num2/den2; 
tsquare = numden2*y_S; 

/*COMPUTE CRITICAL F 
num3 = n*2-g-1; 
den3 = g*(n*2-2); 
numden3 = num3/den3; 
fstat = numden3*tsquare; 

/*DETERMINE THE PROBABILITY OF THE OBSERVED RESULTS 
/*IF THE NULL IS TRUE 

pf= 1-probf (fstat,dfb,dfe); 

/*COUNT THE NUMBER OF REJECTIONS 
if pf<=.05 then tsquared[l,cl]=tsquared[l,cl]+l; 

/*PRINT THE RESULTS 
/*print tsquare £stat pf dfb dfe; 

/*COMPUTE UNIVARIATE F TESTS 

numfl = delta[l,1]##2; /*(X.11-X.2l)SQUARED 
denomll 
denoml2 
denom13 
denoml4 
denomlS 
denom16 
fstatl 
dfb 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 

n*2-2; /*N+N-2 
n+n; /*N+N 
n*n; /*NxN 
denom12/denom13; /*N+N/NxN 
sscpp[l,l]/denomll;/*lST DIAG ELEMENT/N+N-2 
denoml5*denoml4; /*DENOMINATOR FOR F TEST 
numfl/denom16; /*F STATISTIC FOR VAR 1 
g-2;/*G=# VARS=3, DEGREES OF FREEDOM NUMERATOR 

dfe = n*2-2;/*DEGREES OF FREEDOM DENOMINATOR 
pfl = 1-probf (fstatl,dfb,dfe); 
if pfl<=.05 then univfl[l,cl]=univfl[l,cl]+l; /*UNIV F 
if pfl<=.016666 then bonl[l,cl]=bonl[l,cl]+l; /*BONFERRONI 
if pfl<=.01695 then multbonl[l,cl]=multbonl[l,cl]+l;/*MULT BONF 
if pfl<=.01695 then countl[l,l]=countl[l,l]+l; /*COUNTER ALPHA3 

/*PRINT THE RESULTS 
/*print fstatl pfl dfb dfe; 

numf2 
denom25 = 
denom26 = 

= delta[l,2]##2; 
sscpp[2,2]/denomll; 
denom25*denom14; 
numf2/denom26; fstat2 = 

pf2 = 1-probf (fstat2,dfb,dfe); 
if pf2<=.05 
if pf2<=.016666 
if pf2<=.01695 
if pf2<=.01695 

then univf2[1,cl]=univf2[1,cl]+l; /*UNIV F 
then bon2[1,cl]=bon2[1,cl]+l; /*BONFERRONI 
then multbon2[1,cl]=multbon2[1,cl]+l;/*MULT BONF 
then countl[2,l]=countl[2,l]+l; /*COUNTER ALPHA3 
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/*PRINT THE RESULTS 
/*print fstat2 pf2 dfb dfe; 

numf3 
denom35 

= delta[l,3]##2; 
= sscpp[3,3]/denomll; 

denom36 = denom35*denom14; 
fstat3 = numf3/denom36; 
pf3 = 1-probf (fstat3,dfb,dfe); 

*/ 
*/ 

if pf3<=.05 then univf3[1,cl]=univf3[1,cl]+l; /*UNIV F */ 
if pf3<=.016666 then bon3[1,cl]=bon3[1,cl]+l; /*BONFERRONI */ 
if pf3<=.01695 then multbon3[1,cl]=multbon3[1,cl]+l;/*MULT BONF */ 
if pf3<=.01695 then countl[3,l]=countl[3,l]+l; /*COUNTER ALPHA3 */ 

/*PRINT THE RESULTS */ 
/*print fstat3 pf3 dfb dfe; */ 

/*COLUMN SUMMATION FOR COUNTER l */ 
sumcl = countl[+,]; 

/*PRINT COUNTER 1 RESULTS 
/*print countl sumcl; 

*/ 
*/ 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/*ALL VARIABLES SIGNIFICANT OR NO VARIABLES SIGNIFICANT */ 
/*AT ALPHA3 IN THE MOLT BONF F */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

/*if sumcl = 3 
/* OR 
/*if sumcl = 0 
/* THEN STOP 

*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/*2 VARIABLES SIGNIFICANT AT ALPHA3 IN THE MULT BON */ 
/*TEST REMAINING VAR AT ALPHAl */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

if sumcl = 2 then if pf3<=.05 then 
multbon3[1,cl]=multbon3[1,cl]+l; /*MULT BONF */ 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/*1 VARIABLE SIGNIFICANT AT ALPHA3 IN THE MULT BON */ 
/*TEST REMAINING VARS AT ALPHA2 */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

if sumcl = 1 then if pf2<=.02532 then 
multbon2[1,cl]=multbon2[1,cl]+l; /*MULT BONF 
if sumcl = 1 then if pf2<=.02532 then 
count2[1,l] =count2[1,l]+l; /*COUNTER FOR ALPHA2 
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if sumcl = 1 then if pf3<=.02532 then 
multbon3[1,cl]=multbon3[1,cl]+l; /*MULT BONF 
if sumcl = 1 then if pf3<=.02532 then 
count2[2,l] =count2[2,l]+l; /*COUNTER FOR ALPHA2 

/*COLUMN SUMMATION FOR COUNTER 2 
sumc2 = count2[+,]; 

/*PRINT COUNTER 2 RESULTS 
/*print count2 sumc2; 

*/ 

*/ 

*/ 

*/ 
*/ 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/*BOTH VARIABLES SIG OR NO VARIABLES SIG */ 
/*AT ALPHA2 IN THE MULT BONF F */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

/*if sumc2 = 2 
/* OR 
/*if sumc2 = 0 
/* THEN STOP 

*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/*l VARIABLE SIGNIFICANT AT ALPHA2 IN THE MULT BON */ 
/*TEST REMAINING VAR AT ALPHAl */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 

if sumc2 = 1 then if pf3<=.0S then 
multbon3[1,cl]=multbon3[1,cl]+l; /*MULT BONF 

/*COMPUTE SIMULTANEOUS F TESTS 

= n*2-g-1; /*N+N-# of vars-1 
= denoml4*g; /*(N+N/NxN)*p-# of vars 
= sscpp[l,l]/denom41; 

denom41 
denom42 
denom45 
denom46 
fsl 

= denom4S*denom42; /*DENOMINATOR FOR FSIM TEST 
= numfl/denom46; /*FSIM STATISTIC 

dfb = g; /*# OF VARS 
dfe = n*2-g-1; 
pf = 1-probf (fsl,dfb,dfe); 
if pf<=.05 then fsiml[l,cl]=fsiml[l,cl]+l; /*SIM F TESTS 

/*PRINT THE RESULTS 
/*print fsl pf dfb dfe; 

denom55 
denom56 
fs2 
pf 

= sscpp[2,2]/denom41; 
= denom55*denom42; 
= numf2/denom56; 
= 1-probf (fs2,dfb,dfe); 

if pf<=.05 then fsim2[1,cl]=fsim2[1,cl]+l; 
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/*PRINT THE RESULTS 
/*print fs2 pf dfb dfe; 

denorn65 sscpp[3,3]/denorn41; 
denorn66 = denorn65*denorn42; 
fs3 = nurnf3/denorn66; 
pf = 1-probf (fs3,dfb,dfe); 
if pf<=.05 then fsirn3[1,cl]=fsirn3[1,cl]+l; /*SIM F TESTS 

/*PRINT THE RESULTS 
/*print fs3 pf dfb dfe; 

*/ 
*/ 

*/ 
*/ 
*/ 

end; /* END REPLICATION LOOP */ 
end; /* END SAMPLE SIZE LOOP */ 

/*PRINT THE RESULTING MATRICES */ 
print "NORMAL AND HETEROGENEOUS SAMPLE WITH d=l0.0"; 
print univfl[colnarne=size rownarne=alpha]; 
print univf2[colnarne=size rownarne=alpha]; 
print univf3[colnarne=size rownarne=alpha]; 
print bonl[colnarne=size rownarne=alpha]; 
print bon2(colnarne=size rownarne=alpha]; 
print bon3[colnarne=size rownarne=alpha]; 
print rnultbonl[colnarne=size rownarne=alpha]; 
print rnultbon2[colnarne=size rownarne=alpha]; 
print rnultbon3[colnarne=size rownarne=alpha]; 
print fsirnl[colnarne=size rownarne=alpha]; 
print fsirn2[colnarne=size rownarne=alpha]; 
print fsirn3[colnarne=size rownarne=alpha]; 

print "T-SQUARED REJECTIONS NORMAL/HETERO SAMPLE WITH d = 10.0"; 
print tsquared[colnarne=size rownarne=alpha]; 

ptsquare = tsquared/5000; 
punivfl = univfl/5000; 
pbonl = bonl/5000; 
prnbonl = rnultbonl/5000; 
pfsirnl = fsirnl/5000; 
punivf2 = univf2/5000; 
pbon2 = bon2/5000; 
prnbon2 = rnultbon2/5000; 
pfsirn2 = fsirn2/5000; 
punivf3 = univf3/5000; 
pbon3 = bon3/S000; 
prnbon3 = rnultbon3/5000; 
pfsirn3 = fsirn3/5000; 

/*PRINT THE PERCENTAGE MATRICES */ 
print "POWER: NORMAL AND HETEROGENEOUS SAMPLE, d=l0"; 
print punivfl[colnarne=size rownarne=alpha]; 
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print punivf2[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print punivf3[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print pbonl[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print pbon2[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print pbon3[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print pmbonl[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print pmbon2(colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print pmbon3[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print pfsiml[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print pfsim2[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print pfsim3[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
print ptsquare[colname=size rowname=alpha]; 
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APPENDIX C 

COMPUTER OUTPUT 

1. Corr 12. list. Generates the intermediate correlation 
between variables 1 and 2. 

2. Corr 13.list. Solution for the intermediate correlation 
between variables 1 and 3. 

3. Corr 23.list. Solution for the intermediate correlation 
between variables 2 and 3. 

4. Factor. list. The factor pattern of the intermediate 
correlation matrix. 

5. Normal. list. Power for each post-MANOVA statistic under 
normal and homoscedastic conditions. 

6. Nonnorm. list. Power for each post-MANOVA statistic under 
nonnormal and homoscedastic conditions. 

7. Heterl 5. list. Power for each post-MANOVA statistic under 
normal-and heteroscedastic (d=l.5) conditions. 

8. Heter3 0. list. Power for each post-MANOVA statistic under 
normal-and heteroscedastic (d=3.0) conditions. 

9. Heterl0. list. Power for each post-MANOVA statistic under 
normal and heteroscedastic (d=l0.0) conditions. 
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NOTE: Copyright(c) 1985,86,87 SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC 27512-8000, 
U.S.A. 
NOTE: SAS (r) Proprietary Software Release 6.04 

Licensed to VIRGINIA TECH COMPUTING CENTER, Site 09370001. 

NOTE: AUTOEXEC processing completed. 

1 OPTIONS NOCENTER; 
2 LIBNAME SASFILES 'C:\DISSERT\SASDATA'; 
3 *------------------------------------------------------* 
4 FILE: CORR 12.SAS 
5 SAS DOCUMENTATION FOR DISSERTATION SIMULATION STUDY 
6 CREATE ON 6-10-93 BY CATHERINE ROGERS 
7 REVISED ON 10-4-93 BY CATHERINE ROGERS 
8 SIMULATION STUDY: STEP ONE 
9 This program generates the intermediate correlation 

10 between variables 1 and 2. 
11 *------------------------------------------------------*; 
12 
13 PROC IML; 

IML Ready 
14/*******************************************************************/ 
15/* CREATE THE INTERMEDIATE CORRELATION FOR NON-NORMAL DISTRIBUTIONS*/ 
16/* VALE & MAURELLI (1983) APPROACH TO CREATING NON-NORMAL DIST'S */ 
17 /* VALUES FOR B, C, AND D ARE FROM FLEISHMAN ( 1978) * / 
18/*******************************************************************/ 

SOLUTION FOR THE INTERMEDIATE CORRELATION BETWEEN THE EASY AND MEDIUM TEST 
FROM VALE AND MAURELLI 

RHO 
0.8294616 

RHO 

0.8279157 
RHO 

0.8279157 
RHO 

0.8279157 
RHO 

0.8279157 
82 run; 

I 
1 
I 
2 
I 
3 
I 
4 
I 
5 

DIF 
-0.329462 

DIF 
0.001546 

DIF 
6.7346E-8 

DIF 
6.7346E-8 

DIF 
6.7346E-8 

WARNING: The SAS/IML module MAIN does not exist. It cannot be run. 
in module immed at line 82 column 1 

stmt: RUN at line 82 column 1 
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83 OPTIONS NOCENTER; 
84 LIBNAME SASFILES 'C:\DISSERT\SASDATA'; 
85 *------------------------------------------------------* 
86 FILE: CORR 13.SAS 
87 SAS DOCUMENTATION FOR DISSERTATION SIMULATION STUDY 
88 CREATE ON 6-10-93 BY CATHERINE ROGERS 
89 REVISED ON 10-4-93 BY CATHERINE ROGERS 
90 SIMULATION STUDY: STEP ONE 
91 This program generates the intermediate correlation 
92 between variables 1 and 3. 
93 *------------------------------------------------------*; 
94 
95 PROC IML; 

IML Ready 
96/*******************************************************************/ 
97 /* CREATE THE INTERMEDIATE CORRELATION FOR NON-NORMAL DISTRIBUTIONS*/ 
98/* VALE & MAURELLI (1983) APPROACH TO CREATING NON-NORMAL DIST'S */ 
99/* VALUES FOR B, C, AND D ARE FROM FLEISHMAN (1978) */ 

100/*******************************************************************/ 
101 

SOLUTION FOR THE INTERMEDIATE CORRELATION BETWEEN THE EASY AND BARD TEST 
FROM VALE AND MAURELLI 

RHO I DIF 
0.6787797 1 -0.17878 

RHO I DIF 
0.6801564 2 -0.001377 

RHO I DIF 
0.6801564 3 -7.678E-8 

RHO I DIF 
0.6801564 4 -7.678E-8 

RHO I DIF 
0.6801564 5 -7.678E-8 

164 run; 
WARNING: The SAS/IML module MAIN does not exist. It cannot be run. 

in module immed at line 164 column 1 
stmt: RUN at line 164 column 1 
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165 OPTIONS NOCENTER; 
166 LIBNAME SASFILES 'C:\DISSERT\SASDATA'; 
167 *------------------------------------------------------* 
168 FILE: CORR 23.SAS 
169 SAS DOCUMENTATION FOR DISSERTATION SIMULATION STUDY 
170 CREATE ON 6-10-93 BY CATHERINE ROGERS 
171 REVISED ON 10-4-93 BY CATHERINE ROGERS 
172 SIMULATION STUDY: STEP ONE 
173 This program generates the intermediate correlation 
174 between variables 2 and 3. 
175 *------------------------------------------------------*, 
176 
177 PROC IML; 

IML Ready 
178/*******************************************************************/ 
179/* CREATE THE INTERMEDIATE CORRELATION FOR NON-NORMAL DISTRIBUTIONS*/ 
180/* VALE & MAURELLI (1983) APPROACH TO CREATING NON-NORMAL DIST'S */ 
181/* VALUES FOR B, C, AND DARE FROM FLEISHMAN (1978) */ 
182/*******************************************************************/ 
183 

SOLUTION FOR THE INTERMEDIATE CORRELATION BETWEEN THE MEDIUM AND HARD TEST 
FROM VALE AND MAURELLI 

RHO 
0.7247297 

RHO 
o. 721149 

RHO 
o. 721149 

RHO 
o. 721149 

RHO 
0.721149 

246 run; 

I 
1 
I 
2 
I 
3 
I 
4 
I 
5 

DIF 
-0.22473 

DIF 
0.0035807 

DIF 
l.0036E-6 

DIF 
1.0036E-6 

DIF 
1.0036E-6 

WARNING: The SAS/IML module MAIN does not exist. It cannot be run. 
in module immed at line 246 column 1 

stmt: RUN at line 246 column 1 
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40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 

NOTE: The 
NOTE: The 

OPTIONS NOCENTER; 
LIBNAME SASFILES 'C:\DISSERT\SASDATA'; 

*------------------------------------------------------* 
FILE: FACTOR.SAS 
SAS DOCUMENTATION FOR DISSERTATION SIMULATION STUDY 
CREATE ON 6-10-93 BY CATHERINE ROGERS 
REVISED ON 10-4-93 BY CATHERINE ROGERS 
SIMULATION STUDY: STEP TWO 
This program generates the factor pattern of the 
intermediate correlation matrix. 

*------------------------------------------------------*; 
data set WORK.DISSERT has 3 observations and 5 variables. 
DATA statement used 9.00 seconds. 

NOTE: The PROCEDURE PRINT used 13.00 seconds. 
WARNING: The data set WORK.DISSERT does not indicate how many observations 

were used to compute the CORR matrix. The number of observations 
has been set to 10000. Statistics that depend on the number of 
observations (such asp-values) are not interpretable. 

NOTE: The PROCEDURE FACTOR used 19.00 seconds. 

DISSERTATION SIMULATION STUDY 11:22 Monday, October 4, 1993 1 
STEP ONE: SAMPLE GENERATION 
TYPE=CORR Data Set 

OBS Vl V2 

1 1.00000 0.82792 
2 0.82792 1.00000 
3 0.68016 o. 72115 

V3 

0.68016 
0.72115 
1.00000 

TYPE 

CORR 
CORR 
CORR 

NAME 

Vl 
V2 
V3 

DISSERTATION SIMULATION STUDY 
STEP ONE: SAMPLE GENERATION 
PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS ANALYSIS 

11:22 Monday, October 4, 1993 

OBTAIN THE FACTOR PATTERN OF THE CORRELATION MATRIX 

Initial Factor Method: Principal Components 

Prior Communality Estimates: ONE 

Eigenvalues of the Correlation Matrix: Total= 3 Average= 1 

1 2 3 
Eigenvalue 2.487936 0.343485 0.168579 
Difference 2.144451 0.174905 
Proportion 0.8293 0.1145 0.0562 
Cumulative 0.8293 0.9438 1.0000 
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3 factors will be retained by the NFACTOR criterion. 

Initial Factor Method: Principal Components 

Eigenvectors 

Vl 
V2 
V3 

1 2 3 

0.58358 -0.48724 0.64964 
0.59339 -0.29026 -0.75075 
0.55436 0.82362 0.11973 

Initial Factor Method: Principal Components 

Factor Pattern 

Vl 
V2 
V3 

FACTORl 

0.92049 
0.93597 
0.87440 

FACTOR2 

-0.28556 
-0.17011 

0.48270 

FACTOR3 

0.26673 
-0.30825 

0.04916 

Variance explained by each factor 

FACTORl 
2.487936 

FACTOR2 
0.343485 

FACTOR3 
0.168579 

DISSERTATION SIMULATION STUDY 
STEP ONE: SAMPLE GENERATION 
PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS ANALYSIS 

11:22 Monday, October 4, 1993 

OBTAIN THE FACTOR PATTERN OF THE CORRELATION MATRIX 

Initial Factor Method: Principal Components 

Final Communality Estimates: Total= 3.000000 

Vl 
1.000000 

V2 
1.000000 

V3 
1.000000 

Scoring Coefficients Estimated by Regression 

Squared Multiple Correlations of the Variables with each Factor 
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FACTORl 
1.000000 

FACTOR2 
1.000000 

FACTOR3 
1.000000 

Initial Factor Method: Principal Components 

Standardized Scoring Coefficients 

FACTORl FACTOR2 FACTOR3 

Vl 0.36998 -0.83136 1.58223 
V2 0.37620 -0.49526 -1.82850 
V3 0.35146 1.40531 0.29162 
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1 The SAS System 00:43 Sunday, October 31, 1993 1 

NORMAL AND HOMOGENEOUS SAMPLE 

UNIVFl Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P0S 4026 5000 5000 5000 5000 

UNIVF2 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P05 1555 4713 5000 5000 5000 

UNIVF3 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P05 106 467 2185 4350 4969 

BONl Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P05 2232 4960 5000 5000 5000 

BON2 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P0S 493 2845 4873 5000 5000 

BON3 NlO N20 N30 N40 N50 

P05 14 60 266 1238 3120 

MULTBONl Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P05 2261 4960 5000 5000 5000 

MULTBON2 NlO N20 N30 N40 N50 

P0S 741 3667 4971 5000 5000 

MULTBON3 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P05 87 451 2185 4350 4969 
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FSIMl Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P05 817 4278 4997 5000 5000 

FSIM2 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P0S 113 977 3453 4901 5000 

lThe SAS System 00:43 Sunday, October 31, 1993 2 

FSIM3 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P0S 2 7 11 104 516 

TSQUARED REJECTIONS NORMAL AND HOMOGENEOUS SAMPLE 

TSQUARED Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P0S 1963 4777 5000 5000 5000 

POWER: NORMAL AND HOMO SAMPLE 

PUNIVFl Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P05 0.8052 1 1 1 1 

PUNIVF2 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P0S 0.311 0.9426 1 1 1 

PUNIVF3 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P05 0.0212 0.0934 0.437 0.87 0.9938 

PBONl Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P0S 0.4464 0.992 1 1 1 

PBON2 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 
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P05 0.0986 0.569 0.9746 1 1 

PBON3 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P0S 0.0028 0.012 0.0532 0.2476 0.624 

PMBONl Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P05 0.4522 0.992 1 1 1 

PMBON2 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P0S 0.1482 0.7334 0.9942 1 1 

PMBON3 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P0S 0.0174 0.0902 0.437 0.87 0.9938 

lThe SAS System 00:43 Sunday, October 31, 1993 3 

PFSIMl Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P05 0.1634 0.8556 0.9994 1 1 

PFSIM2 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P0S 0.0226 0.1954 0.6906 0.9802 1 

PFSIM3 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P0S 0.0004 0.0014 0.0022 0.0208 0.1032 

PTSQUARE Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P0S 0.3926 0.9554 1 1 1 
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lThe SAS System 00:49 Sunday, October 31, 1993 1 

NONNORMAL AND HOMOGENEOUS SAMPLE 

UNIVFl Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P05 3827 4998 5000 5000 5000 

UNIVF2 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P05 1205 4820 4999 5000 5000 

UNIVF3 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P05 19 123 1864 4844 5000 

BONl Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P0S 2243 4875 5000 5000 5000 

BON2 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P05 196 2852 4945 4999 5000 

BON3 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P05 1 6 44 648 3471 

MULTBONl Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P0S 2264 4879 5000 5000 5000 

MULTBON2 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P05 387 3873 4993 4999 5000 

MULTBON3 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

POS 9 114 1863 4844 5000 
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FSIMl Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P0S 948 4039 4984 5000 5000 

FSIM2 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P0S 33 500 3700 4960 4999 

lThe SAS System 00:49 Sunday, October 31, 1993 2 

FSIM3 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P0S 0 0 2 10 129 

T-SQUARED REJECTIONS NON-NORMAL AND HOMOGENEOUS 

TSQUARED Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P05 1769 4439 4995 5000 5000 

POWER: NONNORMAL AND HOMOGENEOUS SAMPLE 

PUNIVFl Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P0S 0.7654 0.9996 1 1 1 

PUNIVF2 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P0S 0.241 0.964 0.9998 1 1 

PUNIVF3 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P0S 0.0038 0.0246 0.3728 0.9688 1 

PBONl Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P0S 0.4486 0.975 1 1 1 

PBON2 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 
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P0S 0.0392 0.5704 0.989 0.9998 1 

PBON3 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P05 0.0002 0.0012 0.0088 0.1296 0.6942 

PMBONl Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P05 0.4528 0.9758 1 1 1 

PMBON2 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P0S 0.0774 0. 7746 0.9986 0.9998 1 

PMBON3 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P0S 0.0018 0.0228 0. 3726 0.9688 1 
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PFSIMl Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P0S 0.1896 0.8078 0.9968 1 1 

PFSIM2 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P0S 0.0066 0.1 0.74 0.992 0.9998 

PFSIM3 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P0S 0 0 0.0004 0.002 0.0258 

PTSQUARE Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P0S 0.3538 0.8878 0.999 1 1 
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lThe SAS System 00:23 Sunday, October 31, 1993 1 

NORMAL AND HETEROGENEOUS SAMPLE WITH d=l.5 

UNIVFl Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P0S 3213 4998 5000 5000 5000 

UNIVF2 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P05 966 3873 4976 5000 5000 

UNIVF3 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P05 67 231 950 2644 4324 

BONl NlO N20 N30 N40 N50 

P05 1445 4629 5000 5000 5000 

BON2 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P05 297 1609 4148 4949 5000 

BON3 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P0S 10 17 89 409 1308 

MULTBONl Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P0S 1469 4640 5000 5000 5000 

MULTBON2 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P0S 462 2370 4659 4993 5000 

MULTBON3 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P05 52 208 946 2644 4324 
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FSIMl Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P0S 434 3041 4926 5000 5000 

FSIM2 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P05 58 377 1904 4091 4929 
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FSIM3 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P05 1 1 7 33 127 

T-SQUARED REJECTIONS NORMAL/HETERO SAMPLE WITH d = 1.5 

TSQUARED Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P0S 1374 4069 4986 5000 5000 

POWER: NORMAL AND HETEROGENEOUS SAMPLE, d=l.5 

PUNIVFl Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P0S 0.6426 0.9996 1 1 1 

PUNIVF2 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P0S 0.1932 o. 7746 0.9952 1 1 

PUNIVF3 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P0S 0.0134 0.0462 0.19 0.5288 0.8648 

PBONl Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P0S 0.289 0.9258 1 1 1 

PBON2 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 
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P05 0.0594 0.3218 0.8296 0.9898 1 

PBON3 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P05 0.002 0.0034 0.0178 0.0818 0.2616 

PMBONl Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P05 0.2938 0.928 1 1 1 

PMBON2 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P05 0.0924 0.474 0.9318 0.9986 1 

PMBON3 NlO N20 N30 N40 N50 

P05 0.0104 0.0416 0.1892 0.5288 0.8648 
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PFSIMl Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P05 0.0868 0.6082 0.9852 1 1 

PFSIM2 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P05 0. 0116 0.0754 0.3808 0.8182 0.9858 

PFSIM3 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P05 0.0002 0.0002 0.0014 0.0066 0.0254 

PTSQUARE Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P05 0.2748 0.8138 o. 9972 1 1 
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lThe SAS System 
00:30 Sunday, October 31, 1993 1 

NORMAL AND HETEROGENEOUS SAMPLE WITH d=3.0 

UNIVFl Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P0S 1628 4110 4936 4999 5000 

UNIVF2 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P0S 493 1646 3401 4468 4894 

UNIVF3 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P0S 92 187 433 919 1524 

BONl Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P0S 642 2447 4353 4933 4996 

BON2 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P05 143 507 1538 2891 4055 

BON3 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P0S 22 37 70 157 306 

MULTBONl Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P0S 650 2478 4377 4936 4996 

MULTBON2 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P0S 241 797 2152 3580 4509 

MULTBON3 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P0S 70 152 415 904 1518 
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FSIMl NlO N20 N30 N40 N50 

P05 203 981 2875 4445 4925 

FSIM2 NlO N20 N30 N40 NSO 

P05 41 115 441 1189 2346 

lThe SAS System 
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FSIM3 NlO N20 N30 N40 NSO 

POS 8 8 7 13 43 

T-SQUARED REJECTIONS NORMAL/HETERO SAMPLE WITH d = 3.0 

TSQUARED NlO N20 N30 N40 NSO 

POS 708 1928 3815 4807 4985 

POWER: NORMAL AND HETEROGENEOUS SAMPLE, d=3.0 

PUNIVFl NlO N20 N30 N40 NSO 

POS 0.3256 0.822 0. 9872 0.9998 1 

PUNIVF2 NlO N20 N30 N40 N50 

POS 0.0986 0.3292 0.6802 0.8936 0.9788 

PUNIVF3 NlO N20 N30 N40 N50 

P05 0.0184 0.0374 0.0866 0.1838 0.3048 

PBONl NlO N20 N30 N40 N50 

P05 0.1284 0.4894 0.8706 0.9866 0.9992 
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PBON2 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P0S 0.0286 0.1014 0.3076 0.5782 0.811 

PBON3 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P0S 0.0044 0.0074 0.014 0.0314 0.0612 

PMBONl Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P0S 0.13 0.4956 0.8754 0. 9872 0.9992 

PMBON2 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P0S 0.0482 0.1594 0.4304 o. 716 0.9018 

PMBON3 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P05 0.014 0.0304 0.083 0.1808 0.3036 

lThe SAS System 
00:30 Sunday, October 31, 1993 3 

PFSIMl Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P0S 0.0406 0.1962 0.575 0.889 0.985 

PFSIM2 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P0S 0.0082 0.023 0.0882 0.2378 0.4692 

PFSIM3 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P0S 0.0016 0.0016 0.0014 0.0026 0.0086 

PTSQUARE Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P05 0.1416 0.3856 0.763 0.9614 0.997 
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1 The SAS System 00:37 Sunday, October 31, 1993 1 

NORMAL AND HETEROGENEOUS SAMPLE WITH d=l0.0 

UNIVFl Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P05 514 1232 1955 2827 3498 

UNIVF2 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P0S 277 519 791 1267 1703 

UNIVF3 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P05 101 169 229 318 426 

BONl Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P0S 186 509 904 1585 2254 

BON2 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P05 94 171 292 493 737 

BON3 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P0S 38 34 56 82 133 

MULTBONl Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P05 193 515 916 1598 2272 

MULTBON2 NlO N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P0S 157 264 426 717 1015 

MULTBON3 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P05 104 121 183 285 370 
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FSIMl Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P05 56 164 324 692 1156 

FSIM2 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P05 33 41 77 129 246 
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FSIM3 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P05 14 8 8 14 22 

T-SQUARED REJECTIONS NORMAL/HETERO SAMPLE WITH d = 10.0 

TSQUARED Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P05 360 523 827 1387 1949 

POWER: NORMAL AND HETEROGENEOUS SAMPLE, d=l0 

PUNIVFl Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P05 0.1028 0.2464 0.391 0.5654 0.6996 

PUNIVF2 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P05 0.0554 0.1038 0.1582 0.2534 0.3406 

PUNIVF3 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P0S 0.0202 0.0338 0.0458 0.0636 0.0852 

PBONl Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P05 0.0372 0.1018 0.1808 0.317 0.4508 

PBON2 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 
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P0S 0.0188 0.0342 0.0584 0.0986 0.1474 

PBON3 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P0S 0.0076 0.0068 0. 0112 0.0164 0.0266 

PMBONl Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P0S 0.0386 0.103 0.1832 0.3196 0.4544 

PMBON2 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P05 0.0314 0.0528 0.0852 0.1434 0.203 

PMBON3 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P05 0.0208 0.0242 0.0366 0.057 0.074 
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PFSIMl Nl0 N20 N30 N40 N50 

P0S 0. 0112 0.0328 0.0648 0.1384 0.2312 

PFSIM2 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P05 0.0066 0.0082 0.0154 0.0258 0.0492 

PFSIM3 Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P0S 0.0028 0.0016 0.0016 0.0028 0.0044 

PTSQUARE Nl0 N20 N30 N40 NS0 

P0S 0.072 0.1046 0.1654 0. 2774 0.3898 
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